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ABSTRACT
The availability and quality of demographic data in developing countries are 
far from adequate. The introduction and improvements of techniques for 
estimating mortality from nontraditional sources of data and for correcting 
the shortcomings in traditional data are indispensible.
Data on deaths in a period but with an unknown completeness of coverage is 
usually available through vital registration or from single or multi round 
household surveys. The growth balance method makes use of such data and 
provides an estimate of the extent of the under-registration of deaths. An 
extensive study of this method, regarding the effect of deviations from the 
underlying assumptions and possible modifications to overcome its shortcomings, 
is presented.
This study reveals that the method is generally robust to patterns of mortality 
ciiange similar to those in developing countries and also to recent changes in 
fertility. Possible modifications to allow for certain types of changes in 
mortality and fertility are also presented.
A modification of the method to allow for the effect of migration is introduced 
and applied to actual data of Kuwait.
The effect of differential under-registration of deaths on the method is discussed 
and a procedure to estimate this differential under-registration is proposed.
This procedure is applied to hypothetical data as well as to data on Iraq.
A model of age error and the general likely effect of this error on the growth 
balance estimate are discussed. Several practical considerations are also 
dealt with, such as the effect of graduating the age and death distribution
before applying the method, the appropriate method of fit and an alternative 
formula that may be used.
Finally, as an illustration of the interaction of several deviations from 
the underlying assumptions and the suitability of the technique and the 
adjustments procedures suggested, a general application using hypothetical 
data and actual data for Guinea is presented.
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1.1 ThThonucmTop
The availability and oua] it'/ of demographic statistics in developin'' 
countrior. are far from adequate, According to a study conducted bv the 
United 'Cations for 10fl-55 (United nations ldf,6) only about 33a of the 
world deaths and 421 of the world births v/ero being registered. The 
situation has not changed greatly since, another more recent study (trass 
et al 19f>C) concerned with the demography of tropical Africa pointed out 
that in few regions of tropical Africa there is almost, no information even 
on the size of the copulation and though most countries of tropical Africa 
have sort of vital registration it is usually of very limited coverage 
and dou! t.ful accuracy. The latter statement amply to the majority of 
developing countries.
The lack of accurate demographic st.atir.tics in developing countries is 
one of the obstacles facing their development programs, i'o detailed 
targets may be set without a realistic knowledge of the present demographic 
status of the population and their grov;t.h potential.
The straightforward solution of establishing new sources of basic 
statistics - if they are non-existent - or of improving the existing ones, 
may rot always prove feasible. An introduction of a comprehensive vital 
registration syster or conducting a full scale census nay be too expensive 
as coroared to the uncommitted resources in these countries, and even when 
such systems are available it is generally agreed that attainment of high 
quality data Is a gradual process. In other words, the difficulties of 
improving the traditional sources of vital statistics lies in the cost and 
organizational constraints involved and it is morn likely that economic 
development is a pre-requisite for any such improvements.
The intermediate aoproach where the collection procedure relies on 
samplin'» has a quicker pay-off in producing the needed data, this approach
3
is advantageous rot in terns of cost alone but also in the detailed and 
untraditional type of data it nay supply. On the other hand, the data 
collected still suffer from the usual deficiencies which characterises 
demographic data of developing countries in addition to sampling error.
Ho matter what collection procedure is used, the development and extension 
of methods which ensure a better utilization of the data is indisoensihle.
The pertinent literature is suite large and a full account of such, methods 
is not attempted hut rather a brief review o' some cf the available methods 
for estimating adult mortality from defective data is presented. The 
emphasis is on mortality as it is one of the basic components of population 
change.
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The methods of estimation available differ greatly in their precision, 
under 1'  ^pc nssis -'lions, costs an - data re ;i i repents. There is no mechanical 
way ip ’••hich any of them may be applied. The detailed procedure is 
sensitive to the characteristics and types of error in the data and there 
is always a demand imposed on the researcher's shills whether in manipulating 
the data or modifying the methods. The following is a presentation of the 
general methodological principles.
Different classification systems may he attempted 1 ut neither constitute 
a clear cut boundary. In this section the methods of estimation are 
divided into three categories; the first is mainly dependent on age distri­
bution data. This type of data - traditionally available through censuses - 
reflects the cumulative results of past demographic flows and consequently 
offer a base for estimating them. The second category is more dependent 
on unconventional type Information which are related to deaths in various 
ways. Finally, the third category include methods attempting to correct
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is advantageous rot in terns of cost alone but also in the detailed and 
untradltional type of data it may supply. On the other hand, the data 
collected still suffer from the usual deficiencies which, characterises 
donogranhic data of developing countries in addition to sampling error.
i.'o natter ’.'.'hat collection procedure is used, the development and extension 
of methods which ensure n better utilization of the data is indisnensihle.
The pertinent literature is suite large and a full account of such, methods 
is not attempted 1 ut. rather a brief review o'- some cf the available methods 
for estimating adult mortality from defective data is presented. The 
emphasis is on mortality as it is one of the baric components of population 
change.
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The rethods of estimation available differ greatly in their precision, 
under! ; • g asstm r>t.ions, costs an . data r< ji Lrepents. There Is r.o mechanical 
way ip which any of thorn may he applied. The detailed procedure is 
sensitive to the characteristi cs and types of error in the data and there 
is always a demand imposed on the researcher's shills whether in manipulating 
the data or modifying the methods. The following is a presentation of the 
general methodological principles.
Different classification systems may he attempted lut neither constitute 
a clear cut boundary. In this section the methods of estimation are 
divided into three categories? the first is mainly dependent on age distri­
bution data. This tyne o* data - traditionally available through censuses - 
reflects the cumulative results of past demographic flows and consequently 
offer a base for estimating them. The second category is more dependent 
on unconventional type information which are related to deaths in various 
ways. Finally, the third category include nethods attempting to correct
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the deficient data on deaths.
1.2.3. The First. Category
eth .r: .in this catecory received '-/icier application ancl more extensive 
discussion in the literature than the other t'-’O categories,. This is 
probably due to their early development and to the fact that - until 
recently - their data requirements were more abundantly available and of 
better quality than data on deaths in developing countries.
Ilethod (A); Ptable and Quasi stable Population Analysis
The method assumes that the aqe distribution of a giver, population may be 
approximated by a stable model. On the basis cf the evidence available, 
a suitable model is niched and the various parameters of this stable model 
are assigned to the actual population.
If the actual situation is poorly approximated by the stable model or if 
the clata available are too defective to permit a proper choice of a stable 
model, the estimates reached may be quite erroneous.
The term quasi-stability is used to indicate that fertility is the deter­
minant factor in shaping the age distributions; thus the age structure of 
the population with declining mortality ard constant fertility may still 
be approximated by a stable distribution.
Of course, it this orinciplo was completely true,.stable analysis would 
be unsuitable for supplying adequate information on mortality. Actually, 
the effect of the decline in mortality on deviation from stability is 
strongly related to the age pattern of change in mortality.
Various correction procedures have been devised to adjust for the effect 
of mortality change, such as Coale & Demeny (United Nations, 1967),
5(Zachariab, 1971) anc nuitr- recently (Ibou qamrah, 197h). Coale method 
requires /novledge cl tie duration of mortality decline and its average 
pace, /.achari ah and Ahou I'anrah tiiscuss only the effect of deviation from: 
stability on t'rc birth rate.
Ouasi stability clayed or irrertant role in supplying some of our current 
knowledge on demographic trends, especially when data were scarce and 
nothing else could have been done. Improvements in the volume and ouality 
of data and introduction of nev: techniques is ^educing more and more the 
need for stable techriques,
f'.ethod (r■) : Census Survival i’ater.
Thin method presupposes the existence of tvre> censuses or two cross- 
sectional demographic surveys. In this cane the identification of birth 
cohort in easily ac’ leved and tie depletion of cnc' cohort reflects the 
effect of mortality or that cp' ort. Thus census survival rates are calcu­
lated ar.d life tables constructed.
This r>rinclnlc is true if the population is closed, the two censuses are 
tlie same in coverage and completeness and finally age errors are either 
non-existent or the name for any particular cohort at different points in 
tire.
If migration occurred during the interconsal period or if the census 
coverage is not the same, erroneous estimates may he reached when this 
method is used.(unless, of course, corrections for these factors have 
been anolied). brass (1975) points out that: 'an analysts of intercensal 
mortal!tv in Thailand between 1937 and 1970 produced estimates that 
suggested (unreasonably) a decrease in mortality followed by an increase. 
Further analysis revealed changes in census coverage over this period.
Unless adjustments can be m'c\do to allow for such changes in coverane, use 
of the intercensal method is unsuitable under those circurrstances,'
Under the tvpical conditions of nno risreport and differential under- 
registration in developing countries, survival rates show marked fluctua­
tions vhich are unlikely a true feature of mortality and they are frequently 
higher than one. The usual procedure for dealing v.’ith these problems was 
either smoothing the original age distributions or the resulting survival 
rates. The introduction of model life tables allowed a further adjustment, 
a reasonable method is proposed tv Coale ft Demenv (United nations 19C7) in 
which cumulative survival rates cire calculated and mortality levels corres- 
oonding to them are located through the use of model life tables, then an 
average level is selected as the estimate of mortality in the population 
analyzed.
.Several problems are usually related with this method of estimation. The 
first is that the procedure of locating the corresponding model mortality 
level rav become tco corinlicatod when the intercensal period is not a 
multiple of 5 years. The second is that it does not give a measure of 
mortalitv for the ages which are younner than the tnterconsal period, 
since a related birth cohort con not he identified in the first census.
The third arises when the period between the two censuses is not a multiple 
of the age group length. The second problem is solved by using the model 
value in the average level selected as an estimate of mortality of these 
young ages; in other words the mortality pattern is forced to conform, to 
one of the four patterns available in Coale ft Dcmeny model life tables.
The third problem - in the absence of detailed tabulations - may be solved 
through interpolation within the reported age distributions so as to form 
new age groups.
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Erase (1972) proposes another procedure of applying this method, mainly by
7calculating jp-.. (number of persons in the stationary peculation between 
exact acres i: arc': x+n) usine the census survival rates and initial values 
of 0 • Then, the values of J;-—■ are adjusted through the use of the lcoit 
s* m.tci . j.n essence, brass orocrclurn depends on the use of the logit svsteri. 
Thus, the first problem is ratio simpler because the loeit system is more 
adaptable to adjustment and the second solved through imposing a more 
flexible r.odel system,
1.2.2 The fécond Category
Then the direct recording of deaths is non-existent or greatly distorted 
by error; suitable questions in demographic inquiries may supply a substitute 
for the data traditionally provided 'y vital ?— pi strap for.. In principle 
there in. uiries ray o complete census or cross-sectional surveys, but 
generally the latter is more appropriate when retrospective information are 
required, since the intensity and quality cf field work needed for good 
ouality information are tore likely available for a roiler size operation.
7\ general characteristic oi the methods in this category is their reliance 
on demograrhic models for transforming the unconcentional information into 
familiar types of data and for completing and filling gaps in the existing 
information.
One of the most famous and successful methods under this category deals 
with the estimation of infant and childhood mortality from proportions 
living amena children ever born. (United bâtions, 1967). The linking of 
this measure with adult mortality, in the absence of other information, is 
reached by imposing a certain pattern on the data.
Several reference sets of life tables (model life tables) are available 
be used for linking childhood mortality with mortality atand they may
e
later agos. If there is no information about adult mortalitv, the 
extension of portal ity is ri’acho1 by usirg a one parafoter model life 
table such as those of the United Nations (lf;r:f) or the Coale-Deneny
recorded mortality patterns; thus one expects to obtain reasonable 
estimates of adult mortality only when the pattern of mortality studied 
confirm: to this average pattern. Brass (1972) considers the case of 
Turkey where the relation of adult to childhood mortality is atypical; 
lie points out that the extension of childhood mortality, from the 1963 
retrospective survey, throuah the use of models results in an expectation 
of life at aye 5 of about 47 years while other information shows the actual 
expectation to he in the region of 63 years.
Two naraneters model life tables, such as the logit system (Brass 1964 and 
1971) and some of Ledermann sets (I.edcrmann 1969), allow the age variations 
between rortalitv patterns to bo explicitly brought out. Thus, if further 
information about adult mortality is available, the use of a two parameter 
system provides a suitable procedure for linking the available information.
Method (A) : Orphanhood •let-hod
Thin method attempts to obtain adult mortality estimator, from data on the 
survivorship of parents. (Brass & Hill 1973). The principle of obtaining 
adult female (or male) mortality from maternal (or paternal) orphanhood may 
be presented as follows:
PR(x,t) = oronortion of children of exact age x whose mothers (fathers) 
were alive at time (t).
PR(x,t)
Jn (y,t-x)
(1 . 1 )
jf n (y, t-x) f (y,t-x) dy
where
n(y,t-x): number of women (men) of childbearing age y at time (t-x).
f(y,t-x): female (ralo) ayo specific fertility rates at time (t-x).
3. (y+x,t): life table survivors at aye (y+x) at time (t) .
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r. ssur.ing that the aye specific fertility and mortality rates remained 
constant over the recuired time period, t+en:
PP.(x)
Jn(y) f (y) dy
J n (y) f (y) dy
(1.2)
If the chances in the nrobahilit-ier. of survival from aoc y to y+x are 
linear - actually, the survival ratio curve is not linear hut its curvature 
is not very nronounccd - then the previous expression r ay he approximated a
PR(x) 1 (b+x) (1.3)
1 (•')
vhere ~ is tie mean ace of childhearing of mothers (fathers) in the 
nopul ation under consideration, Thus the proportion of children of exact 
age x »'hose mothers (fathers) are alive r.upoly us with direct estimate
of the nrohahil ity a female (male) aged b »;il\ survive ''ears.
For the last expression to he of practical value, two points reed further 
discussion. The simplest is that PU(x) is usually available corresponding 
to age groups rather than exact ages x. The second is concerned with the 
use of M as the base age, since b may he any fractional age its direct use 
leads to stirvival rates corresponding to very irregular age intervals.
The first problem vas tackled by using the following expression:
zl+n
{ n(x)7.1_____
1 (v+x)
'n(y) f(y) ~YJP)
PP.(i)
7-}+nn (x) jn (y) f(y) dy dx
dy dx
(1.4)
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1 (F.+e . )
ri»(i) “ -----—  e. = Zl + 2. (1.5)
1(F) 1 z
where (i) denotes the i age qrouo and zl and zl+n denote the boundary 
of thin ana group, Thur. I1?. (1) is an estimate for the survival raters 
between ago ?' anc ! +e^, where e. in the median age of each age oreup of 
children,
Tiie second problem was dealt with by
factors ct- such that: 
i
b + <
: (i) - c-
calculating the appropriate correction
(1 .6 )
where h is an appropriate ease acre and Cp accounts for the difference
i
between the use of and h. The correction factors vr: • calculated for
different value:; of e. and ” by uslnrt standar 1 models for the rert.al itv v
and fertility function:' and an analytical forr for the a-sc dintri ' utior.
Thom ' t’ t principle of estiratir«* adult fe"ale or male ••»rtalitv from 
orphanhood data is the s?r.’», in practise the estimation of ferale mortality 
is more rewarding. This is due to several factors, mainly the reproductive 
period for female is shorter and hotter defined, the shape and character­
istics cf the female age specific distribution are better known, the data 
for calculating V for rales are rrenerally unavailable and finally rcre is 
usually known about mothers than fathers nr, t’ c data referring to ferale 
mortality are usually rore accurate.
The general criticisms associated with thin method are mainly directed to 
the underlying assumptions that there is no relation between mortality 
experience and number of surviving children, since those with no 
surviving shildron have no weight while these with several surviving
11
children aro given several weight, (an approach for offsetting the latter 
bin-5 tray he using c’ata on orphanhood fror children v/ith a specified M r t h  
order) , also to the assumptions or. which the weighting factors were Lasecl, 
and finally to the asr.umtior. of constant rortality and fertility.
The ultimate justification of the method lies in the plausible estimates 
it. provides, at least concerning female mortality
".ettrii h; Vidov/hpop yothod
A similar indirect, sot of measures, as in method (A) , may be found in 
widowhood data as follows:
proportion of wives (husbands) aged y never widowed of first husband (v:ives)
] (r (Sin aero of first h.ushandr (wives) at narriatm at tire (t-a) + a.)
1 (rr.ean acre of first husbands (wives) at parrjago at time (t-a)
1 (mean ago of first husbands (wives) corresponding to elves (husbands)
need v at time t) 1
1 (ironn ano of first husbands (wives) at marriage at tire (t-a))
where a denotes the length of marriage (exposure time).
A direct advantage of this method results from the fact that marriage 
takes nlacs earlier and over a less ¿mispressed age distribution than 
childbearing, thus the previous expression is more exact than expression 
(1- 3) and also the standard error of the mean age of husbands (wives) at 
first marriage is much less than the corresponding standard error for the 
mean age of childbearing.
The» previous expression is easily modified to correspond to ago croups 
rather than fixed age y. The problem that the mean ago of husbands at 
marriage are usually a fractional age and thus result in irregular survival
12
ratio may be dealt with through a knowledge of the bivariate distribution 
of ages at marriage of ren and ’•.•omen.
Hill (1“75) used a standard mortality rodel and! sir ole functions for the 
distribution of at marriage and calculated a set of correction
factors similar to the one used in the orphanhood method. These factors 
depend on two measures, the mean age of marriage of the cohort of women 
(men) and the oeriod mean age of marriage of men. ("Oran) ; these measures 
may be approximated using the available data on the nroeortion of persons 
single by age groin*, and the age distribution.
The criticism associated with this method are basically similar to the 
orphanhood method. First that there is no relation between the mortality 
experience and marital status. Of course, the previous bias is much less 
in the widowhood data since married norsons are usually more numerous than 
parents. The basic criticism is directed to the assumptions underlying 
the correction factors and their feasibility.
1.2.3 The Third Category
Data on deaths, whether through vital registration systems or other 
sources, are available in many developing countries but the quality of data 
is such that no great confidence nay be placed on their direct use. The 
data suffer from under-registration and are risrenort and there is always 
a need for methods which tackle these problems.
The methods available are two types, the first attempts to detect the 
error through a comparison of some sort, either checking for internal 
consistency or using a different set of data. The second type include 
methods directed to offset the effect of the main source of error, under- 
registration , on the measure of mortality.
13
The- First T y  p;
On«; of the roost sophisticated of these methods ror-ui.ro tho existence of a 
dual oyster of rornr^Jno and the commar i°or } rtr-'r,or’ tb.or is performed at 
t>e level of the r.r alloüt unit through individual matching of events.
Tho formula for estimating the total number of events, on condition that.
the recordirn in tho two syrters is independent, is given by Chandra. Pelear
* jji x ;.J2 “
Z, Doming (19^9) os: K = ■■’■— .■ — — - , where N is the estimated nur.her of 
evento, M  and !.'2 are the total recorded in the first and second system, 
and NIT those coronen to both as determined >y matching.
The previous procedure demands substantial expenditure and high level of 
organization skills and naturally j_s only performed on a sample basis.
Another method nav ho the uso of a sample survey to estimate the complete­
ness of the exist.! rn vital rer»j strati on system. if tie ccmparicon hetv/een 
the sarmle survey and the vital registration reguire - etching, then this 
method is si.mnly the Chandra 5'ehar method and the advantage sained hy 
introducing only one new record!no system is offset by the extra cost and 
difficulty in matching the events. If it is nossible to rely on responses 
in the samóle survey about possession of death certificates or registration 
of events, then a measure of the completeness of the registration may be 
reached.
A further method depends on an internal comparison of the data, for example 
if it is believed a certain area experiences higher mortality than another 
while the data contradict this, the data corresponding to the higher 
mortality area may either be neglected or modified. This method has been 
often used in connection with rural and urban mortality, for example 
E.L. I-adry (1965) used this principle on Egyptian data in raising the 
mortality of rural areas without health bureau to match the level of 
mortality in similar areas but with health bureau. The difficulty in
14
this wet’tod is t’.at the rules for rejecting or nodifyirto sore data need 
to bo based on close ’knowledge of the population under study, since if the 
reasonings for altering the data are not present a nev source of bias is 
introduced.
A nether method compares the data supplied iv tv>o censuses and vital 
registration data to adjust for the discrepancies in the registration data. 
Under the assumption of equal under—registration with. age in the first and 
second census and the vital data, bcurgeoin-l'ichat (1957) showed that, in a 
closed population, the difference between the calculated population expected 
at the. tir e of t^c second census (using the first census and the registered 
deaths) end the reported population at the second cerrun is a function of 
this under—rogistration.
I 1 V ,b'-r\ o . (g o— )3 3. 1-1- (
n - _i,-
where is the difference between the calculated and reported populationl
for age groups i, p^ the reported population in the first census in the 
i*"*1 age group, P' the reported deaths corresponding to the cohort in the 
ith age group in the intermediate period. Kv and h“ denotes the propor­
tionate undcr-registration ir the first and second census respectively and 
g“ tlie under-registratior of deaths.
If the assumptions are correct the intersection of the lines formed using 
the data for each age group gives an estimate for (y— go—) and — ) .
Actually, due to the differential under-registration by age and ago misreport 
the lines don't all intersect in one point, also this method gives only an 
estimate of the magnitude of the under-regisfration in the vital data in 
terms of the und.er-regirtration in the census (since more inforrati.cn is 
required to solve two equations in three unknowns) and finally the identifi­
cation of deaths corresponding to each cohort may prove to lie too complicated.
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The recono Type
Under-registration of f.oaths is a conm.on deficiency in the data of 
developing countries. It is generally agreed that reporting of young 
children in the first year of life is pore strongly affected by this type 
of error.
1 arlier attempts to correct under-registration of young children depended 
on comparing the mortality of age group (1-^) years with the mortality of 
age (0-1) through the use of mocel life tatle. Unless there is enough 
evidence for accenting a certain pattern of mortality, this method nay 
he used as a rough indication of the possibility of under-recording.
bourgeois—Pichat (United Nations 1952) presented a method for estimating 
mortality i.n the early months of life from the trend over the rest of the 
first year of age. This method requires a detailed tabulation for death 
rates hy month of life to be available.
Several methods are presented to correct under-registration of deaths for 
adult ages, all the methods assume that after a certain age the proportion 
of deaths that are not reported is constant, the simple hut effective idea 
that the proportionate death distribution is not affected hy a constant 
unde)— registration is employed.
Method (a): Carrier Method
Carrier (1950) showed that in a stable population
X~x (1-r)x 
dl
I ---£ _
X=o (1-r)x
where, dl : actual number of deaths at age x 
' x
0 7)
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r: rate of growth
and I s life fable survivors at age x
In ca'ip of anual under—reoi~tration of deaths after aQ? v, the formula n 
he exnrcnr.ee ass
dl
X=v (1-r)* x
V’hcn X denotes age group rather than exact, age, the formula is easily 
modi f i ed.
The main problem associated with this method is the requirement that r
should he ’m e n ;  Carrier suagosted that if r was ret known, calculations
of 1 cculd be rado for •-> sprirr of trial "abjer of r and the result!nox
in Vest accord v:ith the United ’.'atiens model life table system may be 
accepted.
Carrier showed that, his method is sensitive to chances in r and patterns 
of mortal ity; he accepted that the results are reasonably accurate only 
r is estimated with in one or two nor thousand.
Method (h) i barques and Courb.ace Method 
barques ft Courba.ce (1972) used the relation
cu ;y.f a t i w. ■> . J-^
TD Tot. n (x,x+n)
dl(x,x+n) TH ,Tot (1.9)
where,rhero. m : death rate corresponding to ace croun (x-x+n). n x
dl(x,x+n): number of deaths in age group (x-x+n).
TD: total number of deaths.
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Tot: total population
n(x,x+n): number of persons in ane group (x-y.+n) .
In case of equal under-registration dl(x,x+n)/TD may be approximated by
t^e proportionate death distribution. Using the available data on the age
distribution all is needed to estimate the age specific death rates is an 
r,’Dapproximation for z~r—  .Tot
lining the hypothesis that in several populations with the same age pattern 
there is a negative correlation bet'Ten tic mortality level and the ratio 
of deaths at old acres to deaths at all ages, an approximation for TD/Tot 
was calculated as follows:
- adjusted death rates are calculated using the age specific death rates in 
several countries and the age distribution of the country studied. These 
countries are carefully picked a«- to bo similar in conditions to the ore 
studied and with reliable statistic:.
- For each of the countries picked a relation between deaths at old ages 
divided by deaths after age 5 and the adjusted death rates is established. 
Deaths after aoe S rather than total deaths are used, since it is exriected 
that deaths at young ages suffer from a higher under-registration.
- Using the available information on deaths at old ages divided by deaths 
at age after 5 in the country studied and the relation established in the 
previous step, an approximation for TD/Tot may he reached.
The main difficulty of this method lies in the choice of appropriate 
countries to determine the estimation relation as there may he considerable 
difference in the estimate according tc the mortality pattern chosen as 
standard. Another difficulty arises from the errors of age reporting, 
especially for old ages; thus the ratio of reported deaths at old ages to 
all deaths may be different from the actual ratio.
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T'ethod (c) i The Crr.-ith, Unlancp method
Bror.fi (1074) showed that in a sta».le ponulatirn:
= r JLJ + d Dy y
where. I. : Morulation proportion aqe yy
PV : population proportion over ana y
DV : proportion of deaths over age y■*
r ; rate of ra turai increase
CDS: crude death rate
Assuninc equal under-racistratier, in the reported deaths, from a certain 
age; the previous relation holds from that ace upward.
Thus using the reported age and death distribution the crude death rate 
and the rate of growth ray he calculated. In essence this method is a 
modification of Carrier's method; it supplies the extra information needed 
(growth rate) through the use of the available age distribution.
The difficulties associated with this method is the effect of deviations 
from stability on the estimate and the possible effect, of anc rrdsrcport and 
differential under-recistrati on.
1.3 QRoKCTT-VLS MI'.) OUTLI.TL OF Thl .STUDY
From the previous oresentatlon v/e note that the first category of methods 
received the wider and earlier application in demographic analysis. The 
use of sample surveys by many developing countries and the realization that 
the census need not be limited to the traditional type of data - but may 
include suitable questions which supply direct information on past events - 
shifted the importance to the second category of methods.
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The accuracy of these methods depends on many factors and there is still 
need for Tore appli cations and chocks to allow for a letter judgement of 
t'eir reliability and to justify nere sophisticated modifications. Th<=> 
main advantage of these methods which is their dependence on simple type 
of questions may be considered one: of their drawbacks; if the special 
questions they roauire vere not included in the stud'» then the road ray 
be blocked.
The third catocor” of methods, more precisely the growth balance method 
included in the second t.yno, still needs further discussion. It makes use 
of data already available and is basically quite si -le to apply. Here 
exploration ir required since the theoretical assumptions of this method are 
never fully satisfied. Mortality and fertility are chancing in nearly all 
developing countries, migration plays an important role in seme of these 
countries; thus it is miite important to study the effect of such changes 
and the ->ossiVillty of modifying the method when the population ir not stable. 
l'Ino, tills method assumes equal under—reoistration of. 'oaths after a 
certain initial age, but ni ree the registration cf deaths of very young ages 
is usually different from other ages, the estimate of the death rate corres­
ponds to certain ages only; it is extremely valuable if an allowance is made 
in this miethod for the differential under-registration. Age error is a 
feature, of renortiro in developing countries, effect of this error on the 
method is significant in judging its appropriateness. It is the purpose of 
this study to discuss all these topics as veil as some practical considera­
tions such as the best method of fit that nay be used and the question of 
smoothing the data before applying the method.
In Chapter (2) the growth balance method is discussed in detail and a 
modification in applying the method suggested. This modification, though 
quite simple, may prove to be helpful in some cases.
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Chapter (3) focuses the attention on the effect of changes in mortality 
and fertility on the method; it deals with this problem. using two approaches. 
The first through standard population projection using different patterns 
of mortality decline and a comparison of the projected death rate and the 
estimated applying the growth balance method. The second approach is based 
on the analytical relation between t.be age structure and the chancing 
scheduler- of mortality and fertility; several theoretical modifications are 
introduced for certain patterns of chancre in mortality and fertility a.nd 
also hypothetical applications of this modifications are presented.
Chapter (4) discusses the effect of migration cn the death distribution 
method, an adjustment procedure is presented and illustrated using actual 
data.
Chapter (3) deals with the problem of ureoual under-registration of deaths, 
A method for adjusting the estimated deatl rate in case of unenual 
proportionate under-reoistraticn is proposed. h’umericnl applications are
presented. The effect of the differential under-registration on the graph
n d
0f the sots of points (—  ft r~~) is discussed and also illustrations of the
y  ymagnitude of error likely to affect the estimate as a result of different 
combinations of under-registration are given.
Chapter (fi) tackles the problem of age reporting in developing countries. 
First, a model of age error is discussed in general. Then, the range of 
likely bias introduced in the estimate of the death rate due to age error 
is shown under two different assumptions. First, the type of age error is 
the same in both the age and death distribution; second, the error is 
different. Finally, the effect of graduatino the data before applying the 
growth balance method is discussed.
In Chapter (7) several methods of fittine; straight lines are presented
and the best methods to be used when applying the growth balance technique 
suggested.
In Chapter (B) apn]ication 
by several deviations from 
conclusions reached in the
of the growth Valance method on data affected 
the assumptions are presented, and. the 
previous chapters illustrated.
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2.1 T'TP1 )DTIC'J'IOP
In this c:’ .opter vo './ill discuss. 11 ■ r; growth /1 ? nncc method in detail.
The proof of ret' or! and sere practical cnn?i('er?.tirnr. are presented.
rother formula cor inl'/in the retired is suogost.edj numerical applications 
of this fcrr nlfi both on stable and cuasi stable age distributions are 
illustrated and also a. criterion for using the rev formula is presented.
2.2 r.'ETMi.ho i^ pi'bi.'.H.'bTor’ or Tin mpo; t p nn./'i/ci. keti.q d
An intuitive presentation of the growth balance method starts by considering 
the sir pie basic relations
birth rate - death rate = growth rate 
fc - CDP = r
Thi® relation holds from any initial age upwards, thus:
b = r + cap  .\ y y
If the ponulcition is stable, r denotes the intrinsic rate of growth and 
is constant for all ages. Thus, we reach the basic formula of the orovth
balance method:
b = r + CDP (2.1)
y  v
In other words, in a stable population the death rate and the birth rate 
over age y form a straight line with slope 1.
If the registration of deaths is incomplete, but is the same for all ages
over y, the slope of the line is 
reported, deaths may be estimated 
reported, death rate and the birth
no longer 1. The ratio of actual to 
as the slope of the lire formed using the 
rate for ages over y. Thus, equation
(2.1) may be rewritten as:
r + f ( 2 . 2 )
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wbprp, r :
y
r:
f:
g :
nurber of 'I'prsnrs at age y 
nur.ber of r-er^nnr over af(? y 
the growth rate
ratio of true to reported deaths 
nvirber of deathr over ago y.
Another convenient way of writing (2.2) in:
I)ifr + CDR j-1- (2.3)
where P and r> are the proportions at risk arc’ dying after acre y and
y  y
i; the proportion of persons at age y.y
rathe’ atical proof of equation (2.3) presented as follows:
Lir.-’sor- r~,r ¡>nt;-!; over age 
total nur'cer of deaths CDP. .Tot
where, u : force of mortality at age x x
Tot: total population.
Then,
W W Xx
1 I' . vi kd = -/ x x x Nx 1
y V X
where, 1 : life table survivors at age x when 1q = 1
1' :the first derivative of 1 with respect, to x
Integrating by parts, v.e get:
cdr  . r>
y
N w
-1 T”  !
* 3x v
W
JV
1X ■) dx
t-
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CDP. .D = U + ‘ r. Ulor. (—  y v v x ' 1 >:
M * c m  n - * !i dlon (-pH y y y x 1 (2.4)
equatior (2.4) is a n<»nor«l equation which holds for any aqc distribution.
If the ronulat.ion is stable, then I! = be rXl and:x x
N = CDH D + r i>
r + CDR
y
If the proportionate undcr-rcgirtrntior in the data is equal, the previous 
equation ray be used to estirate the actual crude death rate in stable 
population*’. Actually, this equation is valid for any fixed age upwards. 
Thus it is rot necessary to assure that the reporting of the deaths of 
young children is as good as that at older ages and the equation ray be 
used to estimate the death rate of adult ages in case of differential 
undcr-regintration.
In practise the data are available corresponding to age groups, thus Oy 
and Pv are readily calculated; has to bo estimated. Sophisticated 
techniques ray be used, but a very simple and usually accurate procedure 
is to taVe N as the average of the age groups on either side of v. Thus, 
if the length of the age group is n:
Ny " 2n <Ny-n,y + V»y+n.).
llil lB plotted against ^  and a straight line is fitted through the points.
Gra->b (2.1) * Estimation of adul.t mortality from the relation of deat) 
and oopulation age distributions 
Jordan, l?CO.s females
d /o
rv/n,r
d /t>y - y
population par year at age y/number at risk after aqe y 
number dying after age y/number at risi after age y
*Soure : Trans (1074)
I''Cf? r,isfcrj’'iitionD in dovnlopinrr countries nav not bo stable and also the 
data are affected by aye nisrerort and differential upder-regir.tration,
T. T'
thus t.bo points corresponding tc (—*- a — -) do not forr an exact straight
v
1i nr-. i: tie points lie closely on a straight line, the assumptions are 
given r.urrcrt and there car* be confidence in the results; if the points 
show clear signs of curvature the derivation, of the measure is hardly 
oosrihlo.
The fitting of the best straight line is net easily accomplished. Several
procedures are available, but the ones usually used are least square arc!
the average (' aid) methods. In the first, method the death, rate is 
T (y-y) (v —y ) ‘estimated as; CDR = —— 1 :------  , '-'l'nre X = ——  and V = — . Tn the bald
T. ("-It) ^  y * y
method the data are divided into t>’o groups of sine n! and n2 respectively 
(nl and n7. may be eoual) and the death rate estimated as the slope of the 
straight line dra'.n through the mean points of the two croups;
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cnr. -
"l
f'evoral applications of the growth balance rothod are available. Brass 
(1*174) and (197f>) , applied the procedure successfully to data on Jordan and 
Iraq, hotter (1976) applied it to Colombia and Blacker (1977) also applied 
it to chad. Tsn illustration for the application of the. rethod on actual data 
is given in rraph (2.1).
2. 3 AT.TKnTATIVi: FORf-'dLA
In applying Brass method for mortality estimation on several stable distri­
butions it was noticed that in some instances the estimated death rate differc 
considerably from the actual death rate. For example, applying the method 
on the stable distributions given in Coale R Pemeny (1966), model west, 
level 1 3, 5, 7, 9, 11/ 13 and 15, we get the following results;
(see Table (2.1))
■n •.
2 P.
Table (2.1) The actual death rate corresponding to model west, males, for 
different levels and growth rates and the estimated death rate 
using the death distribution method
; level growth rate r actual CDR estimated CDP.
1| io 59.77 67.63
! 3 lo 4 5 . 0 4 49.85
5 lo 36. ?c. 35.90
7 25 32.04 33.55
9 25 25.97 26.73
11 25 21.25 21.76
13 25 17.30 17.51
15 25 14.21 14.24
Though from level 7 to 15, the estimate does rot deviate considerably from 
the actual death rate, the estimates corrcsocndir.g to level 1, 3 and 5 are 
greatly distorted.
It is our ournose to discuss the reason for this distortion and sugaeet an 
alteration which heirs to improve the estimate.
a - The reason for the distortions
In applying Trass method or. the hypothetical data all assumptions were met, 
the nonulation is stable, no differential under-registration and no age 
misrorort. The reason for the distortion may be attributed to the method o
estimating N N was estimated bv assuming that the age distribution isy y
linear such that;
. + N , _.)/10y (y-5)-y y-(y+5)N = (N
Equation (2.2) where H is estimated assuming linearity will be denoted
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formula (A) . Probably formula (A) , though generally acceptable, coos give 
rather distorted estimate of the actual death rate when the age distribution 
(especially for old ages) deviates considerably from linearity) .
1> - Formula (!’) :
T'-r  DVSince: gy- = r + CD? y*-
v y
integrating both sides from the start to the oncl of the interval;
v+n ' X ?Jv d . f = r ^tn - - T  c1 v + CD?. J v
V J y v
y+r
1 TI = A nronortion within the ageyy
y /n P - n r*y X V
y P < p* < py+n y y
v+nJ Dy - n r>*V
n < 9* < Dy+n y y
assuming the cumulative distributions are linear within the age interval, 
then:
r *  =y (F +y+n P )/2
D* =
y
(D + y+n Dv )/2
Thus j
(P + p ) (D + P ) 
1 V Y+n; i „ oen y _____Z+nAy n.r - 1 -j-----  + n «LD • 2
A n*v = 3T + CDR 1
n.P* r*y y
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This last formula ••'ill bo denoted formula (r) .
-Applying formule (T.) on the previous stable distributions v;e get:
Table (2.?) The actual death rate corresponding to mode] v;est, rales, for 
differort levels and growth rater and the estimated, death, rate 
using both formula (A) and formula (P) .
- ---- !
1 growth rate actual CDR
estimated CDR
formula (A) formula (B)
l 1C 59.77 07.63 59.05
3 io 45.94 49.85 45.76
5 ID 3b. 95 38.90 36.15
7 25 32.04 33.55 30.48
9 25 25.97 20.73 24.82
11 25 21 .25 21.70 20.64
13 25 17.30 17.51 16.75
ir. 25 14.21 14.24 13.70
It is clear that formula (D) helps to correct the distortion to a great 
extent; on the other hand corresponding to level 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 
formulo (A) giver a slightly better estimate. Though the difference 
between the two estimates in the latter is not that, significant, neverthe­
less it is important to show that, in general«
_ if formula (B) does not inprove the estimate considerably it does not 
affect it to a great extent.
- a criterion exists to choose between both fornulae in application when 
the actual death rate is not available.
The first point may be illustrated by applying both formula (A) and (E) on 
several age distributions and comparing the two estimates of the death rate.
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If the formulae are applied to data subject to mortality decline rather 
than stable data, the illustration nay be more realistic. In chanter (3) 
the effect cf mortality decline on the grov.-th' balance method is discussed 
in detail; table (2.3) is an extract from the results given in chapter (3) 
in tables (3.4), (3.5) and (3.(5) . fable (2.3) presents the actual death 
rate and the growth balance estimate using loth formula (A) and formula (13) 
when the data are subject to different patterns of decline in rcrtality 
(these patterns and their implications will he dealt with in detail later). 
Our point of concern here is that the difference between the estirates 
using formula (A) and (L.) is big only when formula (P.) is better, while the 
difference between the estimate? is always small when formula (A) is better. 
Thus, as a general rule the use of formula (!?.) is recommended.
In actual situations, it is advisable to arr>ly hot's formula (A ) and ( r )  
and to use the graph as the criterion for choosing the best estimate. For 
example, the following graphs illustrate tie t"c lines forred by plotting 
both:
K f n
yp- K yp- denoted by the symbol
y  y
A _ D*
— -—  r, —  denoted bv the svrbol ih 
n ry ' y
Graph (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) represents the case of stable rale distribu­
tions, model west, level 1, 3 and 5 respectively. Graph (2.5), (2.6) and 
(2.7) represents the first three results in the case of mortality decline 
according to pattern (1.6). In all the granhs the more linear the line 
the closer the e.stimate to the actual death rate.
Table (2.3) Conpari.non between the estimates of the death rate 
usintj formula (A) and (li)
pattern (l.a) nattnrr (l.b) 1— ;attem (7.c)
actual estimated actual estimated actual estf ia ted
CDR forr.ula for:'ul a CDF. formula formula CDR formula. formula i
(A) O') (A) (B> (A) <r.)
44.55 48.46 44.39 32.05 37.00 32.83 34.97 35.48 34.64
37.54 40.52 37.14 30.26 35.82 31 .07 34.79 33.04 32.50
31.00 33.40 30.56 27.75 33.65 29.23 34.35 29.99 29.66
25.32 27.18 24.79 75.30 31.42 27.47 31.96 29.34 28.61
20.38 21.04 19.95 23.17 29.15 25.72 27.68 28.90 27.71 -
16.10 17.56 15.03 21.08 26.88 23.99 24.67 26.41 25.40
12.64 13.84 12.55 19.12 24.66 22.27 23.01 23.45 22.81
0.56 10.62 9.66 17.29 22.50 20.54 20.63 20.49 20.00
6.06 7.88 7.22 15.50 20.42 18.82 17.50 17.12 16.65
4. PC 5.50 5.20 14.01 10.30I 17.07 14.85 14.08 13.55
3.04 3.73 3.52
l
i12.70
l
11.86 11.34
1
* extract from tablor, (3.4) , (3.5) anc! (3.6)
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3.1 INTRO»UCTIP?l
It. is our purnnse to study the effect of chances in mortality and fertility 
on the growth balance estimate for the crude death rate. Several studies 
concerned with the effect of mortality chancres or. the age distribution are 
already available, but these studies are either devoted to the effect of 
changing mortality schedules on different stable age distribution or 
restricted to a smecial pattern of mortality chance. Our concern is of a 
more practical nature, which is t.c assess the effect of changes in mortality 
cine! fertility - experienced by developing countries — on the applicability 
of the growth balance method for estimation. Ve should point out that ve 
are not interested in the effect of mortality and fertility changes on the 
age structure, because this is merely a sufficient not necessary condition.
In other words, cases may arise - as will be illustrated - when the age 
distribution deviates from a stable model but still the growth balance 
method is applicable.
Two approaches arc used in this chapter. The first approach depends on 
standard component methods of peculation projection in illustrating the 
effect of changes in mortality and fertility, of the nature found in 
developing countries, on the applicability of the growth balance method.
A general pattern of mortality and fertility change does not exist except 
in very broad terms, because within the developing countries the degree and 
rapidity of the change has been quite uneven; also the availability and 
quality of data makes any attempt to find accurate patterns almost impossible, 
fluch of t>e discussion - under the first approach - is directed to finding 
several patterns of mortality and fertility change, which as a whole embody 
a range of feasible trend patterns for developing countries. The second 
approach is of a more theoretical nature; it is an attempt to analyse the 
relation between the growth balance estimate and certain features of 
mortality and fertility change. It explains and justifies the results 
reached in the first approach and also proposes possible modifications on
the growth ) nlnncc method.
3.2 THF FIRPT APPPOACr
fovlew of the Available Tn formation or Changes j p wopt:alitv and 
Fertility jr. Fevelonjnc: Countricr.
(A) Mortality Chanoe
The most trustworthy feature of rort.nlity change in deve)ooing countries 
is the rapid!tv of it = decline. The speed of this decline is unprecedented 
and has net been matched in the now advanced countries. Davis (1956b) 
illustrates this fact as follows: 'analyzing the data for fifteen under­
developed countries we find that the crude death rate dropped by 53t during 
the thirty years fro-- 1920-24 to 1950-54. The diirinuatlen has been acceler­
ating ... over a five year period (frer: the average for 1945-49 to the 
average for 1950-54), the deat1- rate in eighteen underdeveloped countries 
declined by 201. The history of the northwest European countries bach, to 
the eighteenth century shows no thirty year period in which a consistent 
decline occurred between half-c’ecade averages, or in which the total thirty 
year charge was anvwhere near the 531 record of our backward areas.' The 
reason for using the crude death rate as the measure of mortality decline, 
van justified by its being the only index of mortality levels readily 
available for a number of backward countries and that it in unlikely the 
age structure of the population^ considered has changed much due to the 
short period studied and the fact that fertility remained constant.
Stolnitz (1965) - using the available information from life tables on 
changes over 1C to 20 year periods ending in the 1950's - showed that the 
average increases in expectation of life at birth exceeds 0.5 years per 
annum and more often than not they are closer or above one year per annum.
To compare this magnitude of chance to the one experienced by developed 
countries; the sane study indicated that before 1900 the average rise in 
life expectancy in developed countries amounted annually to about two-tenths
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of a year and that tr•: lncrear.es since l‘.;ro - although larger - have been 
only four-tenths. The highest recorded short tern increase in life 
expectancy between 1S40 and 1940 vas 0.63 years, in the Netherlands between 
1915 and 1926.
It should be notec. that though the decline in mortality has occurred nearly 
everywhere in non-industrial areas, the degree and rapidity of this decline 
has beer quite uneven; thus in Aria, Africa and Latin America there is at 
present great disparity in mortality levels in developing countries. The 
comparison "itVln the underdeveloped areas is faced with the problem of 
'naccurate statistics, It ray generally he stated tvat the level of mortality 
in Latin American countries is closer to the level in the underdeveloped 
countries of Asia than It is to that in countries of Africa, host, of the 
African countries still have a very high mortality and as pointed out by 
Arriaga Davis (1969) 'in the 1960’s 13 out of 20 countries with information 
still had a life expectancy no higher than 4o'.
The age pattern of mortality chance for developing countries can. only he 
documented with great caution. This ir due to the limited and sketchy nature 
of the data available; thus it cannot, be claimed that the few data we can 
rely on are representative. Also, the quality of the information available 
may distort the changes by ago and one may doubt if seme of the age pattern 
characteristics are a true feature of mortality or the effect of these errors.
The main findings of the available attempts to analyse the age pattern of 
mortality change may be summarized as follows, in a United Nations study 
(United Nations, 1962) using data for developing countries it was stated 
•The data for these countries show a greater diversity of age patterns of 
recent rortality reductions than seems to have been characteristic of the 
earlier reductions in countries of Europe, Northern America, Australia and 
New Zealand. Also it seems that in these under-developed countries, adults
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un tc middle acta have shared with children in the benefit of the recent 
mortality reductions, to a more nearly ocrusl extent than they previously 
did in the countries which led in the movement of declining death rates,' 
Illustrations shov.’inc these diversity of patterns of mortality declines are 
qiven in Tal lr (3.1).
Table (3.1) Percentage annual decline in ape specific death rates and the 
annual increase in e (rales)
1Countrv I
Period
Age
Chile1
1920-1059
.
Taiv.-an1 | 
1920-1960 j
j
Mauritius2 j 
1944-1952
o — 1.396ft 2.167* 3.70Oft
1- 2.034 2.175 5.975
5- 2.134 2.260 1 6.795
I JO- 1.820 2.160 8.137
i - 1.941 5.250
1oCN 1.995 2.078 5.337
I
25- 1.747 2.213 9.200
icm 1.631 2.211 9.912
35- 1.621 2.188 8.212
40- 1.477 2.096 7.C62
4 5- 1.220 1.964 6.812
50- 1.173 1.804 6.075
55- .547 1.632 5.837
60- .645 1.499 5.825
65- .725 1.297 4.825
70- .653 .845 2.850
75- .440 .779 2.675
80- .849 .950 1.8621 ----- mm
.607 .39o —
* source s Preston ft Keyfitz ft Schoer. (1972) 
2sources United i.ations (1962)
4 4
Stolmitz (1065) indicated that in a general way 'absolute declines in age 
speciric probabilities of dying (ejy) or rises in their complements, the 
probabilities of surviving resemble reversed j's or even u's, ..., a 
related result, -ince ago specific survivorship falls in the age beyond 
the childhood years, is that, the correspondin'! percentage changes have 
also been reversed J's or Li's',
To summarize the previous review, v:e may stress that to imitate the pattern 
of decline in developing countries - using population projection - ore 
should be careful to reproduce a rapid decline in mortality and to allow 
for several speeds and age patterns of decline. Some of the age patterns 
of change in survivorship ratios should resemble a reversed J or U's.
(H) Fertility Ch.-inns
Fertility is almost universally high in developing countries. Kirk 
(Fehrman ft C o m a  ft Freedman 1969) indicated that 'There is a sharp dichotomy 
bet'rccn those natality of the "developed" and the less developed countries.
Ko "less developed" country of major consequence yet has a birth rate under 
30. Ho developed country has a birth rate over 25, and few have a birth 
rate over 20.'
Detailed study for the historical pattern of fertility change are available 
for many developing countries. In contrast to the common picture of 
mortality decline, fertility change seems to have taken different forms.
In some cases, such as the carribean islands (Jamaica, Trinidad and Cuiana), 
there seem to be an upward movement in fertility up till the 196r"s. In 
others, including several countries of Latin America in the 1940's to the 
196Cs (El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Frazil ...), the picture is mere of 
a constant fertility. As recently as I960 Taiwan, Singapore and Puerto Rico 
were almost the only countries with a significant declining trend of 
fertility, the list has been growing since and is including countries such as
<5
Ceylon, lorea anc1 Chile, “ore and rorc countries are joining in the 
decline of fertility, hut the general downward trend has rot been firmly 
established vet.
3,P.2 rattmi'- and Pate used 
(A) ’’ortn] tty Patter;' -■
Pattern 1
The ideal situation — in such a study - ic to find actual representative 
nntterp- cf mortality decline, which will nrovice a direct check on the 
applicability of the a r c t h  balance method. The lack of actual historical 
data necessitates the use of a model system, r suitable model needs to 
j.ncornorate the basic characteristics found in the aye structure of 
mortality rates at a certain noint in time besides being flexible enough 
to show the general tendencies revealed in the path of change.
The most apnrmriate r.odel system for our purpose see’-? to he the logit 
model because its standard life table renresents the >'asic characteristics 
common in the mortality schedules cf developin'- countries, also the logit 
mod^l allows - through the use of t>.c parameters - mere freedom in choosing 
the required math, of change among the multitudes of paths available and 
finally the model is readjly suited for application on computer.
The logit model describes the relation between mortalities in different 
countries - or at different periods In the same country - using a mathe- 
r’atical function as:
logit lx = a + P logit lsx
where logit 1>; - £  log t l *  « ~  log - -logit <l"lx> , and ^  denotes
the survivors at age x in the life table. ls^ denotes the survivors at age 
x in an arbitrary life table chosen as a basic standard nattern. The standard
’ -» ' . - . 7
table Uood in oil the follo,finn application': is based or Brass oeneral 
standard life table t.irass 1 0 7 ] ) ,  which is an avoraoe rnnrescr.taticr for 
nuMiflled life tables of r’oderate and hiqh mortality. n anc’ 3 ore constants 
wh icb vary anorq life tables; tl.ri r irplications ore not fully defined but 
ir general n fay he regarded ts a neocure of the level of mortality i 1 e 
P describes the ano pattern of mortality. The limits o'7 o and f, that cover 
t’ o r a m n  observed for recorded mortality schedules of developing countries, 
is within - 1 . 0  -*■ 0 .6  for a and 0 .6  -*■ 1 .6  for P.
The decline in mortality may be achieved through changing one or both of 
the parameters as follows: 
a - char.oinq a and fixing F. 
b — chanqinq o and F simultaneously.
The ootion of changin'' P and fixing a vac disregarded - oforchand, since a 
change in c only accorgli shes small changes in e^. Tor example:
n  -  0 .5
ci — 0 .5
n = O 
a «= O
Pattern (l.a):
In this option a is decreasing and 3 is kept constant. Ihe reason for 
using this pattern of decline is that the age pattern of change in <jx , due 
to a change in a, r e s e m b l e s  some of the available information which suggest 
that the absolute decline in ^  („qx denotes probability of dying between 
x and x+n) follow a U shape. Table (3.2) shows the decline in n<}x vhen P is
constant and c* declining.
<6
Q s 0.6 eo = 24.7
3 = 1.6 o.c rs 31.0
0 s 0.6 Ci sc 43.1o
= 1.6 e sr 45.0c
’ *
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Tat.le (3.2)* The decline in ", from an h: 0.5 tc a ** 0.0 arc1 S constant
ar- e O.C
•
1.0
-------*1
1.6
O |72. SO 17.43 0.03
1 G.r.i R.99 8.93
r 1.47 2.21 2.63
lo 1.05 1.62 2.02
is 1.65 2.59 3.30
20 2.03 3.24 4.47
25 1.91 3.09 4.50 1i
30 1.03 3.00 I4.52
35 1.00 r—( r-i 4.79 ,
40 o 0 2 3.31
I
5.15 j
45 2.29 3.69 5.65 ‘
50 2.66 4.17 i6.07 ,
55 3.03 4.53 6.01 ;
r-.c 3.57 4.85 5.40 :
r^c 3.91 4.58 3.90
7o ‘1.24i
JL_________
3.87 2.1G 
_______1
•soured .valuer, of rly vern aiven in brass (1971) , table 6.
Pattern (l.h):
In this option, '"here a and !?. are changing, the relation between childhood 
and adult mortality changes while mortality is declining. This kind of 
decline would affect the a m  comroeition considerably and allow us to test 
the death distribution method under the worst circumstances.
To avoid unnecessary complications - due to the several combinations of 
change in a and B that may be tried - we restricted our attention to a 
constant decrease in G while a has been changed indirectly through fixing 1 ^
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Data used in the projection;
For each case we started with a stable ago distribution resulting from a 
constant schedule o r  mortality anci a certain growth. rat°. The schedule 
of mortality used corresponds to the initial values of n and 6 and t1'® 
standard life table for each sex separately. The stable age distribution 
wan subjected tc constant fertility and to the hypothetical mortality 
decline; the fertility schedule used was based on model fertility, pattern 
6 of the United Nations (United Nations 1963) corresnonding to the crude 
birth rate of the stable age distribution.
Pattern (1.a);
Different constant values of P. were used, ranging from. P. = 0.7 to P = 1.3;
for each constant value of p, a was changed to achieve a snecified rate of
increa'-e in expectation of li fe at birth. Two rates of increase in e^ were
applied; a rate of annual increase of 0.5 years, and a faster annual rate
of 1.0 years. The initial value cf a was C.7. The nrojection stooped when
e exceeded 70.0 or after 20 periods equivalent to IOC years, o
Pattern (1 .h) ;
The initial value of 0 « 1.6. 1 was fixed to the value of lSj. Thus the 
Implied initial value of a for males = (1-D logit lr ^  = 0.486. p was 
decreased from 1.6 to 0.6 in steps of 0.1 and a slower step of 0.05. The 
projection stops when 0 = 0.6.
Pattern (?):
Tn constructing this pattern, and the following one, we depended heavily on 
two studies: (Xeyfitz ft Flieger I960) and (Preston ft Keyfitz ft Scboen 1972), 
in which detailed information on mortality and fertility for several 
countries are given. Two countries were picked and their mortality decline 
patterns calculated. These countries are. Taiwan and Chile. The reasons 
for choosing them are that their data goes further back than other published
* +
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data on developing countries and that we are not only interested ir a 
common pattern (wv ic'' ".a? no significant effect on tie age structure) hut 
rather cn some e;;trem-p patterns (extreme in a sense of a von' hig and/or 
fast decline in mortality).
Data, usee in the projection
For each country vo started •.•it' a stable age distribution, resulting from 
a constant schedule of mortality — corresponding to the actual deat.v 
probabilities given by (Preston R Keyfitz R Schoen 1972) for the earliest 
period - and a certain growth rate as a measure of probable value which 
may have applied in the base year of projection. The sbav le age distribu­
tion is subjected to constant fertility and to a mortality change illustrat­
ion the actual pattern of decline in each country; the fertility schedule 
used is based on model fertility pattern f of the United nations (United 
notions 1963) corresponding to the crude, birth rate of the stable age 
distribution. Tb.« mortality decline is based on the actual percentage 
increase j.n the male survivorship ratios; this increase i.s calculated for 
each two consecutive published data and it is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed '••itbin the given period.
a) Chile
Starting with the published probability (qx)corresponding to the base year 
1909 and a hypothetical growth rate .009, Chile is projected for So years, 
assuming the decline in mortality to follow the annual increase in male 
survivorship ratios.
b) Taiwan
Similarly, Taiwan is projected for 40 years starting with the base year 
1920 and a growth rate «= .009.
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Pattern (3):
Though our concern j.3 mainly wi th mortality decline of under-developed 
countries, this third pattern deals with European data. The justification 
for tills is the existing possibility that some under-developed countries 
did follow a European pattern of decline»
The data of three countries are used; iralnly Sweden, Portugal and Italy. 
Sweden represent a special case due to the availability of fairly reliable 
data on mortality from the 18th century upwards; so the Sweden trend of 
mortality has been accelerated to anree more with the fast reduction that 
has been observed in under-developed countries. Thus two cases are applied 
hero:
a) The actual Swedish, Italian and Portugese pattern;
b) the actual Swedish pattern from 1703 till 1863 (corresponding to
e = 43.347) is ar.nlled, but 3tartino at 1863 the speed of nortalit.v decline o
is doubled. Thus it is assumed that a gain in life expectancy equal to 
24.282 years is achieved in 40 years rather than 80 years. This is done by 
considering each 10 year decline to happen in 5 years only.
The same procedure - as in the previous pattern - lias *eon followed here 
starting with the base year 1783 and a growth rate of .009 for Sweden, the 
base year for Italy lo 1881 and the growth rate used is .005 and finally 
Portugal is projected for 40 years starting 1920 and with a growth rate .009.
(h) Fertility Patterns;
For each of the countries considered; the annual nattern of decline in ago 
snecific fertility rates is calculated U3ing actual data and starting fror. 
the earliest published data on age specific fertility rates. The female 
age distribution is subjected to mortality and fertility decline. Mortality 
decline started from the same base year as in the previous patterns; 
fertility is held constant till period 10 for Italy, period 7 for Chile,
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period 7 for Taiwan, period 3 for Portugal and the first oeriod for Sweden, 
iach period is eouivalent to 5 years of mortality decline.
3.2.3 Results
(A) Mortality drclino ard J'-rtility constant 
Pattern (1):
Considering the results of pattern (l.a) - given in tables (3.3) and (3.4) - 
we note that generally the estimate is close to the actual death rate.
Comparing the actual death rate v;ith the best estirate whether estimate (?)
or estirate (D) - whore estimate (?) is calculated using formula (?) and
least sguare fit, and estirate (P) is calculated using formula (B) and
least souare fit - we gets for ? > 1, whether the annual increase Jn e iso
,5 or 1.0, the maximum deviation does not exceed 1^, Per T ^ 1 only in the 
slow decline the deviation exceeds 1"*} when £ = 0.7 the maximum deviation is 
2.62%^and this deviation only occurs once corresponding to oeriodl 12; for 
other values of 6 the maximum deviation decrease reaching 2.21, 1.78 and 1.16 
for S = 0.0, 0.9 rand 1.0.
Considering the results of pattern (l.b) - given in tavle (3.5) — and 
comparing the actual death rate and estimated (A), there is a considerable 
amount of deviation in the neighbourhood of 5"f» Since this deviation 
starts from the first period when the population is stable and mortality 
decline b.a3 not started yet, one is quite suspicious that the source of 
deviation is due to the method of estimation rather than the effect of 
mortality decline. The second estimate does confirm this point, so we 
will assume that the difference between the actual death rate and estimated 
(E) is due to mortality decline while the difference between estimated (A) 
and estimated (3) is the effect of the method of estimation.
There is a difference between the actual death rate and the estimated (E).
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Table (3.3) Fixed 3, changing a.
The actual and estirated death rate, using fomula (A) and 
(B) , corresponding to annual increase in e = 0.5.
P a tte rn  ( l . a )  °
to til 
neriof1
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
actual KSt. k.St. actua 1 i'st. Est. actua] E st. Fst. actual F-st. Est.
.
CDR <B) CD!l (A) (B) CDR (A) (B) CDR 1 (?) (B)
1 54.76 5*. 95. 54.55 53.01 53.70 52.82. 51.25 52.4e 51.07 49.51 I5 1 . 3 5 49. 33
2 50.78 50.93 50.62 49.10 49.66 48.90 47.41 48.45 47.19 45.72 47.29 45.48
3 46.87 46.81 46.60 45.IS 45.52 44.89 43.55 44.34 43.23 41.89 43.17 41.54
4 42.85 42.53 42.44 41.29 41.32 40.82 39.72 40.]9 39.24 38.16 39.11 37.66
5 39.15 38.41 38.44 37.63 37.31 36.94 36.12 36.26 35.46 34.64 35.25 33.99
6 35.89 34.73 34.89 34.40 33.69 33.46 32.93 32.71 32.06 31.50 31.73 30.68
7 33.00 31.37 31.66 31.51 30.39 30.30 30.03 29.44 28.93 28.65 28.57 27.64
0 30.25 28.14 28.56 28.75 27.20 27.24 27.30 26.33 25.97 25.94 25.52 24.75
9 27.57 25.CO 25.53 26.10 24.17 24.31 24.69 23.38 23.14 23.34 22.62 21.99
lo 24.95 22.04 22.62 23.50 21.26 21.49 22.17 20.06 20.45 20.89 19.94 19.43
11 22.45 19.31 19.92 21 .08 13.60 10.93 19.80 10.08 17.99 18.61 17.51 17.09
12 20.11 16.90 17.49 18.82 16.35 16.61 17.60 15.82 15.77 16.49 15.33 14.99
13 17.93 14.82 15.34 16.71 14.33 14.55 15.58 13.87 13.82 14.54 13.42 13.11
14 15.91 13.13 13.48 14.76 12.68 12.78 13.70 12.23 12.11 12.74 11.82 11.49
15 14.00 11.93 11.94 12.94 11.46 11.30 11.97 11.02 10.69 11.10 10.60 10.13
16 12.24 11.23 10.05 11.28 10.70 10.22 10.40 10.19 9.62 9.61 9.71 9.06
17 10.62 10.10 10.04 9.75 9.54 9.35 0.9 6 9.00 8.71 8.24 8.51 8.13
18 9.16 0.42 8.41 8.38 7.96 7.85 7.66 7.53 7.33 7.02 7.12 6.85
1? 7.79 7.07 7.05 7.08 6.67 6.56 6.44 6.29 6.12 5.88 5.94 5.71
20 6.49 5.95 5.88 5.88 5.59 5.47 5.33 5.26 5.09 4.84 4.94! 4.74
eo 68.62  ^1
68.94 j 69.35 1 69.83
'each period denotes a 5 year interval
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Ta^le (3.3) (continuée!)
.....i 1
Feta 1.1 1.2
.. .. - - . --------- ---- -
1.3
nerird actual
CDR
E<-.t.
(A)
Est.
(8)
actual
CDR
Est. 
(A)
r.st.
(8)
actual
CDR
Est.
(A) (b)
1 47.80 rn.29 47.63 46.14 49.33 45.98 44.55 48.46 44.39
2 44.03 46.18 43.77 42.45 45.22 42.17 40.91 44.32 40.62
3 4C.32 42.13 39.95 38.80 41.16 39.39 37.31 40.26 36. B8
4 36.67 38.13 36.16 35.22 37.21 34.69 33.82 36.35 33.28
5 33.20 34.31 32.55 31.84 33.67 31.20 30.53 32.69 29.90
6 30.13 30.91 29.35 28.81 30.10 28.06 27.58 29.40 26.87
7 27.30 27.74 26.38 26.04 27.02 25.20 24.83 26.33 24.06
B 24.65 24.70 23.60 23.42 24.08 22.¿0 22.27 23.46 21.44
o 22.11 21.96 20.94 20.95 21.34 19.94 19.87 20.79 19.00
IO 19.71 19.34 18.47 18.64 18.81 17.59 17.63 18.33 16.75
11 17.50 16.98 16.24 16.49 16.51 15.45 15.55 16.07 14.70
12 15.46 3.4.87 14.23 14.52 14.44 13.53 13.66 14.07 12.83
13 13.59 13.01 12.46 12.72 12.62 11.83 11.94 12.28 11.26
14 11.87 11.43 10.9C 11.09 11.07 10.35 10.38 10.75 9.84
15 10.32 10.22 9.60 9.61 9.86 9.10 8.97 9.54 8.63
16 8.89 9.28 8.54 8.26 8.90 S.07 7.70 8.55 7.63
17 7.62 8.08 7.61 7.05 7.69 7.13 6.56 7.36 6.72
18 6.45 6.75 6.41 5.96 6.43 6.02 5.54 6.15 5.68
19 5.39 5.63 5.36 4.96 5.35 5.04 4.60 5.11 4.76
20 4.42 4.66 4.44 4.06 4.43 4.19 3.76 4.22 3.96
co 70.36 : 70.93 j 71.56
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Table (3.4) Fixed p, changing o.
The actual and estimated death rate, using formula (7) end 
(r), corresponding to annual increase in e = 1.0.
Tattern (l.a)
1Feta 0.7 0.8 — 0.9 1.0
period1 j 
1
actual
CDR
Fst-..
to)
r.st.
<K)
actual
COR !
1Est.
(»
Fst.
(B) |
actual
CDR
Est.
(A)
Est.
(P)
actual
COP
Est.
(A)
Est. : 
(3)
i i|54.76 54.95 54.55 53.01 53.70 52.82 51.35 52.48 51.07 49.51 51.35 49.33|
2 47.31 47.44 47.20 45.58 46.07 45.42 43.9], 44.82 43.69 42.21 43.59 41.94 ;
3 40.17 40.05 39.96 38.57 38.77 38.30 36.98 37.55 36.65 35.41 36.38 35.03
4 33.55 33.12 33.14 32.07 31.98 31.66 30.60 30.87 30.17 29.21 29.85 28.75
5 27.81 27.08 27.21 26.45 26. lO 25.91 25.12 25.15 24.62 23.82 24.23 23.35
6 23.05 22.06 22.29 21 .76 21.20 21.13 2C.52 20.37 20.00 19.35 19.59 18.90
7 18.94 17.73 18.06 17.71 16.98 17.03 16.56 ir>.27 1G .04 15.47 15.58 15.09
8 15.20 13.85 14.24 14.07 13.23 13.37 13.01 12.64 12.54 12.04 12.08 11.75
9 11.78 10.42 10.82 10.79 9.94 10.13 9.87 9 9.47 9.03 9.04 8.85
lo 8.72 7.48 7.86 7.89 7.14 7.34 7.) 4 6.81 6.86 6.45 6.48 6.39
11 6.05 5.06 5.37
1
5.40 ' 4.83 j 5.01 4.81 4.60 4.66 4.28 4.36 4.34
eo 71.43 71.78 72.21 72.71 j
1 each period denotes a 5 year interval.
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Table» (3.4) (continued)
!
Dota 1.1
—
1.2 1.3
oorioel actual ist. ! Er.t. actual Hst. Ent. actual Est. Eat.
COP. ( '  )  ! (I-) CDU (A) (R) COP (A) (6)
1 i
I
47.00 150.29 47.63 46.14 49.33 !145.98 44.55 48.46 44.39
2  ì 40.62 42.50 40.30 39.05' 1 41.48 38.69 37.54 40.52 U) *>] h-*
3 33.09 35.29 33.46 32.46 34.31 31.98 31.09 33.40 30.56
4 27.84 28.08 27.36 26.56 28.01 26.C6 25.32 27.10 24.79
5 22.62 23.41 22.16 21.46 22.64 21.02 20.38 21.94 18.95
6 10.22 10.05 17.85 17.10 18.19 16.07 16.19 17.56 15.93
7 14.46 14.96 14.19 13.51 14 • 37 13.34 12.6/1 13.8* 12.55
P 11.15 11.50 ,11.01 10.33 11.07 10.32 9.56 10.62 9.66
9 8.20 0.63 j 8.27 7.58 8.23 7.72 6.96 7.88 7.22
IO 5.84 [Ì  r’ - 16 5.96 5.29 5.87 i 5.56 4.80 5.59 5.20
11 3.82 [ 4.14 ! 4.04 3.40 3.93 1 3.77 3.04 3.73 3.52
I
eo 73.27 1 73.07 74.54
This difference increases en mortality decrease'’-, but the magnitude of 
difference is rot very disturbing (bearing in mind that v.-e expect this 
sort of decline to nroduce the biggest change on age-dist.). For example, 
while expectation of life at birth for males increased from 30.79 years to 
51.33 years the estimate deviates only 3 .0 6%f.
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The maximum, deviation in the fast decline reaches 3.25%* while it is only 
1.68%*in the slow decline.
Table (3.5) Changing a and 3.
The actual and estimated death rates using formula (A) 
and (I.) corresponding to fast and slow decline in 13. 
Pattern (l.b)
Beta
fast deoil re in ? ( .slov decline ir P.
actual death 
rate
estimated
(A)
! estimated 
(!)
actual death 
rate
iestimated
(A)
estimated
(B)
1.6 32.95 37.90 32.63 32.95 37.90 32.83
1.55 31.60 36.05 31.92
1.5 30.26 35.82 31.02 30.31 35.71 30.98
IfiKH 1 | 29.06 34.49 30.04
1.4 27.75 33.65 29.23 27.90 33.21 j 29.08
1.35 26.76 31.90 28.11
1.3 25.39 31.42 27.47 25.66 30.57 27.13
1.25 24.5° 29.24 26.16
1.2 23.17 29.15 25.72 23.56 27.93 25.19
1.15 22.55 26.63 24.21
1.1 21.08 26.00 23.99 21.56 25.34 23.24
1.05 20.60 24.05 22.26
1. 19.12 24.66 22.27 19.67 22.78 21.27
.95 18.76 21.55 20.28
. .9 17.29 22.50 20.54 17.68 20.40 19.32
.35 1 17.03 19.35 18.42
.0 15.59 20.42 18.02 16.21 18.34 17.56
.75 15.42 17.34 16.68
.7 14.01 18.39 17.07 j 14.67 16.37 15.02
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Pattern (2):
Generally, tl-e estimated death rate agrees quite well with the actual death 
rate; the rarj.r.urr. deviation for Taiwan dees r ot exceed 97T? (the deviation Is 
calculated with rospoct to the best, estimate) ; for Chile also, the estimate 
i s quite good oxcart, icr t.v e first 15 years of mortality decline where the 
deviation reaches 4>3f,'y\
Table. (3,5) The actual and estirated death rates, using formula (f)
arid (B) corresponding to actual patterns cf mortality decline. 
Pattern (?)
COR a) Chile b) Taiwan
reriod1 actual death 
rate
estirated
(')
c*rt inatpc? 
(10
actual death 
rate
estir-atec
(A)
estimated
(fi)
(O) 34.97 35.48 34.64 37.44 39.90 37.G2
(1) 34.73 3 3 # C4 3?. 50 33.61 36.66 33.73
(?) 34.35 29.99 29.66 25.96 29.66 26.93
(3) 31. or, 20.34 28.61 21.66 24.85 22.54
(4) 27.68 28.90 27.71 20.72 23.07 21.05
(5) 24.67 26.41 25.40 ie.77 20.75 19.93
(r.) 23.01 23.45 22.81 15.81 17.56 16.10
(7) 20.63 20.49 20.00 12.85 14.26 13.08
(3) 17.50 17.12 16.65 9.86 10.94 10.03
(9) 14.85 14.08 13.55
(lO) 12.70 11.86 11.34 1
1each oerlod denotes a 5 year interval.
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Table (3.7) The actual .inri estimated death rates, using formula (A) end (B) , 
corresponding to actual patterns of mortality decline.
Pattern (3)
COP.
( 0 )
( 1)
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6 )
(7)
( 8 )
(9)
(10)
( 11) 
( 1 2 )
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
( 2 0 ) 
( 21) 
( 22 ) 
(73)
(24)
(25) 
(25)
(27)
(28) 
(29) 
(30
(31)
(32)
Italy portuga! Sweden (actual pattern)
act- esti- [ esti- act- j esti- f esti- act- |esti- i  esti-
ual mated mated ual rated mated ual rated mated
(A) (B) (".) <B) (A) (P)
30.17 30.20 30.00 28.87 29.13 28.56 29.36 30. 15 29.04
28.67 28.60 28.33 26.32 27.53 26.95 28.47 29.20 28.01
25.59 25.53 25.15 22.63 23.95 23.43 26.69 27.51 26.30
23.C6 23.17 22.76 19.84 20.54 20.16 25.76 26.59 25.59
71.17 21.33 21.02 18.50 18.28 18.00 25.66 26.10 25.34
19.49 19.49 19.25 16.77 16.50 16.27 25.60 25.55 24.79
1 18.05 18.02 17.75 14.74 14.67 14.51 25.66 25.47 24.63
16.64 16.70 16.50 12.95 12.62 12.54 24.78 24.87 23.94
15.21 15.14 15.11 11.34 10.68 10.66 22.86 2 3.32 22.40
1 13.35 12.73 12.82 22.09 22.43 21.63
| 10.33 9.79 9.94 22.57 22.39 21.71
j 8.75 7.88 8.Cl 22.65 21.93 21.34
7.42 6.84 6.94 22.35 21.21 20.66
6.01 5.53 5.56 22.57 21.55 20.81
4.40 4.02 4.01 23.29 22.99 21.89
3.08 2.El 2.79 22.72 2 3.37 22.11
2.10 1.89 1.89 20.86 22.1* 20.98
19.R6 21.27 20.19
19.74 21.15 20.12
18.99, 20.58 19.49
17.60 19.5° 19.39
16.43 18.67 17.56
15.47 17.27 1C.60
14.61 15.31 15.11
13. R4 13.60 13.51
13.02 12.49 12.31
12.19 11.72 11.51
11.18 10.83 10.65
10.03 9.72 9.56
9.16j 8.76 8.64
0.571 7.98 7.92
j 7.7© 7.13 7.09
6.76 6.23 6.16
Sweden (accelerated f 
pattern) ____  ___|
act­
úa)
esti- (esti­
mated mated 
(A) i (R)
the same
19 76 21..35 20. 26
18. 13 20. 07 18. 99
15 69 17 .82 16. 79
14 05 36 .03 15
12 66 14 .18 13 43
10 99 11 .81 11 41
9 ..34 9 .44 9 .37
7 .90 7 .46 7 46
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Pattern (3) :
For all throe countries the acreenent bet'-’een the estimate and actual death 
rate I*’ very qood, for example the maximum deviation for Italy does not 
exceed . and this only occurs in cne ocriod. (period 19), also for Portugal 
the maximum. deviation is .BOlt For Sweden, whether the actual or accelerated 
pattern, the maximum deviation is 3.5VJ
(E) Mortality and fertility Decline
The resul ts of the effect of rortnlity and fertility decline on the estiirate 
of the death rate are giver in Table (3.0) and (3.9). Ve note that the 
pattern of fertility decline used hardly affect the estimate.
Table (3.8) The actual and estimated death; rates, using formula (A) and (P) ,
corresponding to actual patterns cf rortali.ty and fertility decline
countr” ; a) Chile b) Taiwan
COP. y ;period1
Ì
actual CD9 estimated
ir)
estimated
(10
actual cor. | ostirated 
(A)
estimated
(10
(O) 31.35 31.53 31.05 34.26 34.05 33.91
(1) 31.?4 29.30 29.12 30. 3o 31.59 30.41
(?) 30.87 26.51 26.53 22.37 24.50 23.22
(3) 28.46 25.72 25.39 18.02 19.95 18.70
(4) 24.17 24.99 24.39 17.24 18.34 17.42
(5) 21.26 22.59 21.91 15.38 16.24
CDsì1in
(6) 19.76 19.94 19.58 12.46 13.25 12.64
(7)2 17.51 17.21 16.96 9.50 10.11 9.63
(8) 14.17 13.76 13.47 6.54 7.01 6.64
(9) 11.98 11.29 10.95 4.62 5.09 4.82
(IO) 10,10 9.33 9.04
(11) 7.66
i
7.50 7.2R
'each period denotes a 5 year interval
^the beginning of fertility decline for Taiwan and Chile
le (3.9) The actus) arc3. estirated death rates, using formula (.') and (K) ,
corresponding to actual patterns of mortality and fertility decline.
~ountr\ Italy Portugal Sweden (actual) Sweden (accelerated)
COR act- estl - esti- act- est.i- ■ esti- act- esti- esti- act- esti.— esti-
neried' ual mated mated Well ated rated ual rated anted ual r? ted mated
(A) (T) (A) (D (A) (P) | (A) <B) i
(O)7 29.38 29.39 29.20 25.22 25.09 24.95 26.64 27.06 26.36 26.64 27.06 26.36 j
(1) 27.07 27.0^ ; 27.54 23.20 23.54 23.36 25.91 j 26.25 25.47 25.91 26.25 i25.47
(2) 24.79 24.75 24.37 19.09 20.11 19.88 23.83 24.25 |23.44 23.83 24.25 23.44
(3) 3 22.27 22.39 21.98 16.27 j 16.76 16.59 23.C4 23.54 22.90 23.04 23.54 22.90
(4) 20.39 20.54 20.24 14.60 ' 14.34 ' 14.90 22.87 23.07 22.63 22.67 23.07 22.63
(5) 10.72 18.73 18.48 13.25 13.09 12.96 22.80 22.65 22.19 22.88 22.65 22.19
(6 ) 17.29 17.28 17.01 11.64 11.82 11.70 23.04 22.69 22.16 23.04 22.69 22.16
(7) 15.88 15.94 15.74 10.21 10.24 10.17 22.35 22.28 21.67 22.35 22.28 21.67
(8) 14.46 14.39 14.34 8.90 8.68 8.65 20.67 20.96 20.34 20.67 20.96 20.34
(9) 12.59 12.04 12.11 | 19.89 20.06 19.55 19.89 20.06 19.55
(lO) 10.07 9.16 9.28 20.21 19.87 19.48 20.21 19.87 19.48
(11)'' 7.91 7.16 7.26 20.09 19.27 18.94 20.09 19.27 18.94
(12) 6.30 5.86 5.91 1 19.59 18.42 18.11 19.59 18.42 18.11
(13) 5.64 5.29 5.28 19.74 18.71 18.24 19.74 18.71 18.24
(14) 4.49 4.25 4.19 2C.47 20.10 10.32 20.47 20.10 19.32
(15) 3.51 3.36 3.30 20.02 20.56 19.6.0 20.02 20.56 19.60
(If) 2.75 2.62 2.59 18.33 19.04 18.57 18.33 19.04 18.57
(17) 17.36 18.14 17.26 17.25 18.18 17.29
(10) 17.17 18.17 17.62 15.53 16.98 16.37
(19) 16.40 17.58 16.66 13.11 14.72 13.86
(20) 15.00 17.03 15.89 11.57 13.50 12.61
(21) 13.93 16.54 15.41 10.38 12.18 11.40
(22) 13.13 15.49 14.77 8.80 10.11 9.67
(23) 12.43 13.44 13.45 7.43 7.75 7.80
(24) 11.81 11.35 11.59 6.12 5.66 5.82
(25) I| 10.98 9.93 10.09
(26) 10.09 9.11 9.15
(27) 9.11 8.54 8.40
(28) 8.07 7.96 7.76 J
(29) | 7.48 7.57 7.33
(30) i 7.26| 7.40 7.19
(31) •1 u 1 6.9d 6.99 6.88 i
1 each "period denotes a 5 year interval 
2the beginning of fertility decline for Sweden 
^the beginning of fertility decline for Portugal 
the beginning of fertility decline for Italy
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3.3 TM-- r;.co.~i') rjr».QAC?'
The previous approach illustrates the magnitude of error likely to affect 
the growth balance estimate cf the crude death rate '’hen aoplied to data of 
developing countries. Generally, it may be stated that, the estimate', except 
in few cases, is rot significantly affected by tve cettern of mortality and 
fertility charge that prevailed in developing countries.
In this approach, an attempt to explain this apparent robustness in the 
growth balance estimate and a justification for the few cases when a 
deviation aooeared is presented. Also, oossivle modifications of the growth 
balance method are proposed.
3.3.1 Justification for the Effect of mortality Decline
The imoortant role cf the age pattern of mortality change in shaping the age 
distribution has been sufficiently stressed in demographic literature; though 
most of this literature was devoted to studying the effect of changing 
mortality schedules on different stable age distributions.
P general rule - which apnlios whether we are discussing actual or stable 
age distributions - is that an equal difference between two mortality 
schedules (implying the same relative change in ace specific survival rates) 
does not affect the proportionate age distribution. Of course, the absolute 
age distribution is increased by ooual percentages at all ages correorionding 
to the lower mortality schedules.
This rule does clarify why in sore cases big mortality differences only 
affect the age distribution slightly. For example, we note that in pattern 
(l.a) a is decreasing while S is kept constant; this means that though 
mortality is declining the relation between childhood and adult mortality is 
constant. Jn oattorn (l.b), the relation between childhood and adult mortality 
changes while mortality declines. This implies that the relative change in
ane specific survival rnter, in nearly constant under pattern (l.a) as 
compared to pattern (l.1). This fact is illustrated in Table (3.30) which 
s’ o' S the relative chance in acre specific survival rates when a is changing 
from 0.5 to -0.5 and f. is constant with value 0.6 and changing from 1.6> to 0.6.
Table (3.10)* % relative change in age specific survival rates
from a — 0.5 to e. = -0.5
u S = 0.6 pattern (l.a) £ changing from 1.6 to 0.6 pattern (l.b)
e 2.663 4.110
lo 1.898 3.233
15 2.95C 5.791
20 3.883 8.354
25 3.708 9.027
30 3.601 9.774
35 3.79'" i i :
//"* 4.17' 13.741
45 4.895 17.707
50 r r c;
55 7.234 32.749
60 9.311 47.980
65 11.3C5 67.417
70 14.623 105.548
75 16.878 157.648!
♦source: using values cf given in Trass (1971), table 5.
Examining the results of pattern (l.a) and (l.b), ve note that - as 
exnectod - bigger deviation in the estimate appear in the latter.
TCe now turn our attention to a detailed investigation of the factors
ane snpci'ic survival rates in nearly constant under pattern (l.a) as 
corpnred to pattern (1.’ ). This fact is illustrated in Table (3.10) which 
r'-ry r the relative c’-ance ir a w  specific survival rates when o is changing 
from 0.5 to -0.5 and 8 is constant with value 0.6 and changing fror 1.6 to 0.6.
Table (3.10)* % relative change in age specific survival rates
fror1 c< = 0.5 to ei = -0.5
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1*
o — r% f.
pattern (l.a)
£ changing frer. 1 . 6  to 0 . 6  
pattern (l.h)
1
i v. 2.663 4.110
io 1.898 3.233
1 15
2.958 5.791
tij 3.B83 8.354
25 3.708 9.027
30 3.601 9.774
35 3 .7 9 / li.i::
4. 17 13.741
4 5 4.895 17.797
50 r o c r, 24.094
55 7.234 32.745
60 9.311 47.980
65 11.365 67.417
70 14.623 105.548
75 16.878 157.648
♦source: using values of rr^  given in Trass (1971), table 5.
Examining the results of pattern (l.a) and (l.h), v:c note that - as 
exnectod - bigger deviation in the estir.ate appear in the latter.
We now turn our attention to a detailed investigation of the factors
f.3
affecting the growth. balance estimate. Frans shoved  th a t :
(equation 2.4)
where , P . D . 3 and CPTt are as defireo. V v ' y x
For the growth balance estimate to be exact , I- and r> should express they v y i
measures of the ’'opulatien experiencing the current mortality and fertility.
In other words, if analytic expressions are available relating age composition 
to changing schedules of fertility and mortality just as the stable formula 
relates age comoosjticn to constant schedules, the growth balance method may 
be readily generalined to apply to cases when schedules of fertilitv and 
mortality has been changing rather than .constant.
Let V  denote the stable are distribution corresponding to the mortal!tv andx
fertilitv schedules current in '• , then:x '
U N3
K D '  1 x d lor; T ~  1 7 *
= CDR -X _ Z----- ------ ^ iP P :■
y  y
N D
p * - c n u . ^  
y  y
y
log ~ w/
N
d "x d lo<? #X v X
F r
y
(3.1)
(3.2)
N D
-X- = c d r + r + zv r  y
y  y
NW  Xwhere 3 » -/ K d log ps- / P
(3.3)
The deviation in the growth balance estimate results from Ignoring this 
last term, z . It is our purpose to discuss the magnitude of this termy
under different patterns of changing mortality.
Approximate analytic expressions for the age composition of a closed one
sex population subject tc a specific type of change an related to the
K
stable age distribution with the current rortalitv and fertllitv (—*) haveIiWX
been presented (Coale 1972). A sunnary of these expressions are giver here:
'ben mortality is declining after a long period of constant fertility and 
oortalitv (stability) and vhen t.br chance in rcrtality is subject to the 
following postulates:
*(1) As irortality changes, a fixed ays structure is assumed in the 
difference in age specific death rates fron any moment to any oth-»r. Thus 
if U(a,t^) and tT(a,t^) are age-specific mortality schedules at two ronents 
when mortality is changing, U(a,t ) - U(a,tQ) = PAU(a), where V. is a constant 
and AC (a) is a non-altering characteristic age schedule of mortality change.
(2) The age pattern of change in mortality rates can he approximated by a 
steenlv declining section from aye O to about age 5, a section that can be 
considered level fror age 5 to 45), and a section that rises linearly with 
aye above 45.
(3) The time pattern of the mortality chanye initiated at t " O is one of 
linear chanye at each aoe. Thug U(a,t) = U(a,0) - tAU(a)’
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The aye distribution of a population subject, to this mortality decline 
relative to the stable aye distribution is given by:
b PXP (-K(l-^)x-1.27gi) 5 < x < ts
bK
bs
GXP (-K(l-^)t-1.27|2.) t < x < 45 (3.4)
bK
b exp (-K(l— ) t-1.27^— ) s (x,t) 45 < xs
6 5
N (t) X
t > 3y
= x r  (Hr * +h  x2- 1- ?7? 1) o < z < t - | i
v , (t) u.
= ~  exp (-,«)375KT-it.2-K(l-|.)x-1.27pl+^) t _ < x < t (3.5)
V.
' Y K K o Kt »'= -—  exp (-.09375KT—yt—^~t2 t,-,-y.-1.27^ px) t < x < 45
N .(t)
= — ---  s(x,t) 45 < v. < i>.>
i:s (t)X
vi'-rre:
s(x,t) = exp (-11 (x-45) 3/G) 45 < s: < t + 45
r(x-45)?t (x-45)t2 t^>- exo (_b i [1>. y V . _  - ^-,r. + £  ]) t + 45 < x < «
and s
T s mean length of generation in the ote! le pcpulaticn
t:
11 (t.)
M’-'(t) • X
the nuct.er of years that rortality '■?? ' eon declining 
prcpcrticnate distribution at age x and tire t relative to the 
current '•table age distri) ution
v> . K
Ks
birth rate in a population vith a history of changing fertility at 
an annual rate Y. fcr t tyears
the annual proportionate increase in fertility to vhich the annual
increase in survival at young ages is equivalent, or more precisely
K = j z(x)dx, z(x) = the annual decline in age specific mortality - 
O
the level portion from 5 to 45,
b : s birth rate in the stable population
T11 the slope of the line approximating the rate at v.hich the annual 
change in age specific mortality rates increases above 45,
Fefore using the previous expressions to evaluate z^ ve need first to
J
discuss the underlying postulates and their feasibility and estimates of
6fi
values of K, 151 and 1 ini’®rent in the pattern of mortality change used in 
the first approach.
Feasibility of the ]'• j nq Postulates:
It was mentioned before that - within the available information - it is 
generally rote likely that the age nattern of decline in mortality followed 
a reversed J or U. (when the pattern is reversed J, B1 ray he set to zero). 
Also, in orinciole,Coale formulae do apply to cases when the age pattern of
change resemble either of the following shapes:
/ ------------- \ (K s r.l - ve) (K - ve, FI + ve) ,
V
(K + ve, B1 - ve)
Thus the only restriction in postulate (2) is that the section between age 
5 and 45 is considered level, this is a fair approximation to the actual 
pattern of change experienced in mortality data.
Postulates (1) and (3) may be challenged on the grounds that age patterns 
of change tend to be erratic over short periods, but once It is agreed that 
the cumulative, effects of these short period changes tray he closely 
approximated by the average changes over a longer interval the previous 
nostulates may be readily accepted.
The data presented in Table (3.11) are presented in (Coale 1972) as an 
illustration of the feasibility of postulate (1) .
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Tabilc ( 3 .1 1 ) *  D i i f c r e n c o  in  arrn-r.-rccific n o r t a l i t y  r a t e s ,  
• v en t *  iem a le  mocci l i f e  t a h le e
—
acre x 'iU(x), c° = 20 and 50 o 13.9 AU (>:) , p ° = 35 anc 37.5 o
o.r> . 351 .346
1.5 .106 . ilo
2.5 .054 .05^1
3.5 .038 .037
4.5 .030 .030
7.5 .Oli .Oli
12.5 .008 .009
17.5 .Oli .Oli
o o .013 .014
21 r» .015 .015
32.5 .017 .013
37.5 .rio .019
42.5 .010 .020
47.5 .019 .020
52.5 .024 .025
57.5 .030 .031
62.5 .044 .045
67.5 .055 .056
72.5 .075 .075
77.5 .096 .005
Bouree reproduced from (Coale 107?), tal-io 5.1
Estimates of the i'^raretarr.:
Estimate? of K
/ z(a)da
K o e = e
v/hpre z (a) = annual decline in ace speci fie mortality - the level portion 
from 5 to 45.
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z(a) = (U(aft) - U(a, t+n) - U(25,t) + U(?5,t+n))/n
where U(a,t) derotes the force of mortality around are a at time t, tT(25,t)
in ar. approximation for the level portion,
j {u(a,t) - U (a , t + n )  + r  (2 ^ , t+n) -  U (2 5 , t ) ) / n
e = e
f 5r 0 (t+n)_ r r 2 5 lt ) y  
= L 5ro (t) •r,r 2 5 (t+n> J
whore r : ac<e specific survival rates frov :: to x+r. n x
V - 1
l5 (t+n) los(t+n) 1^(0 l25(t)‘
K —
n ^  l0 (t+n). l3o (t+n| 1 0 0  v * > -
».’here 1 (t) ! life table survivors at ape x and tire t.
Estimate of FI
PI - (z (65) - z(50))/15
= (n(65,t) - U (65,t+n) - U(50,t) + 0(50,t+n)}/15n
If we approximate U(x,t) by m (t) , where r. (t) denotes the ace specificn x ' n x  1
death rates for ape proup (x-x+n) at time t, then
PI
(=«/:= (t) - 5r<50 (t)) - (5n6 5 (t+n) - ^5 ‘65 . (t+n))
15n
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i "t i m t e  of r’
Several apnroxirate femulae are availaMo for estimating T; they all 
depend on the current fertility and mortality schedules. Possible values 
of T raarp from 26 to 34 years. Tn all the following applications T will 
be assigned a ccnstant value 30 singly because a stall deviation in T will 
hardlv affect the illustrations.
Table (3.12) shows value of Kt & Bl.t inherent in changes in life 
expectancy by two and a half years increr onts from 30 to 50 in the west 
female model life tables as calculated by Coale (1972).
Table (3.13) shows values of Y. and 111 (calculated using the previous 
approximations) inherent, in mortality change following Chile pattern from 
1920 to 1959 and for Taiwan from 1920 to 1960 and Portugal from 1920 to 1960.
Table (3.12)* Values of Kt and Pl.t inherent in the vest female 
nodel life tables
f -- ■ ■ ■
change jn e° o Kt Pl.t . IT3
30 to 32.5 .04 24 ;.179
32.5 to 36.0 .0379
|
.161
35.0 to 37.5 .0345 .145
37.5 to 40.0 .0315 .133
40.0 to 42.5 .0289 .121
42.5 to 45.0 .0266 .111
45.0 to 47.5 .0246 .103
47.5 to 50.0 .0233 .095
sources reproduced from Coale (1972), Table 5.2
v;
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Tabic (3.13) Values of Y i El inherent in Chile, Taiwan and tortuosi's 
mortality change
country K El
Chile (1920-1959) .008 .OOOOl
Taiwan (1920-1960) .008 .00003
Portugal (1920-1060)^.008 .OOOOl
Now let us reconsider the term, z :
z = r !« d Icq -- / IJy ’ x •’ s ' v y M
(and consequentlyFrom formulae (3.4) and (3.5), it is clear that -
N x
<3 loq Tjtr ) is not a continuous function over the whole range from y to w, 
x
but is continuous over several limited intervals within the whole range. 
The nuniber of these intervals and their width depend on the length of 
mortality decline and. the age considered.
3T wxFor example, in the special case where t < and y < t, ^4 is continuous
* x
within four smaller intervals given respectively by:
d log
N
—  = —u d ­
ii"X
5 < x <
1 Ì3 1 1-27| t < x <
1 is 1 i-27^ - Y- (x-45)2 45 < x
1 is 1 21.27-j- - El(t(x-45)-|-) t + 45
f‘x1105 ;nr - 1.27!) £ Nxdx + 1-27!) f5
+ ft45 “ 1.27| - |i (x-45)?)Hxdx 
45
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+ I t^ r- - 1-27^- - Dl.t(x-AS) - ) iixdx
t+4
■.ct us deal vitib the oeneral case when r^s" is continuous v/ithln w Intervals
A*x
( 1 X= ] Mx a loo —
*1 «2*
3+rH1 then
n5£ *2 N w H, X
r; I ft d log x —— + •c*. • • + r 1; d J X lO« —  <*2'* a, a i NX 1 X n-1 X
lot V = d lorr — - / dxx ' . . S
z =) /  H ’’ d + r~ rT V d + ••• + V N V* d ^/P1» I 1 X X X  ’ X X X  ’ X X X I V■* v- v a. a ,
(3.7)
rr.-l
Since !* is continuous within the sr:all intervals, then using the r.ean x
value the.orcr , 7. ra« he an-roxirated as:w \7 *
7. =5 , r fi c  + -  i  +v | xl ‘ >: x x? ‘ x x•' L y a.
f rJ d V /F 1 v' x 1 jXT. J X XS-_l
(3.8)
where y < xl < a,
a^ < x? < a.
r’-l < ::r- < u>
"y ■ "»* c<-
(3.0)
where ^  = j / j
= | N d / r II d2 ' x x ’ x x
y n & / y nv«J X X J X >2 v_ -1 ^ m-i.
X c = 1
1-1
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In other wrt’r, z is the weighted rear» for V . . It will be shown in the y xi
followl.no caeca that when the growth balance estimate la not affected by
mortal!tv decline, '-rail value" of f , are connected with big weights whilexi
big valuer, of ■ , ¿ire connected with email •■’eights; thus resultino inxi '
negligible values for ?. (especially corresponding to old ages).
Case (1)
Considering the values of Kt and Pl.t - inherent in changes in life 
expectancy Pror- 30 to 50 years in vest female node! life tables - presented 
in Table (3.12). Assuming that this gain In life expectancy was accomplished 
in 20 years - a plausible assumption with regard the sneed of decline in 
mortality experienced in some developing countries - ve get:
K = .0124, !>1 = .0000524 T = 30 t = 20, and
Vxl = -K (1 - h - 1.27 - x < 20
"x2 - 20 < x < 45
V"x3 = £ £ -  1.27^ T T - (x3 - 45)? 45 < x < 65
V:x4 = - 1.27^-T 1* - El.fc (x4
t2- 45) + Bli- 65 < x < 01
to estimate z (for ” < 65), x4 is approximated as --p*- and w set arbitrarv
y 2
to B5, x3 is approximated as — —  for y < 45 and as X ■ —  for 45 < y < 65. 
Actually, better approximations for z^ may be achieved, but since our aim 
is to illustrate rouahly the magnitude of z the procedure is bent as simple
y
as possible.
Using the age distribution of female, model vest, corresponding to e^ *= 50
and r = 15 (level 13) - the age distribution that should be used in this
NVcase is different - we get the following values of z as compared to p*-.
y  y
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T a H e  (3.1¿) The valu«3 of a anti rr*- *./hen r >01-tali tv is declinin'» v p
y
follo'ir.r the vest fer.ale rodel life tal le? patterr
acre
1 - z # r: /p !V V
1
! 5 . » 0 1 4 .0 2 8 2  1i
If; . 0022 .0289 |
15 .0 0 3 2 .0 3 0 5  j
20 .0 0 4 4 .0 3 2 4
25 .0 0 4 0 .0 3 4 5
30 .0 0 3 3 .0 3 7 0
35 .0 0 2 4 .0 4 0 1
4 0 .0 0 1 5 .0 4 4 1
45 .0 0 0 3 .0 4 9 1
5 ° - . 0 0 1 8 .0 5 5 9
5 5 - . 0 0 5 - ' .CC51
60 -.0084 1 .0 7 7 6
The nenl lriMe value? of z illustrate the - no-T fact t^at chances in- - y
n'ortality following the west nodel are believed tc affect the stable
ííVdistribution and consequently ——  slightly.
V
Case (2)
Using the values of K end PI presented ip. Tal le (3.13). Ve get for Chile:
t = 39
xl
K K KT -  1 . 2 7 - t - x  1
x2 -K(l-J) - 1.27^
x 3
2S£. _  1 27-T l 'Z T
5 < x < IS.5
1«.5 < x < 39
39 < x < 45
45 < y. < 84
~ - - 1.27-L. - ill (x5 - 45) t + rj 84 < x <io
To sirrlifv the calculations the previous first three expressions ore 
assumed to correspond tc aaoss 5— 15, 15-4C and 40..45. The last two 
expressions are r.’.odif ied to:
x4 = ~  - 1.27^ - I  r-1 (x4 - 45) 45 < x < to
and v is neglected* (The value of z^, y > PS does not exceed .0003.)
¿5 + wx4 is approximated ass --- -—  for y < *5, m in set arbitrary to 85 and as
v+w ^ ^ . c-*-r—  for y > 45*
U s i m  the projected age distribution of 01 J ] e corresponding to 1958 ve 
net the following values of z ar. cor-nsret! to ii /I-' .y y y
Table (3.15)
u
The values of x and when mortality is declining following 
Chile pattern from 1920 to 1959
1 age zy v. /rV V ! 7. - .0032 1 V
5 .0032 .0377 o
lO .0045 .0383 .0013
15 .0056 .0390 .0024
20 .0053 .0401 .0021
25 .0052 .0420 .0020
30 .0055 .0446 .•7023
35 ,0065 .0471 .0033
40 .0078 .0498 .0046
45 .0071 .0540 .0039
50 .0090 .0612 .0060
55 .0087 .0721 .0055
60 .0074 .0865 .0042
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From Ta’ .le (3.15), we noto that z^ or mere precisely (z^-,0032) - since 
a constant, value of z over all ayes does not affect the estimate of the
y
slope - aro negligible.
Case (3)
The previous two cases focused on situations when is relatively small
and thus the estimate is rot affected. It may he of interest to show the
nacnitude of s when t^e estimate is affected, v
Let us consider the first 10 years of mortality decline in Chile; following 
the same previous procedure wo cet; K = -.008, FI = -.00013. The negative 
signs of both K and LI and the magnitude of 11 illustrate the extraordinary 
age pattern of mortality change, during this short period, as the change is 
mainly due to decline in the mortality of middle age groums associated with 
an increase of mortality in both your.q and old age groups. This type of 
decline is not very corm.on in actual situations - it may be a result of error 
in the data - and unlikely to persist for a long period.
Table (3.16) presents the annua] chance Z in age specific death rate in the 
first ter years of mortality decline in Chile, Tail'an and Portugal.
Table (3.17) 3hov;s values of z as compared to II /P for Chile in 1930.
y  y  y
Comparing Table (3.17) and (3.15) we note that the values of z^ are 
considerably bigger in Table (3.17) (especially corresponding to old ages). 
This explains the deviation in the estimate of the crude death rate of
Chile after lo years
Table (3.16) Annual change in age specific death rater in the first ten years
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Country
a qe
Chile Taiv;an Portugal
O- -.0140 -.475% -.726%
i- .139 -.245 -.236
.02# -.082 -.056
1 0- -.006 -.038 -.021
\IS- -.030 -.060 -.022
20- -.052 -.096 -.037
25- -.066 -.129 -.025
30- -.029 -.165 -.015
35- -.039 -.183 -.019
40- -.025 -.189 -.033
45- -.012 -.176 -.032
50- #o ?P -.195 -.046
55- -.Oil -.230 -.053
60- r—ir-i -. 267 -.061
65- .227 -.337 -.103
70- .323 -.282 -. 182
75- .586 -.391 -.396
80- .995 -.566 -.227
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i'nblo (3.17) Tho vnlUPS c.t 7. and r*- «her rortality ir. dcclinirey p„
follc'-.vtng Chile nettem fror 190P to 1920
y "y r; /T>yf ~ v
5 .00?. .030
IO .002 .031
15 .003 .034
20 .004 .037
25 .005 .CAO
30 .007 .CA?
35 .009 .04f>
¿G .012 .050
45 .017 .056
50 .024 .061
5r> .03 3 .070
60 .03 3 .Ot 3
3.3.2 Ponsihlo t'cdlflca*"icn.n on the ürat.h Distribution "pf'rd t-e allov for 
rtannlnn "orteltt’'
Tho discunsion un tili nnv v?r only liritec to justlfylng the devjatirr ln 
tho entirate due to declining rortality l ut nr ntteryt wer* rec's to rcwlify 
the method of estiratior. to sllov; for this rortality drclinr. 7-ctually, 
lf the rattern of öecline ls hel.ieved to be falrly annrnxireted b»’ the
i ■
i j
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Nx __ j’
r; ~
N* sX
b
s
But,
?V-
**v
n ~~ r i
" y
v K o Y(- —  v + —  xz - 1 °7~ x)v 9 2T 5 < x < 45
B1
d log —
n r:s. v 45 x
'P 1 l'x F
y  y  y
4 5 < X  <  <0
»
d ]cn ——
r*
i fl
is *
5 < v < 45
d log — -
N
-X =P
y
\ r  L)r   --f I! 4 5 < y < w
then,
N
JL - (r . K 1.27|)
nv+CD)'^ *- -
y
K
ur x N clx J Xy pi
w // (X-
45
45) 2U dx
X
pIf + ? + T py
2 py
5 < y < 45
Ny (r + K + 1 • 27rr)
0v+CDI'—- -Pv
V/ X Nx<ixV pi r (x-V 45)2 K dx
Py + 2 + T p * y 2 ry
45 < y < w
(3
Thus Instead of a linear equation of the form: y = r +CDP.X , we have an
1 IJ
equation of the form y = aQ +CDRx + xn + a^ x^ whores y = ,
y
I x N dx y (x-45)2N dx\ x x
xx = , x2 = -^- -----  , x3 = ------ --------- for y < 45 and
y * y y
/* (x-45)2N dx
x = ~---- --------- for y > 45.
y
Numerical methods for evaluating x^ , and x^ r.ay be easily suggested and the 
death rate estimated using multiple regression.
. 10)
Theoretically, expression (3.10) is exact. Put, in practise, we believe
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that: the advantage gained by introducing this expression (or similar ones 
depending on the value of t) may he offset due to the extra complications 
involved and to the extra knowledge of the duration of mortality decline 
required and to the fact that the deficiencies associated with actual data 
(differential under-reoistration, m o  errors and deviations fror the 
theoretical pattern of decline) are likely to affect this new expression. 
Thus, in view of the robustness of t^e growth Valence estimate, the previous 
modification is not recommended for actual applications, unless very signifi­
cant or atypical (with resnect to the age pattern of decline) chances in 
mortality are susnecteu.
3.3.3 Justification for the Effect of Fertility Decline
tost developing countries experienced only a recent fertility chanee, thus 
the type of expression that is relevant to our discussion is the one 
concerned with short -eriod changes in fertility.
Mien fertility is fixed in age structure bu*- changing in level at a 
constant annual rate (K) , then the proportionate m e  distribution in the 
years near t = O when the fertilit" decline begins at that noint giver, in 
Coale (1372) ass
t < 3T 
4
Mx (t) bit) c-r(t)x-K(l-|-)X 1X X < t
Nx (t) b (t) -r (t) x-K (1~) ,= T 1. x > t
where s
t: the number of years that fertility has been declining 
Ts mean length of generation in the stable population 
Nx ^  ! rroPortionate *9® distribution at age x and time t 
b(t): birth rate at tine t
r (t) : intrinsic rate of growth corresponding to fertility and mortality of time 1
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1 : life table rurvivorr, at age x when 1 (o) - 1.x
Since :
ta
ti n
= C D R ^  - 2
y  v
r I-l (1 lea !i /I ' X X X
then ,
CDU-5 *  -  [ |  I:*  -  m - ? ’ * 7 < - '< «  * K  ‘ A
= CDR^- - y (-r(t) + ££•) U / y N d P P J T X J X Xy y y y
x > t
finallv:
K £ N ci J X XN „ n
- ^  = (r (t) - ~ )  +CDR1J L  + — «--------P T P w
y  y  j I!..d
= (r (t) - |£>
y
x < t
X > t
(3.11)
Thus, when fertility is svibject to this specific type of change, the growth 
balance method is exact for points correspond!r.o to ages older than t, except 
of course that the intercept now denotes (r(t) - ~~) which is approximately 
equivalent to the intrinsic rate of growth before fertility chance begins 
(at t = O) .
Since t is small and noints corresponding to young ages don't affect the 
estimate greatly, direct application of the growth balance formula on all 
ages yields good results.
3 .3 .4  P o s s ib l e  t ' o d i f  t c a t i  ons on th e  Growth balance  Method t o  a l lo w  t o r  
F e r t i l i t y  Changes
A case that may be theoretically interesting and result in a simple modification
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of CrRsc method is that vlinn fertility has been declinir.cr for a long time.
In t''in ca«o the proportionate ane distribution as presented by Coa 1 e (1975!) 
is:
,Jx<t>
K r (t) x
1
thus:
r x N cl 9 X XIs
(r (t) + j)
Dy v  K y
r +CDP'I- “ T 7»
y \T V
(3.1?)
In practise, v;i x K dx X i: ay ! -e approx im.a ted D  v’nere: y
U
X^: mean age corresponding to age croup (i - i+n) 
A^: proportion in the age group (i - i+n)
For an illustration, a hypothetical age stable age distribution fas 
projected for a long period. The initial growth rate was purposely 
assigned a high value of 0.05. 'Mortality was held constant corresponding 
to level 17 for female model west, in Coale f< Der.eny (l°f-6) . Fertility was 
declining such that age specific fertility rate at (t+1) = age specific 
fertility rates at time (t) x'e '1. The actual death rate and the 
estimated death rate, using the growth balance method and formula (A) and 
the estimated death rate using expression (3.12) are presented in table 
(3.18) after 20 periods of fertility decline equivalent to 100 years.
In another application, similar to the previous illustration, but corres­
ponding to high mortality (level 2, model west, females), a different method 
of estimation was attempted. Thus, instead of applying equation (3.12)
directly we used:
Tahiti (3.18) The actual and estimated death rate using the growth 
balance method and a modified method
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period actual death rate estimated
(growth balance method)
estimated 
(equation 3.12)
21 23.33 27.19 22.60
22 25.05 29.13 24.27
23 26.84 31.25 26.20
24 28.70
|
33.49 28.32
A^ 
n P*
y
v Dy(r (t) + j) +CDR^-r
y
(3.13)
where A , P* and D* are an identified in equation (2.4)
y  y  y
PI* = (PI + PI , )/2 y y y+n"
This is of course the equivalent of formula (K) when using the modified 
equation. The actual death rate and the estimated usiro both the growth 
balance method (formula (A)) and formula (3.13) are given in Table (3.19) 
after 18 period of fertility decline equivalent to 80 years.
Table (3.19) The actual and estimated death rate usino the death 
distribution method and a modified method
period actual death rate estimated (Brass) estimated 
(equation 3.13)
18 39.87 51.65 41.95
19 39.59 50.66 39.42
20 39.46 49.74 39.58
21 39.49 49.34 37.21
22 39.68 49.40 37.80
Table (3.19) (continued)
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period actual death rate I estimated (Trass)
—
estimated 
(equation 3.13)
23 40. C4 49.87 38.75
2/1 40. 5f, 39.83
25 A1 pA So. 5S ¿0.9^
2b 42.07 51.2S 42.19
27 43.00 52.19 *3.61
28 44.18
!
53.33 <15.27
While the estimated rates using the modified expressions are a much better 
estimate for the actual death rate, it should be emphasized that the 
combinations of mortality and fertility, used in this illustration, are.
unrealistic and unfeasible in actual anr>] icaticrs
CHAPTER IV
THE EFFECT OF MIORATION ON THE CROFTH BALANCE i’ETHOD
cs
4. i iiitroductio?;
The effect of migration on the applicability of the growth balance method 
for mortality estimation is treated here. An adjustment procedure to allow 
for the effect of recent migration is presented and illustrated using actual 
data for Kuwait. A discussion of this procedure, especially in connection to 
its data requirements, and the general liVely effect of migration is also 
i ntroduced.
It should be stressed that we are not only interested in the flow of migrants 
during a certain period hut also in the cumulative effect of migration over 
the past recent history of the country. liven if migration is not significant 
in terms of the total numbers, it may still affect the age structure due to 
its age selective nature.
In the following part, no attempt is made tc differentiate between the 
effect of internal and international migration since the same principle 
applies to either case. Thus, the term foreign and home born does not neces­
sarily apply to different countries but may denote different regions in the 
same country.
4.2 ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE FOH THE EFFECT OF P.KCEUT PIC RAT I DM 
Suppose we start with a population that follows a stable model. If this 
population is subjected to a migration movement for a certain neriod, then 
the resulting population at the end of this period is affected by the 
effective contribution of immigration or emigration tc the age distribution.
Let denote the population aged x at the end of the migration period, in 
case there was no in and out migrants. Let denotes the resulting popula­
tion aged x, affected by in and out migration.
For any ago distribution, it was shown that:
N c d k n
J L  m JL  
p p
y  y
U  X
1 11 .d log 1y x _____J x (aquation 2.4)
rewriting the previous equation in terms of numbers, instead of proportions, 
wo not:
f. a
6' X
d J n <i log 1_£ y x
n r>
y • y
G nto X  X/ n d loa 1 G
y __ X  X
(4.1)
(4.2)
let E x _ total population aged xG population aged x, in case of no in and out migrants
Since G follows a stable form, then:
n
JL
f  d * n d log (Ee rx.E ) y x________________ x (4.3)
where B and r denote the number o' births and rate of growth of the popula­
tion in case of no in and out migrants.
Differentiating and rearranging (4.3) we get:
n
0'J n d log E f d
y  . V = r + np p..y y ■ y
(4.4)
and finally:
f!7
n
Dl
E~
X
n E f  d
_ x  + V X  X . V
py
r>‘ y r>‘ y
whore l." is the first derivative of E .x
(4.5)
Thus, to offset the effect of migration, an adjustment tern is added to the 
formula. For numerical evaluation of this tern the following is suggested:
t) E
I x i1 n —  dx 
X  E
y  *
01—y  
m Ey + (i-S)m A ....E ----------  y+ (i-l)m
i=l y + (i-S)m
where m: length of the age interval. .
A aae distribution corrcsnonfiino to aae qrour> (v + (i-l)r,v + li—1) n ' '
to y + im.) .
E .. , . : the value of E corresponding to the ace group (y + (j.-l)my + (i-qim.
to y + im.) .
EK ,. , . : the rate of change of F in the age group and nay hey + (i-tJtr 1 }
approximated as (1 L ,. .. - E . ... )/2n.y + (i+h)m. y + (i-l*j)rr
To calculate E , we need to know the distribution by ages of the population 
in case of no in and out migration.
The population in the case of no in. and out migration = natives calculated 
in the census + natives of the country studied living in other countries. (4.6)
Actually, the previous expression is a rough approximation since the 
natives calculated in the census are inflated by those who acquire nativity, 
and the natives living in other countries are deflated hy those who acquire 
the nativity of other countries. These t e r m  are quite difficult to estimate. 
A more exact expression, if the data permits, is given as:
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The population in case of no in and out migration - natives calculated 
in the census — natives whose narents are foreign + natives of the country 
studied living in other countries + foreigners whose narents are natives 
of the country studied. (4.7)
4.3 ILLUSTRATION ON ACTUAL DAT/.
Migration in Kuwait plays a vital role. It is a country with rich oil 
resources and high standard of living which attracts immigrants. The age 
structure of those immigrants has tynically a concentration around the 
labour force range. The data for Kuwait shows that male immigrants constitute 
5R% of the total male population in 1970 and 69% of ages 15 - 45.
Fertility of Kuwait natives seems to have remained at a relatively high 
level. Mortality has been reduced as a result of the develooment activities 
connected with the discovery of oil in Kuviait.
Kuvrait is an ideal case for the application of the migration adjustment 
procedure; data on Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti population as well as deaths are 
available by age and given in table (4.1).
Table (4.1) Age and death distribution of Kuwaiti, and non-Kuwaiti males,
1970 census.
age
population • deaths1
„ ... non Kuwaiti „ ,. .Kuwaiti
.. . non Kuwaiti „ ,Kuwaiti
o- 34073 35109 444 411
5- 30607 25076 44 24
io- 23709 14633 21 11
population deaths1
Kuwaiti nonKuwaiti Kuwaiti Ku
non
waiti
15- 16615 16237 14 12
20- 13638 28237 14 28
25- 11887 35473 21 54
30- 9924 30286 26 61
35- 8859 23803 28 55
40- 6417 15643 25 52
45- 5199 9398 27 48
50- 4606 5243 45 63
55- 2525 2352 37 33
60- 2584 1511 63 49
65- 1418 563 66 29
70- 174 3 398 78 32
75- 696 154 57 11
1oCO 628 96 54 13
85+ 386 67 74 16
Total 175514 244359 1138 1002
^Deaths: average of the three years (1969, 1970, 1971).
For a country like Kuwait, out migration nay he assuned negligible, thus:
_ population aged x
'x _ natives aged x calculated in the census - natives aged x whose 
parents are foreign.
Suppose we approximate as:
- population aged x 
x Kuwaiti population aged x.
Of course, Kuwaiti population include all persons who changed their 
nationality and consequently the values calculated for are not exact. 
Nevertheless, they ray still serve our purpose.
The details of calculating the adjustment term and the adjusted set of
points are given in table (4.2). Oraph (4.1) represents the sets of points 
n dy . v(—*- ——) and the adjusted sets of points corresponding to total nooulation.P ny  • y
The sets of points corresponding to the data of Kuwaiti only are also shown 
in the same graph.
The .improvement of the adjusted set and its similarity with the set 
corresponding to Kuwaiti only is ciuite noticeable.
Table (4.2) The details of calculating the adjusted sets of points to 
allow for migration.
ago
(y )
Ay ny dy n-y Ey+2.5 E“ 1y+2.5
* f h h l
>''E^ 7 \ 6
o 69102 2.0304
5 55603 12406.5 1285 350695 1.8192 -.0413 -1264.1314
i o 38342 9402.5 1217 295012 1.6171 .0158 374.6234
15 32052 7119.4 1185 256670 1.9772 .1453 2414.2199
20 41875 7472.7 1159 223818 3.0704 .2006 2735.8406
25 47360 8923.5 1117 181943 3.9841 .0981 1166.1394
30 40210 8757.0 1042 134583 4.0517 -.0208 - 285.8178
35 32742 7295.2 955 94369 3.6959 -.0614 - 543.9429
40 22060 5480.2 872 61627 3.4377 -.0888 - 569.8368
45 14597 3665.7 795 39567 2.8076 -.1299 - 675.3634
50 9849 2444.6 720 24960 2.1382 -.0876 - 403.5040
55 4877 1472.6 612 15121 1.9314 -.0553 - 139.6386
60 4095 897.2 542 10244 1.5847 -.0534 - 137.9901
Graph (4.1) The points corrcspe-r<: i:.n to total population of Kuwait, 
the adjusted point«- and the point? correrj-cr^ino to 
Kuwaiti only
G>
A  total population adjusted ©  Kuwaiti
A
y
n
y
d
y Py .
E 1 y+2.5 E** * y+2.5 Ay
Ev+2.5 
Ey+2.5
65 1981 607.6 4 30 6149 1.3970 -.0356 - 50.4821
70 2141 412.2 335 4168 1.2283 -.0175 - 30.5035
75 850 299.1 225 2027 1.2212 -.0075 - 5.2202
80 724 157.4 157 1177 1.1528 -.0204 - 12.8119
85 453 1.0508* -.0136 - 5.8629
*The values of F. corresponding to ages 85 and 90 are roughly anproximated 
as: 1.0848 and 1.0168 respectively.
( 1 ) Ey+2.5 
Ey+2.5
<Ey+7.5 " Ey-2.5)/10
(Ey+5 “  Ey >/5
y = 5 ,  lO, ..., 75. 
y = 80, 85.
Table 4.2 (continued)
aoe
(y )
W r . y+2.5 The adjusted points 
(n +Z)/p
y  y
d y / P y
y y Ey+2.5
5 2565.7177 .0429 .0036
lO 3829.8491 .0448 .0041
15 3455.2257 .0411 .00-16
20 1041.0058 .0380 .0051
25 -1694.8348 .0397 .0061
30 -2860.9742 .0438 .0077
35 -2575.*564 .0500 .0101
40 -2031.2135 .0559 .0141
45 -1461.3767 .0557 .0200
50 _ 786.0133 .0664 .0288
55 _ 382.5093 .0720 .0404
60 - 242.8707 .0638 .0529
65 _ 104.8806 .0817 .0699
c‘3
acre
( y )
“  A Ev+2.5 
y Y Ey+2.5
The adjusted points 
(n +T.)/py y
d /o
y  y
70 - 54.3085 .0858 .0803
75 - 23.8950 .1358 . m o
80 - 10.6748
4.4 DISCUE--SIOM OF THE ADJUSTMENT PP.OCEDURK
For a country where in migration plays a dominant role, the data needed 
to apply the adjustment procedure may generally be estimated either 
directly or through indirect calculations.
The same may not he true when out migration ploys an irnortant role, 
since the procedure requires the knowledge of native persons living in 
all other countries by age group. This presupposes detailed statistics 
on foreign born not only classified by age hut also by country of origin. 
Actually, when the statistics are available one may reduce the analysis 
to practical proportions by considering only the principal country or 
countries receiving emigrants from the country under study.
The effect of urbanization may be taken into account by applying the 
balance growth method to the country as a whole and the adjusted procedure 
to the cities. The rural rates nay then be estimated using residual 
procedures.
Another difficulty associated with this procedure is in estimating the 
native number of each age whose parents are foreign. V*e did not go 
further than the direct parents as it may be true that if migration has 
been going on for a long enough period with appropriate constancy the 
population is likely to stabilize.
with age. Thus E is deflated and E' is inflated, which results in a x x
bigger adjustment term than is required for young ages.
Similarly, in a country where out migration is more dominant, E is 
inflated for young ages and E^ deflated, which results in a smaller 
adjustment than is required for young ages.
Actually, births to foreign born parents below certain young ages are not 
important in the application as they hardly affect the slope. In addition, 
the rate of change in E^ for the second generation is likely to be much 
smaller than the change for the first generation.
It should be pointed out that since the term involved in the eguation is
E'
a relative rate of change (— ) , it may not he sensitive to errors which
x
are not differential by age.
4.5 THE GENERAL LIKELY EFFECT OF MIGRATION
The effect of migration on the estimate of the death rate using Brass 
method depends on the type of the net movement, the magnitude of this 
movement, the age structure of migrants and the period since the movement 
started. An indication of the direction of this bias - according to the 
net movement - is given assuming that the age structure of migrants is 
mainly of labour force ages.
Using Graph (4.1) - corresponding to the application on Kuwait - v/e note
that the unadjusted data have a bulge corresponding to middle ages. This
bulge tends to increase the slope and results in higher estimate of the i
j!death rate. If this bulge is due to in migration - as suspected - one
To confirm the previous observation, we projected a stable age distribution
for 50 years, during which age specific mortality and fertility rates wore
heid constant, with a continuous out-flow of migrants. For the sake of
simplicity, a fixed proportion of the projected population in each age
group wan assumed to emigrate at the end of each projection interval, 5
year tine interval in this case. These proportions are given in Table (4.3)
Brass method of estimation was then applied to the projected distribution
N DV yand the set of points (p*-, -¿f-) plotted.
y y
In Table (4.4), the estimated and actual death rates are given at the end 
of each projection period. In Graph (4.2), the lines passing through the 
correspondincr sets of points for each period are nlotted. The estimated 
death rate is less than the actual rate and the plot form a gap corres­
ponding to middle ages.
Table (4.3) The proportions assumed to emigrate at the end of each 
projection period * TTV ".T-
—
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Table (4.4) The actual and estimated crude death rate at the end of 
each projection period
period time elapsed in years actual CDR ostimated*CDR
2 lO .01417 .01401
3 15 .01444 .01412
4 2 0 .01485 .01422
5 25 .01525 COoHc
6 30 .01550 .01331
7 35 .01550 .01223
8 40 .01532 .01095
9 45 .01504 .00974
lO 50 .01466 .00895
*The method of fit used is the least square.
For further illustration of the effect of out migration, the actual data 
for Puerto Pico (1960) given in Keyfitz & Flieger (1968) is used. The 
reason for choosing Puerto Rico is that the age composition of its 
population has been significantly affected by mass emigration to the 
United States; for example while 617,056 persons living in the United
States in 1960 were born in Puerto Rico, only 50,910 persons living in 
Tuerto Kico were born in the United States.
The recorded crude birth rates for Puerto Rico during 1900 to 1940 show 
an increasing trend hut this - as pointed out by Vazquez, J.L. (1968) - 
is only due tc improvements in birth registration. This is illustrated 
in Table (4.6).
Table (4.6)* Reported and corrected birth rates for Puerto Rico 1900-1940
period reported birth rate corrected birth rate1
1900-1909 31.1 47.1
1910-1919 36.4 46.1
1920-1929 37.3 44.9
1930-1939 38.8 44.6
♦source: reproduced fron Vazquez, J.L. (1968), table 2. 
* reported birth rates corrected for underrenistration.
Very little change occurred in the age composition of the population of 
Puerto Rico during this period, so it may be concluded that the fertility 
rates remained more or less stationary during 1900-1940.
After 1940, more significant changes occurred in the birth rates as shown 
in Table (4.A). The birth rates declined more than 25% in 20 years. Of 
course, the age composition of the population of Puerto Rico has been 
strongly affected by emigration to the United States; the 1960 enumerated 
population was 30% less than the expected population in the absence of 
migration. Khen changes in age structure are taken into account, the aqe 
adjusted birth rates - the 1960 population is used as standard - still
show the sane picture of declining fertility - though to a lesser extent - 
as illustrated in Table (4 .¿).
Table (4.b)* Crude birth rates and age standardized birth rates 
Puerto P.ico 1940-1960
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year crude birth rates age standardized birth rates
1940 CO 40.0
1950 40.1 37.0
1960 33.5 33.5
‘source: reproduced, Vazquez, J .1.. (1968), table 9.
Thus, Puerto Rico deviates fror stability. Pince the decline in fertility 
is recent and the emigration so strong, we expect that thought the sets
deviate from linearity - the gap corresponding to 
be noticeable. Granh (4.3) illustrates this gao.
of points (-2-, —%-) ray n ' r>y ymiddle ages will still
.020 .040 .060 * * . 0 8 0  .100
o

CHAPTER (V)
EFFECT OF THE INEQUALITY OF THE PROPORTIONATE
UNDER. RFGIFTRATION Of! THE OP.OVTI! BALANCE METHOD
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The growth balance method of estimation requires that the proportionate 
under-registration of deaths is equal at all aaps. This assumption is 
more likely to amply over the middle age range than for very young ages. 
Thus, this method is in practice used for estimating mortality of adult 
ages only.
It is our purpose in this chapter to extend the method to cover cases 
when there are two different proportionate underregistration. This is 
ideally suitable to allow for the different upderreoistratinn of young 
ages since as pointed out by Carrier (1958): 'a substantial proportion of 
infants die shortly after birth. For a variety of reasons and in a variety 
of ways this may lead to a proportion of infant deaths being treated 
differently from deaths at older ages, both as regards disposal of the 
remains ard recording tho event. Thus data which give adequate presentation 
to deaths at older ages, or at l“ast equal deficiencies at all these ages, 
are liable to suffer from, excessive deficiencies in infant deaths'.
In principle, of course, the extension of the method may apply to other 
cases, such as the differential underregistration of old age deaths. The 
proportionate underregistration of old ages is less or rore than the 
general underregistration according to the significance and role of the 
older generation in different cultures.
In the following sections we will show that the difference in under­
registration may be fully accounted for once the age groups suffering 
unequal under-report are located. Several numerical applications are 
illustrated. The effect on the graph due to the inequality of under­
registration is also discussed; this may serve in locating the age groups 
suffering from different registration. A discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of the method iS presented. Finally, illustrations of 
the magnitude of the error in the estimate - due to differential under­
registration — according to several combinations of underregistration and 
shapes of age distribution are given.
5.2 A METHOD FOR E ST I MAT It If* TUI. ACTUAL DEATH RATE FHF.H THE PROPORTIONATE 
uITdER—REPORT IS Mgr EQUAL
The general case when the first m age groups suffer from proportionate 
underregistration ou while age groups from m to M suffer from under­
registration u is treated here.
In case o > 1, underregistration for young age groups 1 to m is higher 
than for age groups m to M. If o < 1 the opposite occurs.
- The first step is to calculate u:
using the reported number of deaths and population for ages over n and 
the relation:
ny i dy—1*- = r + (----) — y > mp 1-u py
o r ,
using the reported proportions of deaths and ponulatior. for ages over m 
and the relations
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N
-X =p r + CDR"
Dr_X# P y > my y
U = . total reported deathstotal population (CDRV)
where,
n , n , r, N and P are as defined before. dr and Dr denote the numbery» iy, # y • y y y
and proportion of reported deaths over age y respectively.
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The second step is to estimate o using the following relations:
N
p_dl_CDR
P - Dy Y y  < iti
+ (D - D ) --y 1:1 ,..r y  < in(D - D + v )
' y  ni y
- Finally the actual death rate is equal to:
CDR = (Reported deaths from 1 to m Reported deaths from m to !!
1-ou 1-u •)/total ponulatior
CDR = CDR-/K(u,o Ì
where,
K(u,o) = 1 - u(a-1)
(1-u) + (1-nu) D
1—D
Note that when o = 1, there is r.o differential under registration. Then 
K(u,o) = 1 and CDR = CDP.-.
b
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O to 20 to under-report 0,3, while the deaths corresponding to ages from 
20 to 80+ are subjected to under-report 0.1 (o = 3, u = .l). Assuming the 
total population 100,000 and the total number of actual deaths 2,226, the 
actual and reported number of deaths and population is presented in Table (5.1)
The detailed calculations for estimating u are given in Table (5.2).
using least square fit, 11-u
where X
r.XY - XT.Y 
e x 2 - nx2
l
1—u 1.120, then u .107.
To estii;.ate , we need to calculate r and CDR'. r is the interceot of the 
straight line whether using proportion or numbers.
r = Y - 1.120, X = .009 = .01.
Table (5.1) The actual and reported number of population and deaths in 
case of differential underregistration of deaths
age
Actual data Reported data 
deathspopulation deaths
o - 2880 487.27 341.08
1- 9870 307.63 215.34
5- 10950 109.29 76.50
io - 10030 51.86 36.30
15- 9280 54.98 38.48
20- 8520 71.89 64.70
25- 7760 69.00 62.10
30- 7050 66.78 60.10
n o
age
Actual data Reported data 
deathspopulation deaths
35- 6370 68.73 61.90
40- 5710 74.34 66.91
4 5- 5060 79.69 71.72
50- 4400 88.14 79.33
55- 3740 97.72 CO • o
60- 3040 111.52 100.37
65- 2320 123.98 111.58
70- 1590 130.44 117.39
75- 920 113.30 101.97
80+ 510 119.53 107.58
Total lOOOOO 2226.14 1801.29
_______________
Table (5.2) The details of calculating u
age
y
number around 
age y (n^)
pep. beyond 
age y (oy)
reported deaths 
beyond age y
<*;>
X
dr/r>y y
Y
nv
py
20 1780 56990 1093.377 .0191 .031
25 1628 48470 1028.708 .0212 .033
30 1481 40710 966.741 .0237 .036
35 1342 33660 906.647 .0269 .039
40 1208 27290 844.732 .0309 .044
45 1077 21500 777.849 .0360 .049
50 946 16520 706.137 .0427 .057
55 814 12120 626.805 .0517 .067
60 678 8380 538.862 .0643 .080
65 536 5340 430.508 .0821 .100
70 391 3020 326.931 .1082 .129
75 251 1430 209.536 .1465 .175
CDR' Total reported deaths , 1 . Total population 'l-u^
1801 (1.12)
100,000 .020
The detailed calculations of using ages less than 20 are given in Table (5.3)
Table (5.3) The detailed calculation of v^
age Yi Pi “ Ï V r  ‘Pi
V = Y -r _ r i i .P.-D
CDRV
r = .Ol, CDRV = .02
_  ^ 1 jLCDR
5 .0265 87.25 69.077 71.981 2.904
lO .0274 76.3 64.837 66.381 1.544
15 .0291 66.27 62.827 63.287 .46
To calculate o, the following relation is used:
< i r +
(vi + Di - Dn>
20 60.697
o (using and D^ corres£X>nding to age 5) = 29.04 + 8.38 2.904 + 3.33
o (using v2 and D2 corresponding to age lO)
3,31
3.44
(using v^ and D^ corresponding to age 15) = 2.60
The mean of the previous values is used as an estimate for o •» 3.11
K ( u fo) - 1 - _______ u(o-l)(1-u) + (1-cu) = .892
l-n"
and finally.
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actual death rate = — -— —— — = 22.40k(u,o)
Thus instead of a reported death rate 18.01%^ this rethod results in an 
estimated death rate = 22.401^ which is quite close to the actual death 
rate = 22.26'H
5.3.2 Numerical Application (2)
The principal application of this method is to allow for the highest under- 
registration of very young ages. This application illustrates this case. 
Starting with a stable age distribution, model west, rales, level 13,
R = 20.CV1 and CDR = 17.5G given in Coale ft Der.eny (I960). Subjecting age 
qroups from 0-4 to under-report .3, while age 5-80+ are subjected to under­
report .1 (u = .1, o = 3 ) .  Table (5.4) illustrates the actual (stable) 
and reported age and death distribution.
Table (5.4)
age
Stable Dist. Reported Dist.
age dist. death dist. death dist.
o - 3.37 29.62 25.4139
1- 11.60 12.32 10.5705
5- 12.79 3.04 3.3535
i o - 11.37 1.95 2.1511
15- 10.1 2.56 2.824
20- 8.89 3.21 3.541
Stable Dist. Reported Dist.
age dist. death dist. death dist.
25- 7.79 3.09 3.4087
30- 6.79 3.09 3.4087
35- 5.88 3.19 3.519
40- 5.04 3.41 3.7617
45- 4.27 3.60 3.9713
50- 3.55 4.02 4.4346
55- 2.86 4.35 4.7986
60- 2.20 4.82 5.3171
65- 1.59 4.96 5.4715
70- 1.03 4.75 5.2399
75- .57 3.95 4.3574
80+ .31 4.04 4.4567
Assuming the total deaths are 1756 and total population 100,000. Then, 
the total reported deaths = 1432.6326 and the reported death rate = 14.326%-%
Using age groups from 5 to 60, ard least sqaure fit we get:
v i —  =  1 . 1 0 0 4  i . e . u . «  . 1 .1-u
CDR' = 15.76%*and r = 20.55%*.
Since the life table survivors in single years between age O and 5 and 
the birth rate are supplied in Coale & Demeny (1966) , we are in a position 
to estimate NQ and N.^  more precisely them it is usually possible. The 
birth rate is equivalent to N0 = 3.756%\ is estimated using the stable
formula: - birth rate, exp(-r) .Ij^ /Iq “ 3.168%*.
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The detailed calculations for estimating v. is given in Table (5.5) .
Table (5.5)
age N
y
Y. = Ni _Z.p
y
Pi — .020 P±=n^ 
.01576
r^ c rvt=Di-Di
o 3.756 .03756 lo o 111.421 lo o 11.421
1 3.168 .03278 96.63 78.353 74.594 3.774
To calculate o:
o
» 1  ~
o (using age O)
o (using age 1)
+ Di - °»>
114,23 + 35.9844
11.421 + 35.9844
37.74 + 10.5705 
3.774 + 10.5705
3.16
3.36.
Thus, once N , r and u are estimated accurately, the retrod performs 
very well and a good estimate of o is available.
It is our purpose now to check the effect of deviations in the value of r 
and N on the method.
y
In the previous calculations the value of r was taken equal to ,020 but 
the estimate of r was .02055. Using this estimate and repeating the 
calculations in Table (5.6) we geti
vQ = 7.93, Vj = .402
= 2.62 and o (using v^) = 1.32.and, o ’(using vQ )
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Thus a snail chanuc in r affects the value of o.
In actual applications, it is unlikely the exact values of N’0 and M arc 
available. The ace distribution for age group 0-1 is usually supplied.
In case the aqe distribution for age groun 1-5 is not available in single 
years the proportion of persons aged 1 needs to be estimated using more 
complicated techniques since it is known beforehand that the age distribution 
between 0-5 does not follow a linear decline. Suppose the proportions of 
persons between 0-1 and 1-2 are available, then an estimate of persons aged 
1 may be taken ass (NQ_ + K^_)/2 which is an overestimate of proportions 
aged 1. An illustration of the effect of overestimating I! on the estimate 
of 0 in this application is giver as follows:
Using the single years life table survivors (1^,1 ...) the proportion between 
age 1-2 = birth rate e r ^ ’~^  /? = 3.079. v^ nay be calculated as:
aqe N
y Pi
Y.-0.020 
1 n nc »1 V1.01576 *i-‘'i
i 3.224 96.63 81.941 74.584 7.357
and finally o = 4.69.
5.3.3 Numerical Application (3)
Brass (1976) applied the growth balance method to vital registration and 
census statistics for Iraq. It was noticed that the points at higher ages 
were quite close to linearity; those at younger ages were erratic and 
displayed a peculiar curvature upwards at the lower end of the graph.
Brass suspected different underregistration of deaths at young ages (up to 
30 years).
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Ignoring the upturn of the lov;er points, the estimate of f was reached as 
1.R8 and used to inflate the reported deaths over the range for which the 
correction was tahen as applicable.
To allow for differential underregistration at young aces, the same previous 
adjustment was extended to ages ever 5. It was -pointed out that since 
mortality over 5 v.-as so low, little overall error ».-as expected by this 
adjustment. To estimate the deaths corresponding tc ages less than 5, the 
south set of Coale & Dom.eny model life table was used. Level 14 mortality 
was estimated to correspond to a pooulation with the Iraq age distribution 
and the adjusted death rates over age lO. The adjusted crude death rate 
for the Iraq age distribution was then estimated as 15.5^ Crass commented 
that this rate is somewhat lower than expecter .
The adjustment procedure - to allow for the differential underregistration 
is applied using the sane data for Iraq. Table (5.6) presents the original 
data for Iraq.
Table (5.6) Data for Iraq 1960-70, females
age group number
(thousands)
deaths
(thousands)
0-4 766.7 2.13
5-9 603.0 .36
10-14 491.2 .34
15-19 343.4 .31
20-29 531.4 .74
30-39 459.2 .87
0 1 A vO 315.5 .95
50-59 227.6 1.02
6C-69 155.P 3 .90
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age group number
(thousands)
deaths
(thousands)
70-79 75.9
-1.76
81 over 2-1.0
* reproduced fron Brass (197«') , table 6.
Using the points corresponding to ages over 30:
1 _ 1 OQ j1-u “ 1 iOOj u = .46R9
CDR*- = .0063 r = .0262
The detailed calculations for estimating o are presented in Table (5.7).
Table (5.7) The detailed calculations for estimating o
age (V) 
(1)
Dry
(2)
p* y
(3)
N
p£ " * /CDir 
(4)
v =(4).F -Dr
y y y o
5 .8404 . 8080 2.5873 1.2497 2.02
lo .8139 .6567 2.4603 .8017 2.00
15 .7884 .5340 2.0634 .3134 1.91
20 .7653 .4480 1.9047 .0880 1.70
Thus 0 = 2 .
The adjusted death rate, assuming the unc'.erregistration under age 30 is 
twice the underregistration over age 30 = 20%^
In view of the previous discussion and the near constancy of o, the
adjusted death rate seems much more reasonable than the reported rate of 3.35%^
n e
Note that, assuming the underregistration over age 5 is the same as the 
underreqistration over age 30, the adjusted death rate = 14%*. This is 
quite close to the estimate provided by Brass.
5.4 KFF11CT O'.' THE CRAPti DUN TO THE UNKQUAT.ITY OF UKDBP.P.FCIBTKATIor 
In Apnendix (A) we proved that:
N Dr_x = r + CDR'.—p py y
CDR' = CDR,K(u,0 )
and
D D_£ = ____ Z____Fy Py .K(u,o) y < n
where
K  (u, o ) = 1 -
u(o-l) 51 d
______X--Q >
M
(i-u) r. d„ 
x«=o
u(0-l) 55 d
K (u,o) (1-u) 55 d 
x=0 51
If o > 1 (higher under-registration of young ages), 
then, K(u,o) < 1 and = +ve.
Thus: CDR- < CDP. and
—— for y < u is less than: P *
V
CDR' V
Dv____
K(U,0) *
If o < 1, the opposite occurs
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Graph (5.1) .illustrates the effect of this sirmlo type of differential under- 
recistration.
•'isreporting of aqe, as will be shown in Chapter (6), tends to result in 
sets of points that deviate in loth directions of the true line. This type 
of differential under-registration results in a line corresponding to old 
ages with a different slope than the true line, and a set of points corres­
ponding to young ages deviating to only one side of this reported line.
Graph (5.1) Effect of differential under-registration
(a) higher under-registration of (b) higher under-registraticn of
young ages old ages
xs sets of points for y < m
It is of interest to illustrate the effect of a more complex type of under-
N D
registration on the yraph of the sets of points and . Let us
y y
consider the effect of under-registration that is high corresnonding to 
young ages, declines till it reaches its minimum corresponding to middle 
ages and then increases again till it reaches the same level as young ages. 
More specifically, starting with the same age and death distribution 
utilized in application (5.3.1) and subjecting the death distribution to the 
proportionate under-registration given in Table (5.8), the resulting points
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y vp““ anc. are illustrated in graph (5.?) with the line drawn in case
y  y
there van no differential under-registration.
Table <r..e) The proportionate under-registration corresponding to 
different age groups
age proportionate unde:— registration
o- .40
1- .35
5- .30
lo- .25
15- .20
20- .15
25- .10
30- .30
35- • lo
40- .10
45- .10
50- .15
55- .20
60- .25
65- .25
70- .30
75- .35
not .40
5.5 DISCUSSIOH
The method introduced to estimate the death rate when there are t’io 
different under-registration he.lps to correct one of the main errors 
associated with the data of developing countries. The several estimates 
of o supply a cross check. If the under-registration is the same for all 
ages, no error is introduced by using this method as o will he equal to 1 
as a result of v ■= O,
12?
Also, there is no need to know exactly the ages suffering from differential 
under-registration. For example, if the researcher assumes a higher under­
registration under age 5 while the data suffer from a higher under-registration 
under aye 1 only. Theoretically, the value of o corresponding to age 1 
should equal 1 as a result of v^ = o , the value of o corresponding to age O 
will he higher than 1 but o will be under—estimated in this case due to 
using the difference (D^ - D^) instead of using (D^ - o^) in calculating o. 
Using the data in numerical application (5.3.2) where actual CDR = 17.56%* 
and CDR- = 15.76%^, suppose the researcher assumes that the different under- 
registration occurs in age group 0-1 (in fact it occurs for ages under 5), 
and that young under-registration is 3 times as the general under-registration, 
in this case K(u,o) = .932 and the estimated CDR = 16.244. The difference 
between 16.244 and 17.56 results from the failure to realize that the 
differential under-registration occurs under age 5 rather than under age 1.
The magnitude and sign of v^ indicates the degree and type of differential 
under-registration, in case v^ equal to zero age group i suffer from, the 
same general under-registration, the bigger |v | the more different the 
under-registration of age group i from the general under-registration.
Also, if v^ is positive age group i suffers from higher under-registration 
while if v is negative age group i suffer from lower under-registration than 
the general under-registration.
From the previous applications, several disadvantages of the method are 
pointed out. First., the estimate of o is quite sensitive to the values of 
CDR-, r and N^. A very small alteration in the values of CDR-, r or may
lead to a big difference in the estimate of o and consequently in the 
estimate of K(u,o). Considering the quality of data in developing countries 
it is quite unlikely that the estimate of CDR-, r and/or N are precise 
enough to yield a very accurate estimate of K(u,o) Thus, only an approximate 
estimate of the differential under-registration is obtained. It lias heen
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v ypointed out that (theoretically) the nets of points —— , corresponding
y y
to youno ago groups with different under-registration deviate fro” the 
line
straight*and thus r.ay help to identify these age groups. Tn some practical 
application, this identification ray prove difficult.
For practical applications on actual data for developing countries the 
following steps are suggested to correct for higher under-registration of 
deaths of young ages:
- apoly the grewtb balance method starting from age 5 on either the 
proportions to calculate COR*" or the numbers to calculate u. Find the 
missing parameter usino the relation:
- i total re-orted deaths 
CDFV . Total population
- calculate K and , !JQ = birth rate while = h (proportion aged 
(0-1) + proportion aged (1-2). If the birth rate is of doubtful accuracy
we may only depend on Calculate and v^; if -2 < v^ < 2 for i = O, 1,
then v. is almost zero and we ray conclude that there is no differential 
under-registration at young ages. The range -2 to 2 is allowed to cover for 
the deficiencies in the data resulting from age errors, deviation from 
stability ... etc.
- assume a differential under-registration under age 5 and calculate o 
using the relation:
v
0 = {“ ■ + (D^ - nji)}/ (vi + (oj - d |)). i = l.
Actually, two tyoes of errors are nrohably present, first is likely 
to be overestimated resulting in an over-estimate of and consequently
of o ; on the other hand the higher under-registration is probably for ages 
it ryounger than 5 and (D^ - D^) is overestimated resulting in an underestimate
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of o. Thus the two orrors are different in directions and nay offset each 
other.
5.6 MAGNITUDE 07 TFL ERPOP. DUE TO DIFFERENTIAL UMDKtt—REf?XSTRATTON 
The value of K(u,o) is not only affected by the magnitude of o and u but 
also by the si m e  of the death distribution. To get an idea of the magnitude 
of the effect of differential under-registration for young ages on the 
estimate of the crude death rate, values of !C(u,o) corresponding to 
different values of o and u and different stable age distributions are given 
in Table (5.9) .
The stable distributions are Coale a Demeny (1966) stable distributions, 
model v:est, r = 15, makes level 9 and 15 corresponding to CDR 25.48 and 15.43 
and eo 37.301 and 51.831.
Table (5.9) Values of K(u,o) corresponding to specified values of o and u 
level (9) differential under-renistratior from age 0-1
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differential under-registration froro 0-5
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9
.1 1 .947 .895 .843 .790 .738 .686 .634 .581
.2 1 .882 .764 .647
. 3 1 .798 .596
.4 1 .686
.5 1
.9 1
I
level (15) differential under-registration frcr- age 0-1
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
.1 1 .975 .951 .927 .903 .878 .854 .830 .806
.2 1 .9^5 . 390 .836
.3 1 .906 .812
.4 1 .854
.5 1
l I
.9 1
differential unier-rpgistration fron age 0-5
CHAPTER VX
EFFECT OF AGF FIPREPOET OM
THE CRO' TI' BALANCE METHOD
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Age data of develonino countries are greatly distorted. They suffer from 
traditional sources of error such as heaping, rounding and vagueness, also 
from errors relating to the specific population cultures. Responses regerdino 
certain ages are affected by the social prestige accorded to that age or 
by laws and practises such as age for school attendance, voting, military 
service and marriage.
Age errors are not always easy to detect ana may be difficult to measure.
One source of error in the developing countries is simply ignorance of age; 
this makes the problem of detecting likely age errors even more difficult.
By araphing the data and conparino with mathematically smoothed series or 
other accurate data or stable models, one may be able to identify certain 
patterns of age misre’-'ortlng. The main danger in applying this procedure 
is in imposing an unrealistic model on the data and thus mistaking inherent 
features as errors.
Several methods for estimating demographic measures for developing countries 
depend on the relation between two age distributions. Age misreport 
distorts this relation and introduces a bias in the estimate. It is valuable 
if an indication of the magnitude of this bias can be presented.
Special attention is directed to the effect of age misreporting on the 
growth balance method of estimation. An advantage of the method is that it 
is only affected by the net transfer from one age group to the other so we 
may disregard the identity of individuals and allow for the offsetting 
effects of reporting into and out of a given age. On the other hand, a 
disadvantage may be due to the possibility of different errors associated 
with the statement of age for the deceased and the living which complicates 
the analysis of the bias introduced by age misreport.
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Any procedure for calculating the range of this bias makes use of a model 
of aae error; it is our purpose to introduce a general model for age 
reporting. The range of likely bias introduced in Brass estimate is shown 
using simulation procedure, which allows for a complicated and realistic 
model of age reporting. Finally, the important cmestion regarding the 
effect of graduating the data before applying Brass method is dealt with.
6.2 A WCDKL FOR AC-K .HFPORTIh'C,
The two main reasons for age misrenort in developing countries are ignorance
of age and/or bias associated with this age. The persons aged x may be
divided into two classes; the first includes everyone who knows his age
correctly while the second includes those ignorant cf their age. The first
class ina” be subdivided to a, and a.. ; where a, includes those knowinglx 2>: lx
their age and not biased in their reporting of this age, and a^x those 
knowing their age and biased in their report. Similarly, the second class 
is divided to a ^  and a ^ ;  where a^x includes those not knowing their age 
and not biased, and finally a^ includes those not knowing their age but 
biased.
The model for age reporting may be given by:
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does not knot; his age but is not biased, he will attempt to state his age 
correctly, the deviation between the reported and actual age is simply a 
randon error. Finally, if a person does not know his aqe but is biased 
against or towards a certain age - which is usually In the neighbourhood 
of his actual aqe — he will either avoid or renort this age as his actual 
age.
Instead of dealing with exact age x v;e will consider single years age 
group x, where x denotes the age between x - *3 and x + *3.
For a full description of this nodel, the distribution of a . , er and Eljx' X X
has to be specified. A discussion of the general characteristics of these 
distributions follows.
6.2.1 The Distribution of the Different Grour.s
and a,,., include all those who know their age. The younger the age the
closer the incident of birth and the tore likely the age is known; it is
expected that the probability of being in group a, ^  and a ^  is a decreasing
function of age. For older ages, a, and a. nav be related to the educatedlx 2x
percentages in age group x, or ary other indicator of this education available.
Biases against or towards certain ages prevail in different corranunities
according to their specific cultures and social customs. It is more likely
that a smaller percentage of the educated are affected by these customs.
In other words, the proportion in a^ constitute a smaller percentage of
group a^^ and a^x than does the proportion in a^x with respect to group a^x
and a. .4x
Apart from the previous guidelines, the assignment of values for the 
probabilities of being in the different groups is more or loss arbitrary.
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6.2.2 The Distribution of the Random trror
The general form of the distribution may be given by
f ( e V
1 (crx + *x> 
Rx (Sx - qx>
- s  < o r  < - c
X  X  X
-g < er < g
(s - er ) 1 x_____ x_
P. (s - q )
X  X  *x
g < er < s 
X  X X
where R = s + o .
X  X  X
E(er ) = O and Var(er )x x
a 2 + s2
X  X
The parameters of the distribution (g^, s^) may be set arbitrary» but they 
need to satisfy the following requirements to be realistic:
- though a person may not know his age, there is an upper limit for the 
imposed by several factors, such as: appearance, social status, tyce of job. 
etc. For example, a person aged 40 is unlikely to state his age as lO. It 
is more likely that s^, for x = 40 ranges between 5 and 15.
- The older the person the higher is the upper limit of his deviation (the 
higher the values of s^) ,
s i s x 5 z.X 7.
Though s^ % x i z
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and y. + * z + sz.
for example, if t> e lower limit for a person aged 40 is to state his age as 
20 (s^ = 20); it is logical that the lower limit for a person aged 50 can 
not he less than 20 and most probably it is higher than 20.
6.2.3 Distribution of BI ■ ■■ • ■ ■ x
Though there are several types of bias prevailing in developing countries, 
such as: digit preference, concentration of women in the niddle of the 
reproduction period, overstatement of age for old people... etc.; these 
biases are basically the same. They show attraction to some ages and 
avoidance of others. One type of bias is illustrated here, others will be 
discussed later.
Consider two ages x and z such that x is an a<~e v-here there is a bias 
against and z a bias towards. Persons aged x may either increase or 
decrease their age by 1 to a years, if this is done uni formally (other 
patterns of change may be assured) a possible model may be:
f ( l V
1
2 (a-1)
f(BI ) = Ox
-a < BI < -1x
1 < HI < ax
otherwise.
Persons aged around z will report their age as z, thus:
P {BI = z - w} = 1 z - a < w < z + ar w
6.3 ESTTWATIHC TT'F MAGNITUDE OF F.RROtt IN TilF CROTCH BALANCE ESTIMATE 
UEIHG FIvnLATIOM PROCEDURE
To estimate the magnitude of error in the growth balance estimate due to 
mlsreport of age, the general model presented In section 2 of this chapter
i
is used. Two cases are considered, the first when both the age and death 
distribution are subjected to the same type of error; the second when the 
error in the death distribution is different from the error in the population 
age distribution.
For each case, wo will discuss the values assigned to the parameters of the 
error distributions, the procedure used in simulating the reported age 
distribution, the results of several computer applications on different age 
distributions and the likely effect of age error on Brass estimate of the 
death rate, given the pattern of age error considered.
' i,
6.3.1 The Sane Kind of hrror in the Population and Death Distribution
6.3.1.1 Values assigned to the parameters of the error distribution 
- The probabilities of being in different groups:
the values of the different probabilities are set arbitrary as follows:
P(aix + a2x> = 7°* 
= 50%
x < 5 
x > 5
P(a2x> 30% n(alx + a2x) .i '•!
Types of bias studied under this model are twofold. The first, generally 
described as digit preference, shows itself as heaping on digits terminating 
with: O, 5, 8, 2, 6 and 4; which of course imply shunning from ages 
terminating with 3, 7, 1 and 9. The second bias that characterizes most 
developing countries is a general movement on the age scale; we will 
consider the movement from, age 11-19 to ages 20-29 (this movement is clear 
in female age distributions for African societies) and the movement from 
ages 51-59 to ages 60-69.
Digit preference:
If x is. a preferred end digit, persons whose age ends with x states it 
correctly, unless they are affected by another error. Persons whose ace
f (0/1) .55
f (1/1) « .20
f (2/1) - .25
f (2/3) - .25
f (3/3) - .35
f (4/3) = .25
f (5/3) - .15
f (6/7) = .25
f (7/7) - .35
f (8/7) - .25
f (5/7) - . 30
f (8/9) - .25
f (9/9) = .20
f (0/9) = .55
General movement or the age scale 
General reverent on the age scale:
A person aged between 11-10 or 51-59 affected by this bias will move up 
the age scale from 1 to 10 years uni formally, thus:
P (B I  = v )  = — 1 < v  < lO and 11 < x < 19.* x J Q
also,
p(PI = y) = —  1 < y < lO and 51 < x < 59.x 1 g
where p(I!I = y) denotes the probability a person aged x will add y years 
to his age.
Finally, a person aged 11-19 or 51-59 Is subjected to either of the 
previous biases (digit preference, movement up the age scale) with equal
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probability. Thus, a random purser decides first which t p e  of bias a 
person is subjected to and another number reflects the value of this bias.
- Random error:
The same random error distribution introduced in section (2) is used here 
except fer age r'-l, thus:
f (erx)
er + )L x____ x
 ^ (s - c? )X V X * X '
-55 < er < —aX X X
-g < er < aX X 'X for all x > 1
(b - e )1 x x
R (b - a )
X X  X
g < er < sX X X
s + nX X
for o < x < 1
f (cr ) x
1
PX
(sx - erx ) 
Rx (sx - V
nX
s + 3qX ' x
2
-q < er < q X X X
g < er < s x x x
The values of the different parameters (g^, s^) are illustrated in the
following graph

In this simulation the reported acre is a stochastic variable. It depends 
on a random number drawn from any of the distributions specified earlier, 
according to the group discussed. For example, for a person in croup a^ , 
a random number generated from the distribution of er^ specifies tbe value 
of er required to calculate the reported ace as: the actual age + er .X X
Methods for directly generating random numbers from particular distributions 
are not usually available, but they exist for generating random, number from 
uniforn distributions. This number may he transformed to the reouired 
sequence using tbe relation: F(er) = Rii, where F (er) is the cumulative 
function of the error distribution and RIJ is the random number drawn from a 
uniform, distribution (0,1). Once an expression for the inverse cumulative 
distribution function is available, the error nay be easily calculated.
Starting with single years age groups, stable population and death distribu­
tion and using a total population of 100,000 with the assigned, probabilities 
for being in different grouns. Tbe numbers ir. each single year age group 
and each group is obtained. Each individual in each group is subjected to 
the appropriate error. The simulated number in each single year age group 
is summed over all four grouns and the reported distribution obtained in 
single years. The equivalent 5 years age groups are readily calculated and 
the growth balance method is applied to both stable and simulated data.
6.3.1.3 Results
Applying the previous procedure twice on three stable distributions 
corresponding to model west, males with growth rate r = 15 and mortality 
level 6, 9 and 12.
ni
!:1
—
ii—
—
age distributions in single years and 5 years age group respectively.
Graph (6.3) represents the averaoe nercentaae female age distribution of 
30 sets of census cr survey data of various African countries and the 
stable model fitted to this average. This data are extracted iron a study 
of the United nations on age error in African data. (United Nations, 1975).
The similarity between the characteristics of age mis-statements in African 
countries and in the simulated data is apparent.
Finally, the actual death rate calculated hy dividing the total deaths over 
the total population - and the estimated death rate - calculated by applying 
the growth balance method on the simulated age distributions - are given in 
Table (6.2).
Table (6.2) Summary of the Results
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actual CDR Reported (simulated)
formula (A.) formula (B)
application (1) application (2) !application (1) j application (2)
33.es 32.96 37.60 30.36 I 34.17
25.44 26.88 27.63 25.47 24.94
19.69 21.13 20.25 19.20 | 18.87
From the previous table, we note that the average deviation in the estimate 
of the death rate is within 1 to 2%« and the maximum deviation is around 4%».
Graph (6.4) represents the line passing througl) the points corresponding to 
actual death rate 33.85%*and the sets of points formed using the simulated 
data of the first application and both formula (A) and (B).
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6.3.2 Different i'rror in t'no Population ana Death DistrlV ution 
Since the responsibility of reporting the age of the deceased lies with 
another person, it is irore likely that the proportion who do not knew their 
age is higher in the death distribution than in the Dopulation age distribu­
tion. The random deviation between the actual age and the reported, age is 
probably higher in the death distribution. Bias affecting the population 
age distribution is likely to be different fror the bias affecting the 
death distribution. In the absence of information to confirm this, the 
bias error is kept the sa_me for hoth the population and death distribution.
Values assigned to the parameters of the error distribution — which affect 
the population a. is kept as in the previous amplication. For the death 
distribution, the following values are used.
6.3.2.1 Values assigned to the parameters of the rrror distribution 
- The probabilities of being in different groups:
x < 5
30?,
p(a3x + a<lx) = 30% x < 5
= 70% x > 5
= 40% r> (a, + a. )1 3x 4x
then:
P (alx) = .49 
p (a2x) = .21
P<a3x) = .18 
P(a4x) = .12
for x < 5
P(aix) = .21
p(a2x) = .09 for x > 5
= .42
P (a4x> .28
- Bias error
The same type of bias considered in the first case
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is considered here.
- Random error
The same distribution of random error applied in the first case is used
here, except that the value of the narancter s is increased by 2 for allx
apes greater or equal 1. Thus, implying a bigger random error.
6.3.2.2 Results
Aoplying the previous procedure twice on three stable distributions corres­
ponding to model west, males with growth rate = 15 and mortality levels 6,
9 and 12. The computer results of one application is illustrated in 
Table (2) of Appendix (B).
The actual death rate - calculated by divldinq the total deaths over the 
total population - and the estimated death rate - calculated by applying 
the growth balance method on the reported age distributions - are given in 
Table (6.4) .
Table 6.4 Summary of the Results
actual CDR
33.85
25.44
19.69
Reported (simulated)
formula (A) formula
application (1) application (2) application (3)
36.54 35.91 32.00
24.32 25.74 21.48
19.35 19.52 17.67
<B)
application
32.00
22.36
17.68
(4)
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Table (6.2) and (6.4) shew that — whether the population distribution and 
the death distribution share the same hind of error or not - the average 
deviation in brass estimate, under our model of age reporting, is within 
1 to 2%^and the maximum deviation around 4S6;
Graph (C.5) represents the line passing through the points corresponding to 
actual death rate 33.85'Si' and the sets of points formed using the simulated 
data of the first application and both formula (A) and (B) .
6.4 FFFECT OF GRADUATION ON TIT CHOV.TF PAI,ANCF, ERTTFATF,
Several methods are available for graduating age distributions to make them 
conform to certain patterns; on the assumption that the deviations from, these 
patterns are due to error. Any attempt for graduation must be preceeded by a 
detailed analysis of the historical demographic background of the population 
under study, so that peculiarities of the data which have historical founda­
tions are not treated «as error.
The growth balance method of estimation depends on the relation between the 
population and the death distribution. Ago misreportirg affects this 
relation. Graduation may helo to offset the bias- caused by age misreporting 
in the growth balance estimate. On the other hand, it in possible that 
graduation distorts the underlying relation between the population and the 
death distribution. It is important to know if sroothing the data results 
in an improvement of the estimate in general or if it is a source of a 
further bias.
The previous ouestion may be easily answered by considering the simulated 
data - resulting from several computer applications of the previous model - 
and applying the growth balance method of estimation on this data first 
and on the data after graduation. A comparison between the actual death 
rate, the estimated rate using the simulated data and the estimated using
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the graduated data provides the answer.
Since the data to le graduated are hypothetical, there is no historical 
factors requiring special attention and graduation becomes a simple 
exercise. Sophisticated techniques of graduation are more appropriate to 
application on data of high quality and thus tv;o of the simpler methods of 
graduation are used here; mainly: Quadratic graduation and another technique 
devised hv brass. First, a brief account of these methods is given, then 
the results are introduced in Table (6.6).
— Quadratic graduation
Except at very vounn or old ages, it is assumed that the data is a quadratic 
function over a limited aqe range. The data required is the numbers in three 
consecutive aqe grcucs of lenoth in each. Three sets of coefficients are 
provided, to permit splits of the youngest, middle and oldest of the three 
groups into five year groups. For each set, three coefficients are given.
The number of persons in the first, middle and last of the age groups 
respectively arc multiplied by these coefficients and the resulting products 
are finally added to construct the first five year age group, the second 
group is reached hy substraction. The middle group is chosen as the one to 
split whenever this is possible.
Table f(6.5)* Age splitting coefficients
coefficient to calculate the population from the younger side 
of an age group to the middle of the age group given three 
consecutive age groups of equal length
to calculate part of the
youngest age group 
coefficients of
middle age group 
coefficients of
oldest age croup 
, coefficients of
youngest
age
group
middle
age
group
oldest
age
group
youngest | middle I oldest 
age age ' age 
group * group . group
youngest middle oldest 
age 1 age | age 
group group group
.6875 -.25 .0625
1 1
.0625 | .5 | -.0625
|
-.0625  ^ .25 | .3125
♦source: Carrier & Hofccraft (1971)
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- Brass technique for graduatior:
The proportions below various aqes are calculated, the logits of these 
proportions are assumed to form, a straight lirte when plotted against the 
logits of the proportions under the same ages of an appropriate reference 
population. Once a line is fitted to the data, the fitted points on this 
line corresponds to the logit of the crraduated data. By reversing the 
logits, the proportion under any age is obtained and the graduated proror- 
tionr ir. age groups may he reached by suhstraction. The reference population 
used is trass standard life table (Brass, 1^71).
Table (6.6) Lffect of graduation on the estimate of the crude death rate
Estimated*
actual
Report 
formula (a)
ed data 
formula (b)
Gradi
(Brass gr-
lated
iduation)
Graduated
(Quadratic)
formula (a) formula (b) formula (a) formula (b)
33.85 35.60 31.53 38.25 37.66 39.97 21.35
33.22 30.9C 36.62 35.65 33.81 29.92
25.44 27.65 24.98 27.55 26.86 29.33 19.16
26.67 24.66 29.79 29.3C. 26.82 25.29
19.69 21.16 19,24 22.98 22.70 22.46 15.35
18.65 17.60 22.37 21.98 18.61 17.57
—
*the method of fit used is least square using 15 age groups.
From table (6.6) it is clear that graduation does not always improve the 
estimate and is likely to distort it considerably.
It may be argued that the use of Brass standard as our reference population 
is one of the reasons for this distortion, since the actual data correspond 
to a stable population affected by west mortality pattern. Table (6.7)
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presents the actual stable population and death distributions with the 
simulated distributions (affected by age error) and also, the graduated 
data using the stable distributions as the reference population. Though, 
in this case the oraduation does inorove the simulated data, the crude 
death rate calculated using the graduated data and Brass method is still 
distorted as illustrated in Table (6.8). Thus graduation is not recom­
mended before applying Brass method for estimating mortality.
Table (6.7) The stable, simulated and graduated population and death 
distributions
1 stable simulated graduated
using as reference 
stable distributionpopulation deaths copulation deaths
population deaths
o- 13.68 39 .11 14.15 39.28 14.15 39.42
5- 11.07 2 .07 11.2 2.82 11.61 2.81
IO- 10.78 1 .09 9.2 1.72 10.39 1.85
16- 9.8 2 .45 8.62 2.6 9.41 2.A
20- 8.82 3 .14 11.27 3.19 8.49 3.07
25- 7.8« 3.IO 8.31 3.14 7.65 3.03
30- 7.02 3.17 7.28 3.07 6.88 3.10
35- 6.21 3.33 5.96 3.48 6.14 3.26
40- 5.43 3.62 5.66 4.02 5.46 3.53
45- 4.C8 3 .85 4.39 3.44 4.78 3.77
50- 3.95 4 .33 4.01 5.04 4.11 4.26
55- 3.24 4 .70 3.07 4.4r* 3.43 4.62
60- 2.53 5.24 2.5 5.09 2.74 5.20
65- 1.85 5.41 1.78 4.59 2.05 5.39
70- 1.21 5 .18 1.24 4.62 1.38 5.24
75- .67 4 .31 .71 3.89 .79 4.40
80- .36 4 .30 .65 5.46 .45 4.55
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Table (6.0) Actual and estimated death rate using Brass method
actual
Estimated*
stable data simulated graduated
formula (?) 110.91 18.65 22.38
10.72
formula (?) 10.21 ! 17.60 22.02
•method of fit, least square usino 15 age groups
CHAPTER VII
TUE I-EET f'FTl'^ D CF FIT
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7.1 INTRODUCTION'
Several methods ere available for fitting straight lines. These methods 
differ not only in their underlying assumptions but also in the effort and 
tine they require. It is our purpose to discuss some of these methods and 
suggest which is likely to yield a superior estimate of the death rate in 
most cases.
The problem of fitting straight lines has been treated by many authors; 
the procedure suggested depends on the priori assumptions of the distribution 
law of error and whether one or both variables are subject to error and also 
on tbe criteria used for determining the best fit. Relating these assumptions 
to our special application is not attempted since our underlying distribution
of error is not clear due to the many different combinations of factors likely
N Dv yto affect the relation between anti r~. Thus, though the theoretical basis
y y
for applying any of these methods nay be questionable, the justification for 
suggesting them is simply the accuracy of tbe estimate they provide.
The methods discussed in this part are by no means exhaustive hut they 
represent a selection of the more famous ones;
1. Wald method.
2. Bartlett method.
3. I.east-square method.
4. Weighted least-square method.
5. Anscombe method.
6'. Biweight regression method (Tukey) .
4>After a brief presentation of these methods, numerical applications on 
several types of data are given and the best method suggested and discussed.
7.2 BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THF METHODS
7.2.1 '■••'aid Method
Bet us consider two sets of random variables: x^, x^, X-j, ... x^j 
Yj, Yj, y^, ... y such that the relation between the true values is 
given by: Y = intercept + slope X.
V.'ald deals with the case when both variables X and Y are subject to errors. 
Under the assumptions that the errors in the X variables have the sane 
distribution and are uncorrelated, the errors in the Y variables have the 
sane distribution and are uncorrelated, and also, the errors in the X and 
Y are uncorrelated; a consistent estimate of the slope is given by dividing 
the data into two groups and drawing a line through the averages of these 
two groups, thus:
: t
slope =
* >’ii“l
M
E
i=n+l
K-rr
m
E x .
M
E x .
i=l. ^ i=ir.+l IS
where M is the total nunher of observations and m is close to
intercept
A
3lone X
scorie given by:
K2 V
A * yi 1■ Vii=l i=M-K2+1slope = --■ ■ - -----
X2 M
>: x _  z x.
i=l Ì-F-K2+1 *
K2 K2
A A
intercept *= Y - slope X.
7.2.3 I.east-h’guare j'ethod
Let us consider the case when: y^ = intercept + slope x± + ^  The least 
square method minirr.izes the suri of squares of deviations of the observed 
y  from the estimated y  (7" (y^ - intercept - slone x^)2). The nethod is 
appropriate when the deviation lav,’ has a symmetrical form and when it is 
assumed that the scatter of the observations about the regression curve 
is the same at all -cinfs.
The assumption of normality of the error - usually associated with this 
method - is only required when confidence limits and tests of significance 
are used.
A
S l O D P
M
Z
i=l
 (yi - Y)(x - X)
T. (x - X)2
intercept Y - slope X
y. Z x,» X =
7.2.4 Weighted Least-Souare Method
For cases when the scatter of error is different for different points; in 
other words, when the variances of the y^ satisfy the relationship;
cr? = o ?/V. i = 1, 2, ... Mi x
The estimate of the clone that minimizes the weighted sum of squares is 
calculated ass
A E v (x - X) (y - Y)
slope = ------- - -------------
e v.(x. - x)2i i
A „
intercept = Y - slope X
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where X and Y denote the weighted means, i.e.s
Y = r vi yir. v , and X =
E V. x, l i
E V.
V. a —  i a .
7.2.5 Anscombe T'ethcd
This method has the name principle an the weighted least square. It deals 
with the situation when the distribution of error is more skew than 
symmetrical (with the sorr-e dispersion) . It allov.’s also for the possibility 
that some errors in the observations may he due to a mistake, which results 
in some points that ought to be neglected (since their variability are 
different from the underlying variability of the phenomena), Thus, this 
method modifies the least square procedure to allow for a long tailed
4distribution of error of good observations and for the possible occurrence 
of bad observations.
The objective function minimized by Ansconbe iss
E1 (yi “ ui)Z + E2 K1 (2lyi “ Ui! " Kl) + E3 K1 <2K2 " Kl)•
whore: = intercept. + slope x^, and Y.2 arc chosen numbers, E
denotes summation over the values of i such that Ivi- V s K1# jJ2
denotes summation over the values of i such that
K i  * lyi " U j |  « k 2, T.j
denotes summation over the remaining values such that !yi
A1 V
In other words, ve minimize the weighted sur. of squares:
T. V± (y^ - u^)?, where the weights satisfy:
v4 - i if \ys - u\\ £ k x
v i = K l/ Iyi " uil if Ki < !yi “ uil < K 2
v4 - o  if |y1 - u^l > k ?
A A A
where = intercept + slope x^.
Values of may le chosen in the neighbourhood of twice the standard 
deviation of the error distribution and around 3 or A times as large 
as .
Generally, this procedure requires a number of iterations, unless we are 
able to assign the observations correctly to the summation at the outset. 
In application, we took the initial values for for the first third of 
observations equal to 1, for the second third equal to K and for the last 
third equal to zero. V’e iterated until there is little change in the 
estimates of the intercept and slope recomputing the weights each time.
7.2.6 Biwelgbt degression t'ethod (Tukey)
Both weighted least squares and Anscomhe methods require an estimate of 
weights supplied by the researcher; on the other hand, Tukey procedure
uses weights dcncndent on the residual in the previous iteration. Thus,
vt - y± (k )if t = — 1—    ----- i where h is a numerical constant, s' a measure ofi h s', K
spread of the residuals left by the Kth fit and (K) is the fitted value 
for yi at the step, then: = (1 - £2)2, a good choice for h is 6 and
for sp. is median |y^ - y (K) | . In application, we took some initial value 
for V - = 1 - we iterated until there is little change in the estimates
of the intercept and slope, recomputing the weights each time.
7.3 fJUV-EHICAL APPLICATIONS ON FKVKRAL TVPF.S Of DATA.
The first type of data considered is stahle data. These data satisfy all 
the requirements for applying Brass method, mainly stability and no error 
introduced through age misreport or differential under-registration. The 
onlv source of error that appear is due to our procedure for estimating NY
when us,inn formula (A) and of estimating P* and D* when usina formula (P) .y y
The estimate, of the dispersion of. the error presents no problem in this
case since the actual growth rate (r) and death rate (CDF.) are available.
Thus, the dispersion is proportionate to vT. (v. - r - CDP x.)2. In the- " i l
weighted least square it was assured that the dispersion is egual in the 
first, second and last, third of the observations. For the other methods 
it was assumed egual"all over the age span.
Table (7.1) shows the results of several applications on age and death 
distributions given in Coale & Demeny (1966), modei west, males, corres­
ponding to various mortality levels and growth rates.
Fron Table (7.1) it is clear that all the methods perform well v;hen using 
formula (n); while only, Wald, Dartlett, Least square methods using 10 
observations and weighted least square method perform well when using
formula (A)
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Tab I <' (7.1) Tir actual drat'i rat f t.i’rrrr.por'! t n'l to difforont stablp
rr.r r J p H p n  c iv n n  In  C o a le  * H o rcn y  (V 'iii"-) and  fcho rs tin '.n t.cd  
deatP rat.r* urdnm t.bv* Trrv-ft;h balance method and several method? 
of <"5t arnlird on loti: formula (r) and formula (P)
ACTUAL D EATH HATE .050770
METHOD Of riT n roRiioLA (r > FO r M’ILa (R)
U A L P 1 3 # rt 6 4 \ ^ 1 . o5M 1 63
UALD 1.1 . 053490 .05°376
DAKTLETT i r. .065c.31 .05n 1 40
DAR TLE TT 10 . 0 5 7 A 9 0 .fl5°3A4LEAST SQUARE i .067627 .059051
LEAST SQUARE 10 .« s a /. n y .05°376
WEIUIITED L . S . 13 .06025J . 05n 300
m  > (2)AHScnrinfi 13 .067677 . 0 5°o 51
f 3) (4)TIIKEY 1 5 .069177 .059342
(7) *i|UMPCr n r 
(3)*M»iMDtR Op 
<A)*(jU»inLR nr
STCP3 TILL COMVERQrNCCa 4 
STEPS TILL ronvERGCnCr« 2 
ST;p3 TILL COMVE RGC*JC E »333 
STEPS TILL COMVERGCNCr» Z
ACTUAL D E ATH RATE .047509
Im e t m d d  or f i tL________ fl E O R MU l A < A ) roRM'»LA<n>¡WALl* i r> .O5072B . a47.A08,1/ALD 1 1 .046607 .047163
¡d a r t l e t t 13 .05053V .046.364
d a r t l e t t 10 ,o46i no .047174
l e a s t  s q u a r e 1 3 .052173 .046374
l f a s t  SOUARF 10 .046616 .047134
■WC X (tllTE n L.s. 1 3 ,047A 4 1 .047069
i!A MS COM (It:
'1 ) <2)1 .057135 .046374j 13) <41jTHKf Y
1.________________
i 3 j . 0 3 o A 4 .046756
or STEPS T ILL CO'IVERGEm C E b 4
nr STEPS TILL COMVERC.CMCrs •*e.
nr s t e p s TILL Cd’IVERGESCr a 24
nr ST; PS TILL COriVERGEMCra 1
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Table (7 .1 )  (confi. » i.ifc!)
ACTUAL DEATH r.ATE .037600
METHOD Of f i t N rORM'llA (A) TO r H'ILA (1)
WATT» 1T . 0 319 41 .037033WALP 1 0 .036*10 .0373?1GAHTLETT ir. .03°11 A .036*97G A KT LE T T . 03664» .037331
l e a s t  s q u a r e 13 .03°C66 .036377
l t a s t  s q u a r e 10 .036.19» .037343WEIGHTED L.S. 1 5 . 037603 .037225
<1 > (2)ANSCOMUE 1 5 . 03n 966 .036377
' 3 ) .(41
TMKHY 1 5 .040163 .036513
Cl )• i j u h d e r nr s t t p s  
< 2 ) * N U M n L P  n r s t e p s  
(3)^n'»nn£R nr s t e p s  
(A>+NO CONVERGENCE
TILL CONVERGENCE» U 
TILL rONVERGLNCCa 2 
TILL COHVERGCNCfT» 31 
TILL APii STEPS
ACTUAL DEATH RATE ,03o700
METHOD ilp FIT • I rORMMLA(A) FORMULACI!)
UALI* t r> .031301 .030073
UA L H 1 0 .030144 .030441
g a r t l e t t .03139« .030033
g a r t l e t t .029074 .030455
l e a s t  s q u a r e i r. .0 311.17 .«2*141
LEAST SQUARE 1 0 .030130 .030456
¡WEIGHTED l .s . * r*i ■» .030566 .030313
'11 (2)AN S COMI! f: 1 5 ,o3iin7 .02*141
| *3) (41
.TllM Y i r> .031537 . 02*2?4
<1 )*M»HntR nf STEPS t i l l  c o n v e r g e n c e s  A 
<2>*(ium»LP np s t e p s  t i l l  c o n v e r g e n c e » z
( 3 ) *l|HMnt P n F STEPS TILL CONVERGENCE* 3 
(A)*)|0 CONVERGENCE t i l l  4 p o s t e p s
le (7.]) (cont.i nijoci)
'ACTUAL [»HATH r. A T £ . 018050
ME T HOD OF F I f fl F O R M U L A ( A ) roRM"iA<n)
U A L " 1 5 . 0 1 8 0 2 3 . 0 1 7 7 5 2
U A L « 1 0 , 0 1 7 8  4' . . O l 7 9 S O
B A R T L E T T i . 01 80 7.7 . 0 1 7 7 2 9
B A R T L E T T 10 . 0 1 7 7 °  6 . 0 1 7 9 5 4
l e a s t  s q u a r e i s . 0 1 8 1  55 . 0 1 7 6 5 2
L E A S T  SQUARE 10 . 01  783' . . O l 7956
w e i g h t e d  l . s . 1 s . 0 1 7 9 9 5 . 0 1 7 9 2 1
<1 ) (21
AUSCOMHE l 5 . 0 1 7 0 3 7 . 0 1 7 6 5 2
( 3 ) <41
T U K E Y i r> . 0 1 8 1 6 1 . 0 1 7 3 8 5
<1 Of STCPS T I L L  CO h V C KQ E t l C C a  J
( ? ) * I U M i n t k  n r  S T c P 3  T I L L  CO Uv  E Hr, C U C E n 7
<3 » * i i u n n t R  n r  s t l p s  t i l l  c o u v E R r . L n c r r a
( 4 ) *r i n  COr - VERGEf I CE T I L L  400 S T E P S
ACTUAL DEATH RATE .015430
¡ METHOD Of F I T ri F 0 R H M l A < A > FORMULA ( ¡1)
¡ U A L » 1 5 . 0 1 5 3 8 3 . o 1 5716
U A L » 1 0 . 0 1 5 2 6 8 . 0 1 5 3 4 5
B A R T L E T T m r• ,» . 0 1 5 3 ° 4 . 0 1 5201
B A R T L E T T 1 0 . 0 1 5 2 3 7 . 0 1 5 3 8 0
¡l e a s t  s q u a r e i  r. . 0 1 5 4 9 2 . 0 1 5 1 5 3
; LF  AST  SQUARE 1 0 . 0 1 5 7 5 6 . c* 1 r> u
. U f U M I T E D  L . S . i  r. . 0 1 5 3 5 9 . 0 1 5 3 2 2
I '1  ) <21
jAnsr:t)MBi: 1 5 . 0 1 5 3 0 1 . 0 1 5 1 8 3
i < 3 1 ( 4 )
TMKK y ’  5 . 0 1 5 4 4 7 . 0 1  ' . 937
< 2 > * H U ; mr : n  o r  s t e p s  t i l l  c o n v e r t , e m c t »  
< 3 > * i|Um b l r  o f  s t e p s  t i l l  couvrr g e m c e ., 
( A ) * I J 0  CONVERGENCE t i l l  '.00 S T E P S
T a t > le  ( 7 . 1 )  ( c o n t i r i u n i i )
ACTUAL DEATH RATE , 0"3290
METHOD o f  f i t N f o r m u l a ( A ) T O r MU L a CO)
WAU» i s . 0 1 31A2 . 0 1 3 1 0 0
WALD 10 . 0 1 3 1 7 1 . 0 1 3 2 2 3
0 AM T L E T T 13 . 013*,nv . o l 3 0 « 7
PART  L E T  T 1 o . 0 1 3 1 5 2 . 0 1 3222
L E A S T  SQUARE i r. . 0 1 3 2 3 4 . 0 1 3 o 4 7
L E A S T  s q u a r e 10 . 01 31 T>6 . 0 1 3 2 16
w E I r' H T E P L . s . 13 . 0 1 3 1 0 9 . 0 1 3 1 9 2
'1 ) <2 >
A N S COUPE 1 5 . 0 1 3 1 2 2 . 0 1 3 0 4 7
( 3 ) (  4 )
TUKEY i  r> . 0 1 3 3 5 9 . 0 1 2 9 9 2
(1 > * i i u i i p e r  n r ST EPS T I L L  CONVERGENCE a  1
<2 >+»j u h p l r  n r s t e p s T I L L  COr i VERGCNCr n 2
< 3 ) *MO CONVERGENCE T I L L  400 ST EPS
< 4 ) *fjUf1BL R n r  S T E PS  T I L L  CO' I VCRGLMC Ea 1
ACTUAL DEATH RATE .1)11430
liFTHOP ur f i t N r URM'I L A ( A ) r ó r mu l a ( n >
UALD 15 . 01131« .011246
WAL» 10 .011322 . 01♦359
g a k t l e t t i . 0113VI .011253
p a r t l e t t 10 .011316 .011340
l e a s t  s q u a r e 1 5 .011342 .011200
(LEAST squame 10 .011513 . 01 1 3 5°
u r i  uh TED 1. . 5 . 1 5 .011320 .011339
'11 <2
AHSCOMBF i r. .011342 .017 2CA
13) <4
TUKEY 1 T* .0113A9 .011047
< i ) *f J i i MHL H n r  “s t e p s  T I L L  CnÙVERGEUCr r «  
<2 ) * r j i i n n t R  n r  s t e p s  t i l l  c o n v e r t , c n c e b
( 3  ) R n r  S T E PS  T I L I .  C O N V E R G E N C E «
( 4 ) ♦un CONVERGENCE t i l l  400 ST EPS
The justification for this is very simple. In formula (B) the error 
introduced by our nrocedure for estimating P* and D* is very minor; thus 
the observations lie on a straight line and any method of fit should 
perform well in this ideal case. In formula (A) the error introduced by 
our orocedure for estimating i' is bio only corresnondi.no to old acres andy
especially when the death rate is high (the decline in the age distribution 
is not linear). Any method neglecting observations corresnondinq to old 
ages nerform well.
Weighted least square method is the only method that was able to remedy the 
error introduced by our procedure and result in a plausible estimate for 
the death rate (note that the dispersion of error increases with age).
Both Anscorrbe and Tukey methods in spite of their comolicated structure 
did not perform well.
From the previous remarks our suggestions is to reject both Anscom.be and 
Tukey methods and choose one of the following retkods: Wald (using lO 
observations), Bartlett (using lO observations), Least sguare (using 10 
observations) or weighted least square.
A recommendation for using either V aid or Bartlett methods with only lO 
observations is expected, since they are the sirplest in application.
But, it should be pointed out that the previous applications are under 
ideal circumstances when no deviation from the assumption exist. A.ctual 
data are affected by age m.isreoort, migration and a change in mortality 
and fertility. For example, even if it is exoected that certain error 
may affect old ages it may be true that changes in fertility or migration 
or age misreport have altered the age distribution for young ages and data 
corresponding to old ages are more representative of the magnitude of the 
death rate. Thus before a final recommendation for a certain method, more 
applications on representative data should be attempted.
1*2
The model of age error introduced in Chapter (6) provides us with a vast 
source of information. First, stable data before subjecting it to age 
error, then simulated data affected by age error, a?so oraduated data 
using Press and quadratic graduation. To confirm the previous conclusion 
for rejecting loth P.r. scorn be and Tube y methods and to helo choose the best 
method of fit, all the previous methods are applied on several sets of 
data (each set comprises: stable, reported and graduated data) and the 
results arc given in Table (7.2) .
Table (7.2) confirm our conclusion for the inadequacy of Ansconbe and 
Tukey procedure in applying the growth balance method; for example, the 
estimates of the graduated data (Brass technique) in the first set using 
Anscombe and Tukey are given by: 36.7%?, 35.7V-, 36.7%« and ¿1.736 instead 
of 33.85.
The method that performs well in most cases is the v;eighted least square 
method; for example, considering the graduated data of the first set and 
comparing the estimates of the death rates usina bald method (lO observations), 
Bartlett method (lO observations) and the weighted least sauare we get:
K
a c tu a l d e a th  r a te  =• 33.8536
method estimated death rate using either 
(A) or (B) in several runs
formula
V’ald 20.72 24.58 37.12 32.95
Bartlett 30.39 24.76 38.04 37.89
V’. Least square 32.18 34.80 33.77 31.42
: :
I rI
If. 4
(7.?) ’it «’ actual and cntirnt ml death rato, unj.no the qrowth
taloneo rotted and «¡«''oral rottiodr of fit applied on both 
formila (A) and Corn .'la (!.'), correspondin'? to different 
Rctr. of data.
ACTUAL nCATH RATE .«33il*<0
STADLE [»ATA
n PT Hilft “O F T  ÏT~ rrr— “Fo r m u l a  <A) T 0 R M U L A ( R )
u a 'L’B"- is .«3*1 3c , «3 3(i?p
UAL'» 1 0 . «33.3A7 .«33601R A R U E T T ir­ .«352A7 .« 3 3 6 1 1
r a r t l e t t ía .0331 AO .0337«1
LEAST SQUARE 1 s , 0 3 f> 0 « S . « 3 3 3 A 1
l e a s t  s q u a r e 10 .«333AA . «33602
UFl«iMTED L.S. i r. , « 3 3 0 1 e .0336A1
'.1 > <21ANSL'OMUC 1 5 . «3rtor.> . « 3 3 5 A1
(3) < A)TIIKCY 1 -, , (13 5 3 A 1 . « 32A1fl
< i t  ♦iiunfffR- n f -S T L P i t i l l  rouvcRr.cf-cra" 3
<?)«;jtiMn{.r np s t e p s  t i l l  co-iyrr a p u c e «« p 
(3)*nuiincB o f s t e p s  t i l l  convnRCiLucra « 
( A ) *110 COUCRGENCp t i l l  A«P s t e p s
REPORTED DATA; S riULATCft)
MET "(ID IIP FIT H cORMULA(A) rORMULAtR)
MALI» 1 S , « 3 ?. « 7 f
VALI» 11. . « 3 3 2 7 <» .03331«
RAKI LETT *! r* .1 . 0 3 1 0 « .«31 317
r a k t l c t t 10 . 0 3 6 3 A 1 . «37ttAÖ
LEAST SQUARE m r , « 3 3 7 2 A .«309*3
l e a s t  s q u a r e i « .«33676 .o 3A2 i a
UflUMTED L.Î5. 1 r, .«32736 - .«3127A
<1> (2)A f 1S LOMU C 1 r. .«33263 . « 3«9«3
F3) U >TIIKtY 13 .«33631 .«3«r,r,5 i
(i ) »ntiiini.R nr ; t i p  ; TILL r.orivrRr.f.NCCa 3
( ? ) *f|UMn L R 
< 3 > *l|UMnCR
nr
OF
(/. ) *fiuiint;K Of
STEPS TILL CONVFRAENCEa 7
s t e p s  t i l l  corivERr.nncFa o
S T ;; p 5 TILL C DfiVC Rr.CUCCa 7
Inl’lc (7.2) (cniitiniiort)
' »R A 1»' JATEr» r t A T A ( H RA S S  T E C H N I Q U E )
m e t h o d  n r  f i t ri F O R M ' I L A C A ) F O R H ' l L A t Q )
U A L » i  r* . p  3 3 1 s v . 9 3 7 0 0 7
U A L » I P . 0 2 " 7 ? 3 . 0 2 4 5 0 3
B A R T L E T T i  r. . 0 3 3 5 7 4 . 0 3 4 0 7 4
d a r t l e t  t i p . 9 3 0 3 9 4 . f l 2477. f i
l e a s t  s q u a r e i  r. . 0  3 0 7 . 7 9 . P 3 5 A 51
L E A S T  s q u a r e i p . 0 3 0 1 7 7 . 9 2 1 0 3 2
W E I G H T E D  L . S . 1 S . P 3 7 1 0 3 . 0 3 4 0 P 9
n  > ( 2 )
A N S C O M b t 1 s . 0 3 7 * 7 0 3 . 9 3 5 7 3 9
: 3 > (<*)
t u k e y 1 s . 0 3 7 * 7 5 6 . 9 4 1 7 4 0
< 1 ) * MU HBE R n r  ST EPS T I L L  COQVE RGLMCTa 
< 2 ) * N U I I 0 L H  n r  S T EPS T I L L  COfIVE R 0 GN C E = 
( 3 )  *f|0 COllGRGCWrc T I L L  An? S T E P S  
< A ) * IJO r o K E R G G N C G  T I L L  4 OP S T E P S
«•RADU/.TEP n A T , \ ( i ) H A D R A T I C  FORMUL A)
M E T H O D  n r  F I T fl F O R H t l L A ( A ) F O R M U L A ( R )
U A L » 1 r. . 0 3 3 4 1 0 . P 3* 2 1 4
¡ U A L » 1 0 . 0 3 7 1 2 4 . 0 3 2 9 5 2
¡ B A R T  L E T T i  r* . 0 3 4 0 3 9 . P 3 1 0 9 6
B A R T L E T T i f . 9 3 0 9 4 3 . « 3 7 , 0 9  5
¡ l e a s t  s q u a r e  
L T  A S T  s q u a r e
i  r. . 0 3 3 0 1 0 . 0 2 n » 2 9
i p . 0 3 3 1 0 3 . 0 3 4 3 A 5
W E I G H T E D  L . S . i s ,  P 3 3 7 7 3
1 >
. P 3 1 4 2 1
( 2 )
A N S C O M H E 1 s . 0 3 3 0 7 3
f 3>
. o 2 n ° ? 9
< 4 )
t i i k e y 1 5 . o 3 i r . R o . r t 2 ° 7 4 0
( 1 ) *f | I I HRLR n r  S T E PS  t i l l  r o u y F R r . c u c r a  
< 2 ) * U U n O L R  n r  S T E PS  T I L L  COUVE RQ f NC Ga 
< 3 )  *(I0 C O h L P G E U r c  T I L L  4 00 S T E P S  
<4)*rm coi i ER&cnrr  t i l l  a « p s t e p s
T n t ’ l e  ( 7 . 7 )  ( c o n t i  ruspe»)
a c t u a l  n nAT M r a t e  . 0 2 5 4 4 1
S T A 1) L l  DA T A
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METHOD o f  f i t ri F o r m u l a ( A ) F O R M ' I L A ( B )
WALD 1 r> . 0 2 5 3 7 5 . 0 2 5 1 0 1
U A L 0 10 . 0 2 5 1 « 9 . 0 2 5 5 4 1
B A R T L E T T i  !» . 0 2 5 9 O . 0 2 5 1 7 «
B A R T L E T T 10 , 0 2 5 o r t i . 0 2 5 5 2 0
L E A S T  SQUARE 15 . 026.31 0 . 0 2 5 1 3 5
L E A S T  SQUARE 10 . 02510. 5 . 0 2 5 5 7 4
W E I G H T E D  L . S . 1 5 . 0 2 5 3 0 2 . 0 2 5 2 9 5
M  ) <21
All S t  OH flE 1 5 . 0 2 * 3 1 0 . 0 2 5 1 3 3
: j > <-;>
T UK E Y i  5 . 0 2 0 0 7 5 . 0 2 5 0 5 4
<1 ) ♦ MilfietR I f f  
<?)*U«JMBtr OF 
<3> ♦l l ' IMOLP OF 
<4>*;iunntR o f
Ì T C P 5 T I U  CUI l VÈRÒCNCCa '  j  
S T E T S  T I L L  r OI t VE RC CNCPa  ? 
S T CP3  T I L L  r OUV ERc . EHCC a  1 6 
s t e p s  t i l l  r o u v E R A C N c r u  3
i ?
•¡ EPORI ED DA T A  CC I M O L A T C P )
n r T ' M i n  n i  f i t II
L  ...
E iJ R I I ' I L A  < A ) F O R M U L A ( B )
U A L " 1 5 . 0 2 5 7 4 9 . 0 2 4 . 3 A 8
U A L ' * I s ) , < 3 2 5 1 8 1 . 0 2 5 3 1 1
B A R  F L E T T 1 !> . 0 2 0 1  1 0 . 0 2 4 7 7 9
B A R T L E T T 1 0 . 0 2 7 4 7 7 . 0 2 5 7 3 9
L E A S T  S Q U A R E 1 5 . 0 2 6 6 7 9 . 0 2 4 0 0  A
! l e a s t  s q u a r e 1 0 . 0 2 5 5 0 7 . 0 2 6 1 0 6
W E I ‘ » ' I T E  0  L . S . i  5 . 0 2 5 5 7 . 0 . 0 2 4 7 2 8
A N S t O M H f c 1 5
' 1  >
, 0  2 6 7 . 7 9
- < 2 1  
.  0 2 6  7i 6  3
T I K I - Y 1 %
1 7 Ò '
M >
. 0 2 5 7 1 7
< 4  )
. 0 2 4 1 1 3
(2) - i l U. I Df . F- -  op S T E P S  T I L L  OOrivf lRfiENCrti
<
<A)*r|IIMIM.R o f  S T E P S  T I L L  C O N V E RG E N C E «
• '
i :
; i!
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T n b l r :  ( 7 . 7 )  (o o n ti . iu o c ')
f»RADU/\Tr.n D A T /, Ra SS T ECMI J I QME)
ME T Hot) Of f J t fi — r WT i J L A  ( A ) FORMULA(B)
UAL'r> 1 f! . 0.1/41 1 . 0 2 7 4 3 «
WAL» 10 . 024809 .021.145
BA RT L E T T i r. .02/34** . 02 « 2 8 9
BARTLETT 10 .0 2517j . 0 2 “» 363
LEAST s q u a r e <• r-• J . 0 2 0 7 0 0 . 029.165
LEAST SN-JARE 10 . 0 l ° 0 2 9
URIOIITED L . S . 1 5 .025001 . 020221
<1> <2)
ANSCOMBE 1 5 . 029700 . 029100
13) <4>
t u k e y m f• .» . 029370 . 029177
( 1 ) * i i u h b l w  o r  sT. rpc.  t i l l  c o n v e r g e n c e «* i »
<2 >*I|HMBi. r op  S T E P S  T I L L  CONVERGENCE« »  z
< 3 > *II ,IMBL R o r  S T E P S  T I L L  CONVERT,EMC E ««1 3 «
< 4 ) *MUMBL P o r  S T E P S  T I L L  CONVERGENCE««  1?
«RAt>" , \TCP D A T A AT  I C FORMULA '
n r t ««or» o f  f i t n F O R M U L A ( A ) F ORMUL A<B)
MALI» i 3 . 0 2 5 0 6 4 . 0 2 5 1 1 0
W A L ” 10 . 0 2 7 6 1t . 0 2 4 8 0 0
B A R T L E T T 1 5 . 0 2 6 4 7 7 . 0 2 5 1 8 9
BA RT  L E T T 1 0 . 0 2 8 3 9 6 .0 2 « 6 2  2
L E A S T  SnUARH i a . 0 2 6 0 2 8 . « 2 5 2 9 0
L E A S T  SN' JAk E 1 0 . 0 2 6 3 8 7 . 0 2 5 9 2 7
•j e i b i i t e o  L . S . i r. . 0 2 6 5 7 5 . 0 2 5 2 0 2
M  > ( 2 )
ANSCOMUE i r; . 0 2 6 0 2 « . 0 2 5 3 4 7
' 3 ) <4)
T U K E Y 1 r. . 0 2 6 7 3 1 . 0 2 4 3 4 2
d  > *: j i mnLR OF S T f P S T I L L CONVERGENCE«« 2
( 2 ) *;|i inni  p nr S T l  P s T I L L CONVERGENCE«» **J
< 3 ) ♦NUMBER nr S T E P S T I L L c o n v e r g e n c e «« 5
< 4 ) * n « m b l p nr S T E P S T I L L CONVERGENCE«« 1.8
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Table (7.2) (continued)
a c t u a l  nrATi i  r a t  t  . 019691
STABLL BATA
m e t h o d  O F  F I T n E O R M ' l  L A  < A  ) F O R  M U  L  A ( 0 )
M A L I * 1 ~ . 0 1 9 3 2 1 . 0 1 9 5 0 9
U A L ' * 1 0 . p i  p a o o . 0 1 9 6 2 7
o a r t l e t t i r . . 0  1 9  0 5  P . 0 1 9 4 0 7
r a k  t  l e t t i t » . 0 1 " 4 2 0 . 0 1 9 6 2 3
L E A S T  S q U A R f i r. . 0 2 f l p ? 6 . 0 1 9 4 6 3
l e a s t  S M U A k I: 1 0 . 0 1 9 4 6 3 . 0 1 9 6 7 3
W E I G H T E D  L . S . i r , . P 1 9 5 9 3 . P 1 9 6 0 3
¡ 1 ) < 2 1
A N S C O M U E 1 r. . 0 2 P O 2 6 . 0 1 n  4  6  3
< 3 1 <<♦1
T U K E Y
f  1 ) o i IIm i h  d  n r
i r , . 0 2 0 1  9 5 . 0 1 9 7 2 2
OF
n F
STL P’> 
S T ;• p s
T I L L
T I L L
COUvnRlJCNCCa
COMVFRf.CNCra
<a ) * : i o coiiLRr.Eur¡:  t i l l  a po  s t e p s
k q p o r t  e d d a t a  < SI  MULATTO)
ME T " » l R OF F I T n F O R M U L A ( A ) f o r m u l a  <n>
WALi* i r> . 0 1 0 3 7 6 . 0 1 8 3 2 5
UAL'* . 0 1 9 7 6 7 . 0 1 9 5 1 5
BART L E T  T 1 f, . 0 1 0 9 1 2 . 0 1 8 0 0 7
RART LF.T T 1 0 .021602 . 0 2 7 5 0 5
L E A S T  S U A U E 1 S . 0 1 8 6 5 3 . 017 606
l e a s t  s o u a r e 1 1) . 0 1 9 7 1 0 . 0 2 0 3 7 6
WEI ' i l l T EO L . S . i  r> . 0 1 0 4 7 9 . 0 1 8 1 7 7
*1 1 l <2
a m s c o m b e 1 3 . 0 1 3 6 5 3 . 0 1 7 6 0 6
( 3 ) <4
t i i k e y i  r. . 0 1 8 4 5 9 . 0 1 7 3 4 0
( 1 ) * fl' iMR C R n r  s t e p 3 T I L L  r i Kl VERr - ENCr i a 3
( 2 ) * n u n  op. w n r s t i ; p s  t i l l  c o n v E R r . E N c r o  3
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Tii h le (7. 2) (conti r.urc!)
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to perform well in «11 actual application!. Plotting the sets of reported 
points with the line formed using any method of fit, or even with the 
different lines formed using different methods, is indispensifcle before the 
fitted slope in accepted as on estimate of the adjusted death rate.
7.4 niscussion
In all the previous applications the actual growth and death rate were 
known. Thus, the dispersion of error (and consequently the weights) were 
easily calculated. It is our purpose now to show that the weighted leant 
square method performs equally well when the dispersion in not known and 
the weights are estimated from the data.
Two estimates are proponed. The first is to divide the points into 3 equal 
groups; the sun of square of the differences between the y points and the 
mean of the y noints of each group is used for estimating the weights, thus
V.i V.j K
1 i
i l  ? ' 2V 2M 2
z ( ï m
3
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3
\ f. / 
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S [ ys “ r2M + 1 \ r-2£ + 1 J3
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3
i = 1, 2, M 1’ 2M . 2MJ , j =  y  +  1 »  • • • *  ~3  and K *= - y  +  1 ,  . . . ,  M .
The second uses the sum of squares of first differences between the 
consecutive y noints in each groups as an indication of the weights, thus;
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Table (7.3) shown the actual and estimated death rates for stable and
simulated data usinc the welohted least sauare method '-•here the welchts
are calculated usirq the mean of the y points. ’
Table (7.4) shows the actual and estimated death rates for stable and 
simulated data using the weighted least square method where the weights 
are calculated using the first differences.
From both Table (7.3) and (7.4) we conclude that the weighted least square 
is still recommended even when tie weights are estimated from the data.
It should be nointed out that, in some applications, more complex methods 
for estimating the weights may be required; these methods will probably 
involve some iteration.
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Table (7.4) The actual and estimated death rates for different stable and 
simulated data using the weighted least square fit where the 
weights are calculated using the first differences
Ptable data
ACTUA.T. nr AT' r.ATi- .0(19770
•!FTi:CO OF FIT :: poavuijv (a ) roiiruLA (r)
vi.iri t f d  L.r. 15 .060661 .059228
ACTUAT DFATH T!A.TF .047500
MITIIOD OF FTT ri FO!'.MIU, (A) FORfTLA (’)
TKinUT) D L.il. 15 .047961 .047004
ACT! .'AT. D1 A'"11 F.iVTE .037680
'
rrTHOD OF FIT n FOUVULA (A) FORMULA (h) i
VEIGITFD T..S. 15 .037003 .037118
i
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
In  th e  p re v io u s  c h a n te rs , th e  e f f e c t s  o f  d epa rtu res  from  t^ e  u n der ly in o  
a s s u rn tio n o  o f  th e  grow th  b a la n ce  irethod  were s tu d ie d .  A ls o ,  c e r ta in  
p r a c t i c a l  c o n s id e ra t io n s  abou t th e fo rm u la e  and th e  method o f  f i t  used 
were d is c u s s e d . Kach d e v ia t io n  frorr th e  b a s ic  assum ption was tr e a te d  
s e o a r a t e ly  and a d ju s t in g  p ro ced u res  w ere  suggested  a c c o r d in g ly .
In  a c tu a l d a ta , s e v e r a l  d e v ia t io n s  o c c u r ,  and th e  e f f e c t  o f  th e  in t e r a c t io n  
o f  th es e  fa c t o r s  i s  q u it e  im p o rtan t in  th e  a n a ly s is .  I t  i s  th e  purpose o f  
th is  ch a p te r  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  th e  p re v io u s  c o n c lu s io n s  and ap p ly  th e  grow th 
b a lan ce  method under more r e a l i s t i c  c ir c u r s f .a r c e r .
Two ty p e s  o f  d a ta  a r e  c o n s id e red ; th e  f i r s t  h y p o th e t ic a l  da ta  a f f e c t e d  by 
m o r t a l i t y  d e c l in e ,  d i f f e r e n t i a l  u n d e r - r e g is t r a t io n , age e r r o r  and a 
m ig ra t io n  movement. The second u s ing  a c tu a l  d a ta  o f  a d e v e lo p in g  country*.
8.2 APPLICATION OP DypQTHhTICAb DATA
M o r t a l i t y  d e c l in e ,  d i f f e r e n t i a l  u n d e r - r e g is t r a t io n  o f  deaths and age e r r o r s
a re  common fe a tu r e s  in  the d a ta  o f  d e v e lo n in n  c o u n t r ie s .  In  the th ir d
c h a p te r , a r e p r e s e n ta t iv e  and f l e x i b l e  p a t te rn  o f  m o r t a l i t y  d e c l in e  was
reach ed  u s in g  th e  model l o g i t  system  w ith  param eters  n. and P; where P was
f ix e d  and a d ecreased  as to  a c h ie v e  a s p e c i f i e d  in c r e a s e  in  e . T h iso
p a tte rn  o f  m o r ta l i t y  d e c l in e  i s  used w ith  th e  model o f  age e r r o r  p resen ted  
in  C h ap ter S ix  and an assum ption o f  h ig h e r  u n d e r - r e g is t r a t io n  f o r  d ea th s  a t  
young a o o s .
The m ig r a t io n  f a c t o r  i s  s l i g h t l y  more c o m p lic a te d . For some c o u n tr ie s ,  
in t e r n a t io n a l  m ig ra t io n  may be  assumed n e g l i g i b l e ,  f o r  o th e rs  in  o r ou t 
m ig ra t io n  i s  c o n s id e r a b le .  Data on th e  p ro p o r t io n s  o f  m igran ts  from th e  
t o t a l  p o p u la t io n  and t h e i r  age  and sex co m p o s it io n  a re  n o t g e n e ra l ly  
a v a i la b le  f o r  d e v e lo p in g  c o u n tr ie s  and a r e  exp ec ted  t o  show a g r e a t  d e a l
leo
of diversity. Three cases are considered with the data affected by 
mortality decline, age error and differential under—registration; the 
first when no immigration occur, the second when out migration is dominant 
and finally when in micrratlon is dominant.
8.2.1 Detailed Procedure and Data Used
Starting with a single year stable population, corresponding to an intrinsic
growth rate = .CIO and an underlying pattern of mortality based on the logit
system and the standard rodel life table (Erass, 1971) with parameters
n -■ .1 and ® = .7. The initial parameters of this pooulation are as follows:
CDP. = .025, CPU = .035 and e - 3 9 . The fertility schedule used is basedo
on model fertility, pattern f> of the United Nations.
This population is nrojected in single year periods, with, constant fertility 
and declining mortality and a type of migration movement. Mortality is 
assumed to decline through a decrease in n equivalent to an approximate 
vearlv increase in e ~ . 5 . when out mioration is dominant. It is assumed 
to constitute a fixed proportion of the population at the end of each year; 
these proportions are estimated using the data in Table (4.3). VTien in 
migration is dominant, it is assumed to constitute a fixed number at the end 
of each year; this number is calculated using the sane proportions as out 
migrants and the initial pooulation before mortality change.
The projected single years ponulation age distribution - after 10 and 20 
years of declining mortality and migration - is subjected to age error. The 
corresponding death distribution is subjected first to an under-registration 
of deaths aged 0-5 by 50% and under-registration of deaths over 5 by 10%.
8.2.2 Results
The results after lO years of projection are presented in the following 
section. The corresponding results after 20 years of nrojaction are presented
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in Appendix (C) . The conclusions drawn are the same for hoth. sets of 
results.
A . Effect of deviations from stability
In Table (8.1), the actual death rate (total actual ceaths/total population) 
for the projected data after 1 0  years of mortality and migration - are 
presented with the. death rate estimated using the growth balance procedure 
and three different methods of fit.
Graph (3.1), (8.2) and (8.3) represents the set of projected points for
N D A P*V V v vboth formula (A) and (E) , ■£— , p—  and;-— — - , and the lines drawn using
y  y  "  y y
the three methods of fit.
Table (8.1) The actual and estimated death rate after lo years of mortality 
decline and nigration
Actual CDR
Out migration 
. 0 2 1
l!o migration 
. 0 2 1
In migration j 
. 0 2 1
ESTIMATED C.UP. j
Formula (A) (B> (A) (P) (?) (P)
method of fit
Least snuare . 0 2 1 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 .0 2 0
Weighted least square .0 1 2 .010 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 1 .026 .026
Wald . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 .0 2 2  .0 2 1
From Table (8.1), it is clear that the pattern of mortality decline 
considered hardly affect the estimate of the death rate. Out anti in 
migration considerably affect the estimate of the crude death rate when 
the weighted least square method is used.
Cranh (0.1) Changing mortality and out migration
*
 >1
Fomula (A) • II /P-
y  y
<3>o
.000  2.000  -1.000  6.000  ¿ 8.000
Formula (A) < n /p
y y
. O lO O l * O  O í O O \  A  OlfTllTl ¿  D
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The corresponding graphs are quite helpful in explaining why the weighted 
least square estimate is so strongly affected. The points corresponding to 
middle ages play a vital role in the estimate of the slope when the V’.h.S. 
fit is v>sed. These points - as previously stated in Chanter 4 - either 
form a bulge or a gap when in or out migration affects the data, and the 
estimate is inflated or deflated accordingly.
Thus, whop migration plays a vital role in the country studied, less
emphasis should he placed on the points corresponding to middle ages and
the granh may he used to choose the appropriate methed. Also, ever, when
migration is negligible, the graph is helpful in suggesting the appropriate
method; for example from gra-h (8.2) it is clear that using formula (A) and
the V .h .S . fit results in an under—estimate of the crude death rate.
B. Kffoct: of deviations from stability, differential undo;— registration 
and rrisrenort
In Table (8.2), the actua.l death rate (total actual deaths/tctal population) 
and the reported death rate (total under-ropisteroil dcaths/total population) 
and the estimated death rate vising the renorted data, affected by age error 
and under-registration, after lo years of mortality decline and migration are 
presented.
Craph (8.4), (0.5) and (8 .8 ) represents the sets of reported points for
both formula (A.) and (B) and the lines drawn vising the three methods of fit.
From Table (8.2), we note that the effect of aoe error and differential 
under-registration on the estimate of the crude death rate differ according 
to the formula and the method of fit used.
Generally, when differential under-registration exists, the death distri­
bution method provides a minimum correction for the data. The only exception 
occurred when out migration was dominant and the VJ.L.S. method of fit was
!D /P
y y
s>
o
<s>CM
<9 00 S> _
«9M"(9
<S>(9<9.
Sraoh (8.'I) "ortnUty decline, out rJnraf.inn,
differential under-regist:ration, and 
ago error
. 000 2 . 0 0 0 4.000
Forrr.ula (A)
“ I-----
6 . 0 0 0
I
8 .0 0 0
ii /p /
y y
<9
reported nets of points 
^  least square fit 
4* weighted least square
Formula (E) A /n P*
_  y yO  reported sets of points 
least snunrc fit 
■+" weighted lnast square 
•Z- Wald
/Graph (G.G) Mortality decline, in migration,
differential under-registration, and 
®  age error
Formula (A) H /P
y y
8
Formula (E)
C< reported uptr. of points 
least square fit
8.000
A /n P*y y
'•V weighted least square 
Z. Vlald
used. The reason for this exception was discussed in the previous section.
The importance of the graph in choosing the appropriate method of fit is 
still apparent, even though the reported points do not fort! a straight line 
but are distributed in both directions of this line.
C. The adjustment procedures
of no ir. and out migration (r ) are calculated using the reverted 
modulation by ago groups assuming In and out migratlor and tbo corres­
ponding numbers in case of no migration.
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Graph (8.7) and (8.8) renresont the adjusted nets of ooints for t’’e effect 
of out and in migration and the lines drawn using the three methods cf fit.
Table (8.3) The actual, reported and adjusted death rate for the effect 
of migration, after lo years cf mortality decline ana 
migration, for data affected by differential under-registration 
and age error
Out migration
‘ .... . .... -
In rrioratien
Actual CDR .021 .021
P.enorted CT>R .015 .015
ADJUSTED CDP.
Formula (A) (R)
method of fit
beast scuaro .020 .018
Weighted beast Square .017 .016
Wald .018 .017
From Table (8.3), we conclude that the adjustment procedure for the effect 
of migration is acceptable and not very sensitive to age errors and 
deviations from assumptions. Also, the improvements in the adjusted sets 
of ooints given in Gra^h (8.7), (8.8) as compared to (8.4) and (E.6) is
noticeable
Graph (8.7) Adjustment for out migration
<SsD
O  adjusted points ^  least square fit
weighted least square —  l.'ald
<s> Gra^h ( .8) Adjustment for in n i '-rationnO
©  adjusted points £x least square fit
-t- weighted least sou.ire tl.'áld
Table (C.4) presents the estimated proportionate under-registration 
when the adjustment procedure for differential under-registration is used 
with the adjusted death rate given in Table (8.3) and the crude birth 
rate. bote that in estimating the under-registration for ages 0-5 no 
allowance in made for the effect of migration on the birth rate and the 
proportions of deaths between ages O and 5.
Table (8.4) The estimated proportionate under-registration for 
different ages
Out migration Mo migration In migration______________ i
Ages 0-5 5+ 0-5 5+ 0-5 5+
Actual under- 
registration .50 .10 .50 .10 .50 • lo
ESTIMATED UNDER—REGISTRATION
method of fit
Least square .52 . 19 .63 .17 ... .19
Weighted least square .37 .08 .57 .07 .63 .07
Wald .39 .13 .58 .il .63 .12
From Table (8.4) a strong indication of the nature of differential 
under-registration and its magnitude is provided. Nevertheless, the 
results of this procedure should be cautiously accepted as it is possible 
to overestimate the under-registration of deaths. Also, countries 
affected by under-registration of deaths are more likely affected by 
under-registration of births, which in turn affects th.l3 procedure. It 
should he pointed out that, in many applications, corrections for child 
deaths may be made using other procedures.
8.3 APPLICATION OH ACTUAL DATA
This section contains application of the balance growth on actual data.
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The data considered are for Guinea 1954-55. The analysis is divided 
into three parts; the first discusses the nature and characteristics of 
the data and the General techniques used, the second a detailed, study 
of the data, and finally the third part contains several cross checks 
and assessment of the results.
8.3.1 Data and General Techrioues rJsed.
The data analysed are from a sample inquiry covering r'uinea (1954-55). 
This is the first large scale inouiry conducted in African territories 
formerly administered by France, and in one of the largest ones held.
The available data for the estimation of mortality are of two kinds; 
current which are obtained from questions about deaths in the last year 
by age of deceased and retrospective consisting of reports by mothers, 
divided by age group, on the total number of children horn to them, and 
those still alive at the time of the survey. Doth current and retro­
spective data are given separately for males and females and also for the 
four different regions of the country: Guinea maritime, Fouta Djallon, 
upper Guinea and Forest.
It should be pointed out that t^e use of 'deaths in past year* reflects 
an important application of the growth balance method.
Though the data collection was through enumerators who attempted to check 
that the questions are understood and the answers reasonable; the data 
Still suffer from several deficiencies associated with age. The age 
distribution fcy single years is reproduced in Giraph (8.9). It shows an 
uncommon shunning from ages ending with O and 5; this is explained by the 
emphasis in training the enumerators against the general tendency of the 
population to round their ages with numbers ending with O and 5 which 
probably created a counter reaction to these digits. Another feature of
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the aqp d istributi on .Is the narked deficit in those aaed 1 and 2 for 
both sexes. A final remark is the apparent deficiency of females aged 
lO to IS as compared to the neighbouring age groups.
Graph (8.9) The age distribution by single years 
Grep^— The age «!ir.tfiK-utien ' y single years
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This type of age error affecting the aoe distribution is similar to the 
bins already considered in the model discussed in Chapter (6). Actually 
instead of heaping on certain digits we have shunning from them but there 
is no reason for the overall effect to he different.
The data used in the following analysis are riven in details in Tables (1), 
(2) and (3) of Appendix (d) .
The procedure of analysis applied is described as follows:
- The data corresponding to the two sexes are not divided into different 
regions to offset the effect of internal migration. The effect of changes 
in mortality and fertility and of international migration on the estimate 
of the death, rate is assumed small and is disregarded.
- The three previous methods of fit are apolied to the ungracuated data; 
the data not defined by age are neglected. The graph is used to choose 
the appropriate method.
- To study the registration of deaths under ago 5, data for single years 
are required. Though the data are available, it is evident that they are 
quite distorted. Since the method suggested in Chapter (5) is sensitive 
to deviations in the true number, its direct use on this data is not 
recommended. Fortunately, the number of births are available and may be 
used to check for the under-registration of deaths under one year old.
This number was obtained from questions about births in the past year by 
age of mother, and has been tested in a separate study conducted by Brass 
et al C19A8) . This study showed that there is a him’- pcssi’-ility of over-^ 
reporting of live '-irths in the preceding year and suggested adjustment 
factors for the over-reporting of births in the four regions as follows:
Guinea Maritime Fouta Djallon Upper Guinea Forest
77 82 92 73
These factors arc accepted and tl'e adjusted births ore used to check for 
the order-registration under age 1.
- Cnee the under-registration for ages 0-1 and aces over 5 are accepted, 
it remains to checV the under-reoistration for ages 1-4, Since we already 
rejected the data for single years, another rrocedure should be used. The 
relation between the deaths in infancy and at one to four years is r.ot 
sufficiently strong to enable us to estimate one from the other. Neverthe­
less, if we agree that the registration from 1-4 years old is in the range 
of the under-registration within 0-1 and 5+ - which is not unlikely - the 
problem may be simpler. The relation between to - denoting the
probability of surviving from age 1 to 4 and O to 1 respectively - under 
the assumption that the registration from 1-4 is either the sane as ages 
over 5 or as ages iron 0-1 is compared to the relation in the general 
standard life table introduced by Brass, (Brass, 1971) , The value of 
^Pj which conform, more closely with this standard is accepted as correct. 
The relations of probabilities of dying to the specific rates used ares
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1mO 1 + ° * 71'r'0
and 4 dO 1 + 2.7 m 4 1
where c: and m. denote probabilities
of dying and specific death rates respectively.
- Eince the proccd.uro adopted involve an arbitrary element, the corrections 
suggested are tested before being accepted. The results reached using 
each sex separately are compared to the results reached if the method is 
applied to the data of both sexes. Also, the estimates reached are checked 
against other estimates calculated by different analysis of the data.
8.3.2 Detailed Studies of the Data 
a) males
In Table (8.5), the reported death rate and the estimated death rate using 
the reported data for males are presented. Cranh (8.10) represents the sets 
of reported points for both formula (A) and (B) and the lines drawn using 
the three methods of fit.
iD / Py y
D*/P*
y  y
Graph (0.!**> Guinea, ralr',
<SO
®  obser ®d  points least equare
ei~hted least square a -raid
<S>>0
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Table (8.5) The reported and estimated death rates for Guinea, 
males, 1954-55
reported CDR .0456
ESTIMATED CDR
method of fit Formula (A) Formula (B)
Least square .0378 .0345
frighted least square .0353 .0348
'.’aid .0401 .0379
From Table (9.5), there is a strong indication of over-registration of 
deaths. To choose the apnropriate method, the graph is consulted. The 
points corresponding to Formula (A) are more linear than those corres­
ponding to Formula (B). This may he exnlained by age error, such that 
consecutive ouinquenial age groups are overstated and understated respec­
tively. For example, the male nroportions in ages: 10-, 15-, 20-, 25-, 
30- and 35-39 are renorted as: .Of>P, .094, .091, .099, .067 and .072. 
Formula (13) is more sensitive to this type of age error since it uses the 
proportions in each aae croup directly (A^) > v'hile Formula (A) uses an 
averaging ’•'rocess (N = (A + A. )/2n). Using Formula (A), the fitted
■ y  y  y+n
line using least square method seems more appropriate.
To check for differential under-registration, the adjustment procedure is 
applied using least square method and Formula (A) and the adjusted crude 
birth rate;
The under-registration from ages 0-1 = 0.0 
The under-registration for ages 5+ - -.20
To check for the registration of deaths from 1-4:
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the- relation 4' 1
Í O
revoral assumptions.
General Standard Assumption (1)
The registration fror. 
l-d the same as 5+ 
(over-registration 20»,)
Assumption (2)
Tv e registration from 
1-4 the same as 0-1 
(he error)
1.086 1.091 1.052
Thus, v/e accept there is no error in stating th.e deaths at acres C-l while 
the deaths over age 1 are over-registered by 2Ct.
b) ferales
In Table (8.6) , the reported death rate and the estimated death rate using 
the reported data for females are presented. Graph (0,11) represents the 
sets of reported points for both formula (t) and (B) and the lines drawn 
usinn the three Methods of fit.
Table (8.6) The reported and estimated deatv rate for Guinea, females 1954-55
reported CDP .0389
F.STI!•/.TED CDS
method of fit Formula (A) j Formula (B)
beast scuare
1
.0353 .0357
Weighted least square .0437 | .0376 
1
V.'a Id .0374 .0353
All the previous methods, except weighted least square using Formula (A), 
suggest over-registration of deaths.
The deviation of the reported points from a straight line is stronger for
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Graph (8.ll) Guinea, fer-alen
Forirula (A)
Q  observed points least squrre
+ weighted least square z aid.
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females than malfis; this complicates the choice of the appropriate method, 
nevertheless, corresponding to Formula (A) , V.'ald method provides an average 
fit; while for Formula (B) , the weighted least square seems appropriate for 
older aoes. Since both methods yield the same results, bald method using 
Formula (A) is chosen.
To check for differential under-registration, the adjustment procedure is 
applied,
The under-registration for ages 0-1 = -.10 
The under-registration for ages 5+ = -.04
To check for the registration of deaths from 1—4: 
the relation ^p^/^p^ under several assumptions.
General Standard Assumption (1)
The reoistration from 
1-4 the same as 5+ 
(over-registration 47.)
Assumption (2)
The registration from 
1-4 the same as 0-1 
(over-registration 10%)
1.045 1.023 1.033
Thus v.’e accept that the deaths from 0-4 are over-registered by lot 
while the remaining deaths are over-registered by 47:..
c) both, sexes
In Table (8.7), the reported death rate and the estimated death rate using 
the renorted data for both sexes are presented. Graph (8.12) represents 
the sets of reported points for both formula (A) and (B) and the lines 
drawn using the three methods of fit.
G r a p h  ( 8 . 1 2 )  B oth  ‘ e x e s
©  o b s e r v e d  points least square
-*• - e i ^ h t e d  least square z ’7ald
©©
!
t f:
l •M
t t
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Table (R.7) The reported and estimated deatv’ rate for Guinea, 
both sexes 1954-55
reported COP. .0421
FSTir:'TED CDR
method of fit Forrrula (.*) Formula (B)
Least snuare .037 .035
Weighted least souare .037 .037
raid .030 .036
There 1s a strong indication of over-registration of deaths, Graph (3,12) 
suggests the use of least sruare or weighted least square and Forr.ula (A) . 
To check for differential under—registrations 
under-registration for ages 0.1 = 0 . 0  
under-registration for ages 5+ = -.14
To check for the registration of deaths from 1-4 j 
the relation under several assumptions.
General
Standard
A.ssum.ption (1)
The registration frorr. 
1-4 the same as 5+ 
(over-registration 
14%)
Assumption (2)
The registration from. 
1-4 the same as 0-1 
(No error)
Assumption (3)
The registration fron 
1-4 as average from 
0-1 and 5+
(over-registration 7%)
1.064 1.072 1.046 1.06
Thus, we accept that the deaths from C-l are reported correctly, fror, 1-4 
over-registered fcy 7% and over 5 over-registered by 14%.
0.3.3 Assessment of the Results
This section is an attempt to check the validity of the corrections
introduced in the previous parts.
In view of the fact that the reported points for males and hoth sexes 
exhibited more linearity tl-.an those for females and that both data 
suggested no error in reporting young deaths, one is suspicious of the 
estimated over-registration of female deaths aged 0-1. Also, the 
relation between the probabilities of dying for males and females assuming 
correct reporting is 1.2, the corresponding relation in the male and female 
standard is 1.2 while the relation under the assumption of over-registration 
of female young deaths is 1.4. Thus, it seems more likely that female 
deaths from ages 0-5 are reported correctly.
The suaqestcd proportionate under-registration for different ages and 
sexes are summarized in Table (8.0).
Table (0.0) The estimated proportionate under-registration for different 
ages and sexes
—age males females both sexes
0-1 Oo’ 0c 0.0
1-4 c(NJ1 cc -.07
5+ -.20 01 -.14
A comparison between our suggested corrections and the results reached 
using a different procedure is very helpful. If both measures are similar, 
more weight is attached to the corrections suggested. In an earlier 
analysis of data for Guinea presented in Brass et al (1968), the retro­
spective reports of the proportions of children dead by age of mother 
were used to estimate the life table survivors at different ages. At the 
time of this analysis only provisional data were available. The following 
is an extract from the conclusions reached« 'In Guinea and its regions
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the difforontinls between reported current and retrosnective childhood 
mortalitv are relatively snail. Extremely high current death rates beyond 
childhood 'rare recorded, particularly at ages 30 to 30 years, where the 
level is far above that for any other area. The pattern is reflected in 
the hip) values of [3 obtained when life tables from the r.odel system are 
fitted to the observations. In the analysis cf fertility it was shovm that 
the P/F ratios for Guinea were lo” and the conclusion drawn that the births 
recorded were for a longer period than the proceeding year. There seers a 
strong possibility that a similar lengthening of the reference period also 
occurred in the reportiro of deaths but that it was offset, for young 
children at least, by omissions. Other evidence for such an effect exists.'
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A.1 DEFINITIONS
M:
d.:l
u:
N :
y
P :
y
D :
y
Y :
y
y
r:
total number of age groups.
actual number of deaths in age group i. i = 1, 2, ...» M. 
proportionate under-registration in age groups n to H (O ( u < 1), 
u = (under-registered deaths/actual deaths), 
proportionate under-registration in the remaining age groups 
(1 to m).
number of age groups experiencing under-report ou.
actual and reported population proportion per year of age around
the point y.
actual and reported population proportion over age y. 
reported proportion of deaths over age y (reported deaths over 
age y/total reported deaths for all ages), 
actual proportion of deaths beyond age y.
N /P .y y
Dr/P .
y y
growth rate.
CDR: 
X :
actual death rate.
D /P
y y
A. 2 RESULTS
In section (4) we will prove that:
For i > m:
1. Y± = r + CDR-.X^,
where
CDR' = CDR.Kiu, o)
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K(u,o) = 1
u(o-l) E d 
x=l * 
M
(1-u) E d
= 1 -
(1-u) + (1-ou)
1-D
Also,
u _ Total reported deaths 
CDR'.Total population
For i < m:
U,
(D* - Dr ) u(o-l) 1 mII•H>
(1 - ou)
Also,
Y. - r
1 P - D1"Vi CDR' i Di
A.3 METHOD
Using the reported population and deaths for age groups m to M, CDR', r and 
u are estimated using (1) and (2).
Using relation (3) and (*+) o is estimated as:
o = {-i + (Dj - D^)}TU / f>l? . \
(Di - Dm + vi)
Finally, the reported deaths are adjusted using u and o, thus:
/Reported deaths from 1 to m . Reported deaths from m to M , . . , , . .CDR = (— t------- (l-ou)-------------  + — *--------------------------  / total population
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or
CDR
A.4 
For
1.
CDRVK(u,o).
PROOF
l > m:
I dx I d  (1-u) 
x=i x=i x
i rx
I
X—1 dx E, dx(1"u)X=1
M
I d (1-u)
Dr " x=i~i m M
i d^il-ou) + I d (1-u)HIIX x=m
M
1 d^il-u)
Dr - x=ii m M
d (1-u+u-ou) + I d (l-iI
x=m
then
M
I dx(l-u)
nr - - - - x=iDi M m
I
x—1
d (1-u) + u(l-o ) I d
X=1
(a.l)
dividing the nominator and denominator by I d (1-u) and using (a.l)
x-1 x
we get:
" i -
1 -
u(o-l) I d 
x=l * 
M
(1-u) I d^  
x=l
Thus
2 X 0
D‘ = Di/K(u,o) 
where
K(u,o) = 1 -
u(o-l) Z d
X=X
H
(X-u) I d
a ix=X
( a . 2)
but
D r.r _ l
i P.
then
D.y1' — ___  t _ ____
i K(u,o)P. KCu.o)
X.i (a.3)
Y. = r + CDR.X. i x
using (a.3)
Yi = r + CDR.K(u,o).xT. 
FinaXXy,
Y. = r + CDR'.X. x x
where CDR' = CDR.K(u,o)
u(o-X) "? dx
K(u,o) = X --------- ^ ---  .
(X-u) Z d^ 
x=X
To show that K(u,o) may be re-expressed in terms of the reported deaths
as:
_______ u(o-X)________
K(u,o) = 1 - /  n r  \
(X-u) + (1-ou) [ m
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s in c e
K (u ,o ) 1
m
u ( o - l )  E d■i x_________ x = l
M
( 1 -u ) E di xx = l
m
u ( o - l )  E d>x = l
(1 -u ) E d + Z 
x = l  x=m
d
x
= 1 - u ( o - l )
(1 - u ) 1 +
M - i  
E d
E d
x = l
= 1 - u ( o - l )
M
E d (1 - u )
1 -u ) 1 + (1 - o u ) x=m
X
(1 - u ) m
E d (1 -o u )
X-l X
an d
K (u , o )  = 1 - u ( o - l )
(1 - u )  + (1 -o u )-
1 - D
T h is  com p letes  th e  p r o o f  o f  ( A . l ) .
U s in g  th e  r e p o r te d  number o f  d ea th s  f o r  a ges  o v e r  m, and th e  r e la t i o n  (2 .3 )
n  d
= r  + f  —•%-
p y  py
w h ere  f  i s  th e  r a t i o  o f  th e  t ru e  deaths o v e r  age  m t o  th e  r e p o r te d  
d e a th s  o v e r  a ge  m.
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For
3.
Thus, f _ true deaths over age m ________________true deaths over age m - under-registered deaths 
over age m
f 11-u
since
Y. = r + CDR'.xT. i i
Then
CDR“ (total population) _ 1
(total reported deaths) " 1-u
and
total reported deaths 
CDRk .total population
l < m: „
---------- m M
£ d (l-o u ) + Z d ^ ( l - u )
_ r  _ x = i  x=m
jl m M
£ d ( l - o  u ) + Z d (1-u)
x—1 x=m
m M
£
Dr> _ x = i
d (1 -u + u -o u ) -I- Z d (1X X x=m
i m M
z d (1 -u + u -o u ) + £ d (1-
X=1 x=m
M m
z
x = i
d (1 - u )  -  u ( o - l )  Z d^ 
x = i
M m
£
X—1
d (1 - u )  -  u ( o - l )  £ d 
x x = l  x
d i v id in g  th e  n om in a to r and denom inator by ( 1 - u )  Z d ^ ,  we
x=l
(a.H)
g e t :
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D. -  i
dT1
u ( o - l )  E d 
x = i  * 
M
(1 - u )  E di *x = l
1 -
u ( o - l )  E d
_ , > x = l
M
(1 - u )  Z d 
x = l
D.nr  i
i  -  K (u ,o )  Vi
Thus m
u ( o - l )  Z d 
x = i  x
Vi -------------------------M------
k ( u , o ) ( l - u )  Z d 
x = l  >
Vi  ~ K (u ,o )  U i
R e w r it in g  ( a . 5 )
u ( o - l )  I^  d 
x = i
H
(1 - u )  E d^ 
x = l
1 -■
u ( o - l )  Z d^ 
x = l  
H
(1 - u )  Z d y
X=1
( a . 5 )
( a . 6 )
M
(1 - u )  Z d 
x —1 x
in
u ( o - l )  E d 
x = l
M u lt ip ly in g  th e  n om in ato r and denom inator by we g e t
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Z d
X- 1
m
E d 
i x x = l
X
H
(1 - u )  Z di *________ x = l
m
u ( o - l )  E dyx = l
-1
I  dx ( l - o u )  
x = i
E d (1 -o u )XX=1
(1 - u )
u ( o - l ) 1 +
(1 - o u ) E d ( 1 - u )  
x=m X
(1 - u )  E d ^ d - o u )  
x = l
- 1
( a . 7 )
but
m
E d ^ d - o u )  
x = i  X
m K 
E dx ( l - o u )  + E d (1 - u )  
_*c=i x=m
M
-  E dx ( l - u )  
x=m
m
Z d (1 - o u )
“ m
I  d (1 -o u ) +
M -  
E d (1 - u )
K
-  E d (1 - u )
X=1 X=1 X n 3 1__ X II 3
D? -  Dr  
i  n
i  -  d*
s u b s t i tu t in g  in  ( a . 7 )
D? -  Dr  i  m
(1 - u )
u ( o - l )
, u z < _ j _
l ( l - u ) U - D ^  m ^
i
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(Di " D™>= ____ m __________
(l-u)(l-Dr) (l-ou)Drm + _______ m /, nrvu(o-l) u(o-l) ^  m
and finally,
(dT - Dr)u(o-l)_ 1 m
i (1-ou) '
*♦. From (a.6)
D.
Vi K(u,o) “ Di
' (Yi ~ r) \ = Xi Di
CDR.K(u,o)l K ( o , u ) ” P^.K(o,u)
then
,Di . / Yi - M  pKTo,u ) “ [ CDR' I ‘ i 
and
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74 «  .........  • 11' 1 .2
-- Vri- è . „
amesumm
~~~ -
. s.
_____  7 5 «  _______ f.7.1
7 6 »  v  ri . :  : 7S.  2
U S !  / 7 0 »  ... V 52!  6 73;
m i l l  :  -  ìUll  2 7 7  j  4
I  t o t a l «  i o t P e . 0 , 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 ,
. _ ... .... 1
D E A T H  fcJf.TRÌiUTÌOM
w . w Vm e .05 . . 0 , 0 7
0 .04 o .o 4
0 ,13 , , ma 0 .28
• ' f “• ' - . ' - ■ i s  - .
• ' 1C ~rr .. _ . . . .
-AGE STARLE DEATH 
• «  _ 1 3 1 4 . 3
1 «. : _ - ~ . 289,0
2 « ___________124 .7
3 «  SO.
________ 4 » __________ 58,9 '
M m m * n . ,0
__________ 6 « _____________2 3 ,2
! !. 9
! z
1 0 «  15.1
H M m *  > £ £  u . 9
1 2 »  1 4 ,6
1 4 ,4  
1 4 ,2
o f t i . 1 * , t
__________ 1 6 .3-, IR.fl
D I S T ,  RANDOM " E A T H
........ ........ . 12 8 0 . 3
2 6 4 . ’ 0 
106 .7  
. 60.-5.
_____ 77.9
: 1 6 . 6
21.2
.22.-9
. . .
: 1 S£s -i-
- —-.
i : ’ •.. 16.2  
25.1 
. 10.9
10.-6 
1 0 . 4  
1 0  ; 2 
13.6 
16.3
2o;o
29 .4
24.-0
26’;7
27.3
27;c
20.-7
25;4
DIST .  XSTA3LE DEATH 
3 8 . 8 3  
0 . 5 4  
3 , 6 8  
, ... 2 .38  
1 . 7 4  
£ l £ . . 0 , 7 0  
0 . 6 9  
0 . 6 0  
... . 0 , 6 7  
0 . 6 6
/  ' - > . 4 5
... 0 . 4 4
0 . 4 3
......  . 0 . 4 3
"RANDOM 
1.0 6
e ::"ì
Tablr? (I’.l) (coRt.lnueci)
219
31
32
m m  33
34 
I  35
36
37
______ 30
. 39
40
m M k à i .
42
A3
44
45
_________ 46
m  47
_________ 40
H S f e '  49
, ^ ' V  51
52
53
1 54
¡ £U=l i 55
56
: Ü 5 k !  5 7  
50
S Ä - 5 9 *
60
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6 2
m m - - ™
6 4
2 2 .0___ 21.721,4.......... 22,722.3 
22.0_ . 21.7
S : !  
■ . f ! : î  
V  W ' . l23.1 
22.022.4
m m m  22.1
22 ! 2
mmai 2i ! 6
i r~:. U î t
22.’a 22.0 21.7 21 ,4
•*.' - ?3
■/. * ■
• *
- *- =--
z=?
■ : . r : :
-r-"
21.6  _
2 1 . 3
- 21.0
2 C . 7
2 0 . 4
2 1 . 6
2 1 . 3  
2 0 , 9 -
2r.0
2 0 . 3
1 9 . 3
1o;o
2 9 . 7  
1 4 . 4
2 5 . 7
1 6 . 3
2 3 . 0
1 4 . 7
2o ;a
2 0 7
2 6 . 4  
io;i _
2 7 V 7 
20'.*4 
29 ; i
1 6 . 0
1 9 . 4
2 3 . 1
20.0
2 7 . 2  
m ; 9
1 3 . 6  -  
2 7 ;  3 
1 6 . P
2 6 . 7
2 1 . 4  
i ? ; o
1 1 . 7  
21 V4 
15. - 6  
19 .* 3 
2 3 . 0
1 6 . 7  
1 7 . 4 - _  
3 1 . 6
2 3 . 3  
2 4 . 9  
21 .'6 
25. - 3 
16 V 3
- - Í -
• -i r -----
6 6 « ______ 1 9 . 0
1 8 . 7
1 5 . 0  
21 .*7
6 0 » 1 8 , 4 1 5 .  A
6 9 « V  . 1 8 , 1
r -■ “ -
13 VT.
7 0 » 1 5 . 6 2 2 . 6
S t a r  7 1 « . 1 5 . 4 - -  - 1 2 . A
7 2 « 1 5 . 2 1 2 . 2
7 3 « . . . . i , . ^  1 5 , 0 .. --J.: Z.-Í-2 ■- : 8'.*0
7 4 « 1 4 , 7 1 3 . 7
i  ,  ; 2 7 5 « , 1 0 . 7 __ _ -. i m ...
7 6 « 1 0 . 5 9 . 5
7 7 « 1 9 . A
. . , . - v_r
9 V 4
7 8 « 1 0 . 2 11 V2
7 9 « . . . . . .  1 9 . 1 7 . 1
0 0 « 3 A . 7 5 .4 .7
T U T A L « 3 3 0 5 . 0 3 3 8 5 '. ' «
.  0 . 6 5  
0 . 6 4  
- 0 . 6 3  
0 . 6 7  
_  î, 66 
0 . 6 5  
. . .  0 . 6 4  
0 . 6 3  
- 0 . 6 7  0.66 
_  0 . 6 5
.... 0 . 6 4
. 0 , 6 3  
0 , 6 3  
: 0 . 6 70,66 
-  -  0 , 6 5  
0 . 6 4  
0 . 6 6  
0 , 6 5  
. 0 . 6 4
T 0 . 6 3  
0 . 6 ?  
. 0 . 6 7  
0 . 6 6  
0 . 6 5  
_ — 0 . 6 4  
0 . 6 3  
. 0 . 6 4
0 . 6 3
_____0 . 6 2
0 . 6 1  
-  0 . 6 0  
0 . 6 4  
. 0 . 6 3
0 . 6 2  
._ Ö . 6 T  
0 . 6 O  
- ^  0 . 5 7  
0 . 5 6  
- Ï 0 . 5 5  
0 . 5 4
V i
0 . 5 3
0 . 3 8
..............   . . . 0 , 4 3
0 . 7 6  
. - . * . 4 8
0,68
--------  . 0 , 4 3
0 . 6 4
0 , 6 1
-  , -  0 . 7 8
- - - - - -  -  . 0 . 5 3
- .. 0 . 3 2
. .- --- ----------- ._ _ 0 . 6  P
0 . Ö 6  
. . . .  0 , 5 0
- ,  - - -  . —  * . 3 7
... . — .....  . 0.68
.-" » •: - ® • Al—  î..::.. . - i. . ® « 60
- : - ®*56
0 . 5 5  
0 . 0 1
0 i 47
. 0 . 7 9
- -  . X . 0 . 6 3  
0 . 5 0
- - -  =-T=_ _ :  --------® , 3 5
0 , 6 3
- - - - -  ® . 4 6
0 . 5 7
. . . .  — ........... . - . . . -0, 63
0 , 4 «
■    ' ¿ -r— i. : - . 0. 51
0 . 9 3
.-- . - : ■ .  0 , 6 9  
0 . 7 4
- — -—— — -.  ■ - . 2 .. 0 , 6  4
r .  * . 7 5
—    - 0 . 4 8
0 . 4 4  
r. •— -. 0 , 6  4
.........0 . 4 6
--i______:..= . ¿ Æ  0 . 3 9
____    9 . 6 7
. . . . . .  0 . 3 7
0 . 3 6
0 . 2 4
0 . 4 1
____ ___ 2___ i..— üi 0 . 2 9
0.2« 
_ 0.2« 
0 . 3 3  
_ . 0 . 2 1
1 ,61
V
?20
To!'Ip (F.!) (cnntlr.uod)
f i v e  y e a r  a g e  g r o u p
RANDOM AGE D I S T ,  
. . 1 6 6 5 3 . 0
1 2 4 1 3 . 4
_  .. ____ ¡ ? 8 6 r . ; 6
_____ -  9 3 1 0 . 7
1 1 7 6 0 . 1  
8 4 8 °  .’ 4 
- V C : . 7 1 6 6 . 5
551 0.'  6 
W H  5 ä ö °V7
3 8 0 6 . 3
2 7 4 5 . 0  
2 1 6 3 . 7  
. 2 3 7 0 . 6  .
1 1 6 6 . 9  1 3 0 1 . 9
6 7 5 . 6  7 5 8 . 6
3 2 ® ,  3 3 7 4 . 3
¿ » ♦ ¿ I   ^ 2 7 7 . 6
1000 0 0 . 0  ________. „  1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
r.T»?-.=r~. i-; 1.
AGE S T A B L E  AGE P I S T .  
=; On 1 6 1 6 1  . 0
5 »  1 3 0 8 5 . 4
10 n „  1 1 6 9 0 . 6
1 5 »  1 0 6 5 1 . 7  .. . .
2 0 n  9 2o 5 , 1
2 5 n 6 r c 1 . 4
3 0 n  6 6 9 2 . 5
3 5 n    5 6 6 3 . 6
4 0 «  4 9 0 3 . 7
4 5 »  _ _  4 0 1 9 , 3
50 »  . r. 3 2 0 3 . 0
5 5 » _  _  2 4 5 3 , 7
6 0 » 1 7 7 1 . 6  
6 5 n  
70» .
7 5 »
3 0 » .  ;
.........
---------  ------—  . -
X S T A D L E  AGE D I S T .  XPANDÍ M AGE D I S T .
1 6 , 1 6 ...........1 6 . 6 5
1 3 , 0 9 1 2 . 4 1
1 1 . 6 9 9 . 8 9
1 0 . 4 5 9 . 3 1
9 . 2 1 ...____ _ b .. 1 1 . 7 6 _  _ _
8 . 0 0 8 . 4 9
6 . 8 9 7 . 1  7 ---- -- *
5 . 0 5 5 . 5 1
6 . 9 0 . . . 5 . o 1
_ 4 . 0 2
- -  -  *» ">/S 3 . 8 1T ■- - ,
- .vT •/. .. _ ^ B I ­
STABLE PE ATI! D I S T ,
___ 1 6 6 7 . 2
^ 1 1  4 . 4  
_  7 3 , 2
1 8 7 7 . '  2 
1 0 0 . ' 4
9 0 . 1
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: 110,3
_ 1 1 0.1
110.3
J o b ! ?
06,7
_______ 6 7 . 2
8o;i
1 3 4 . 4
1 o r . ;3  
i o n ; i
m
__- : ----i- - 9 3,5
____7 5 , 9‘
;= : ::-5i.p'
________  3 4 . 7
1;  „  3 3 6 5 , 0
1 1 3 . 3  
11?.* 
108.0 
9 6 . 3
M . P
1 2 6 . 7
. ' 81 ;5
6 6 . 9  
6 6 ’.’ 9 
5 4 . 7  
.;:3385;o
. m  . .  ... .
D I S T . X S T A O L E d e a t h  P l S T .  %RAND
5 5 . 1 6 5 5 . 4 6
~ 71:- r 3 . 3 « . 2 . 9 7
2 . 1 6 1 . 9 8
2 . 6 5 2 . 3  7
3 . 3 5 3 , 9 7
. - 3 , 2 6 3 . 2 0
3 , 2 5 3 . 1 9
-.7.. 3 . 2 6 • : — 5 § 3 5 --- - --
3 , 3 2 3 , 5 2
3 . 1 9 3 . 1 9
3 , 2 6 2.90
. ; . 3 . 1 3 - 2 . 7 i  . . .
3 . 0 9 3 . 7 4  „
2 . 7 6 1 :  7 . 4 1  ..
2 . 2 4 2 . 0 4
1 . 5 3 . 1 . 3 9
1 . ® 2 . 1 . 6 1  r
.. . . ;_- "*« * . r -m ' ' -=—
r
2?1
T a b l e  ( r . 1) (c o n ti  nuoci)
tr: -- - - , : - —
F ORMUL A  ( A )
—  - -  •
..I.
AGE XS YS XR Y r
£ \ ,  . 5 0 . 5 3 4 8 2 0 , 0 3 4 8 8 0 . 5 3 4 4 3 0 . 0 3 4 8 7
10 0 , 5 6 5 9 5 0 , 0 3 5 0 2 0 . 5 3 6 1 3 0 , 0 3 1 4 4
15 0 , 6 6 5 3 4 0 , 0 3 7 4 9 0 . 6 4 8 5 8 0 . 0 3 1 4 5
20 0 , 7 5 3 6 6 0 . P 4 0 4 4 0 . 7 1 9 5 8 0 , 0 4 0 7 3
25 O . C 4 4 7 0 0 , 0 4 3 6 6 0 . 8 3 1 9 6 0 , 0 5 0 6 6
3 0  0 , 9 5 6 1 9 0 , 0 4 7 4 3 0 . 9 5 4 7 0 0 . 0 4 9 7 3
l -  • 35 1 . 0 9 2 3 9 0 , 0 5 2 0 4 1 . 1 > 4 7 5 0 . 0 5 2 1 3
40 1 , 2 6 1 1 0 0 . 0 5 7 7 4 1 . 2 5 0 4 4 0 . 0 5 5 9 4
I. 65 1 , 4 6 F  78 0 , 0 6 4 9 2 1 . 4 4 9 1 4 0 , 0 6 3 8 °
30 1 . 7 4 9 2 2 0 , 0 7 4 2 6 1 . 6 6 1 9 5 0 , 0 6 5 5 7
55 2 . 1 0 0 7 7 0 . 9 3 6 7 3 1 . 9 1 8 4 7 0 , 0 6 7 7 4
_ 6 0 . 2 , 6 1 6 9 6 0 . 1 0 3 8 5 2 . 2  >11 2 0 . 0 0 9 2 1
i= -.X .  6 5  3 . 2 9 2 1 1 0 . 1 2 7 9 2 2 . 7 4 4 8 1 0 . 1  3 5 4 1
70 4 , 2 4 7 3 1 0 . 1 6 3 0 P 3 . 5 7 1 6 4 0 , 1  4 6 1 0
7 5  _ 5 . 6 2 5 3 0 0 . 2 1 9 0 1 _ 4 . 6 > 4 8 4 0 . 1 7 3 3 3
..............  ■ , m -  --.y_" ■ 'ir- ’Jv~.
f o r m u l a  <D)
-. - - ■ - V  : •
AGE XS YS XR Y r
5 9 , 5 5 8 2 2 0 . 0 3 3 8 6 0 . 5 5 8 2 0 0 . 0 3 2 1 8
10
5
ZI
25
30
0 , 6  2 2 r 7 
0 . 7 0 5 2 1  
0 . 7 9 4 4 2  
0 , 6 9 4 1 5  
1 . 0 1 5 5 9  
1 . 1 6 5 2 9  
1 , 3 4 ° 6 5  
1 . 5 3 5 5 7  
1 , 7 . 9 3 5 5  
2 , 3 0 4 7 8
Li. 4-1- 3 5
40
S ®#St45 
50 
'  55
60 2 . 8 6 1 5 0
I S ^ - 6 5  3 , 6 0 7 1 1
_ _  7 0  4 , 6 4 2 6 3
m m r r ,  *. 0 ^ 2 «
ACTUAL UEATH 
mw. ACTUAL DE ATM
0 . 0 3 6 ®2  
O . C 3 0 6 3  
0 . 0 4 1 8 3  
O . O A 5 2 P  
0 , 0 4 9 3 1  
0 . 0 5 A 3 A  
0 . 0 6 0 5 5  
0 . 0 6 8 5 0  
0 . 0 7 0 6 5  
0 . 0 9 2 6 7  
0 . 1 1 1 3 2  
0 , 1 3 6 1 0  
0 . 1 7 0 4 9  
0 . 2 1 7 4 6  
R A T E  . 0 3 3 8 5  
L E A S T  5QUARE 
R A T  E (  1 )  . 0 3 5 7 8  
R A T E  ( 2 )  . 8 3 3 3 4
0 . 6 1 5 0 1  
C . 6 5 1 1 5  
0.76857 
0 . 8 3 6 0 4  
1 .02000 
1 . 1 6 8 2 9  
1 . 3 3 4 5 3  
1 . 5 4 6 9 ?
1 . 7 3 1 3 8 .
2 . 0 3 4 9 9
2 . 3 9 0 2 9
3 . 0 2 7 6 7
3 . 8 0 0 , 1 9
4 . 9 6 7 5 1
0 , 0 2 9 9 7
8 . 0 3 3 0 2  
0,0512° 
0 , 0 4 7 5 7  
0 . 0 5 1 3 7  
0 . 0 5 1 1 1  
0 . 0 6 1 4 6  
0 . 0 6 4 0 0  
0 . 0 6 3 7 0  
0 . 0 7 o 2 0  
6 , 1 2 1 6 5  
0 , 1  2 6 3 2  
0 . 1  4 7 1 6  
0 , 1 6 1 1 4
P I T
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(?) rnntlor diRtribufclor» tho resultine? distr* buti.on whrn thè r.odcl rf 
errnr is anp) lec! to thè b tabi e cHsterlhuticn
Table (F.?) The effect of ago error — »./her the nonulatlrn and death 
dintributi.en are rubioct to different age error — on the 
age arc? death distribution and on the estimate of t^e crude 
death rate.
S I NGL E" Y EAR AGE GROUP.' ; ■
AG E D I S T R I B U T I O N
[AGE 
a 
1
? 2 
3
; 1
6
7
8 
9
1® 
11 
12
s t a b l e  a g e
3 r ?1 
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• ^ ^ , ¿ 3 6 3 6  
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D
3
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0 
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6 
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!■»10
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3
1
a
2
3
4 6 
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a
A
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15«>9.3
1 5 5 3 . 8  
______1 5 0 9 . 3
1 4 6  4 Vo
1 4 2 0 . 8
1 3 7 7 . 6  
1 3 3 5 . 4  
1 2 0 4 . 2
1 2 5 3 . 0  
W ~ 1 7 1  2 ’.’ 0
1171 V*
: 1 1 3 2 . ' 7
109 4 4
1 0 5 6 . 0
1ST.
2825  
2742  
2678  
2615  
2554  
2404 
2433  
2387  
2337  
2288  
2239  
2190  
r _ : ”  2139  
2089
2 0 4 0 ;; 
_  _ 1 92
^  i. 1 ^ 2
1 8 9  0 
1840 
1 7 r 0
h a n d o i F a g e  d j s t T
4 4 4 4 . 3  :  ;
2 5 8 8 . 4  _3 . 3 4 ______________2 . 5 9
3 6 4 3 . '0  ...  . T  3 . 0 9  V ' . : Q ^ O t S iJ . 4 4
2 4 0 5 . ' 4  ____________ 2 . 9 4 _____________________ 2 , 4 1
I  - H i l L ' ”  3 3 7 9  ,‘ 6 , ^ r ^ 2 . R 3  - ; r £ b K i 3 . 3 a . a
• _______  2 7 3 4 . 8  _________ 2 . 7 4 _____________________ 2 . 7 3
,  2 7 4 0 . 7  I  7 . 0 8  " y : ^ 2 . 7 4
2 0 8 4 . 9  2 . 6 2   2 . 0 3
. , 3 1 6 1 ’.*4 . 2 . 5  5 l Z : . v ' : S i i :J . 1 6 .
1 8 3 7 . 2  _______________2 . 4 9  4 «
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t?Z:■ ^  1 . 34
m  h u  .  : $ l  :.~r.,
2 . 29  1 . 75
______1 6 1 8 . 4
1 7 3 6 . 3
1 7 4 5 . 1  c  ,  c v __
1 7 1 4 . 8  '  :~ . ^ . - ^ g . 2 4 . :  - - F 3 S M . 1 . 7 1 > : ^ - . - , - . -
1 7 9 0 . 2  2 . 1 9  1 . 7 9
; . . I 3 i f i ; 3  ..........: 2 . 1 4  ... i  z s n . f i z  . : :
1 8 8 8 . 4  ________  2 . 0 °  ______  1 . 8 9
■ 1947. -6 i  2 . 0 4  ; : ^ ? _i . «>5-  :
________ 1 8 3 1 . 7  _  1 . 9 9 _____________________ 1 . 8 « ____________
3 1 0 6 . 8  1 . 9 4  , ¿ - 3 . 1 1 _____
1 9 4 6 . 0  1 . 8 9 ________   1*9.5
m m
2 6 6 1 . 0
1 7 3 8 . 3  
21 46.* 
2 2 2 7 . 5
1 9 8 0 . 9
1 3 9 9 .3
i9in.fi
1082.3
2 0 0 4 . 9  
1 0 0 6 . 8
/ ; : •  1 6 8 7 . 6
_________ 1 0 0 2 . 4
F._- 1367 .‘2
1 S J 9 . 9
i m M & m w r *
9 1 8 . 9  
79 5 . 4
9 5 .8 .0  
911 ; a
1 , 3 4 .66^g;;--7>
1 . 7 9 __________   1 . 7 4
1 . 7 4  ' 2 . 1 S
1 , l » 9   2 . 2 3
1  1 . 6 5  . 1 . 9 8
1 . 6 0
1 . * 5  
1 . 5 1  
1 . 4 6  
1 . 4 2
,. _ _ 1 . 38
____  1 . 3 4
_______ 1 .01 • _____
¡¿T5§ .FFFi 1.69. .
: t . m a A S h a B t a »
1 . 3 4
¿ u y
í
; »  , ; . £ r v
¿ m m & m
m
ijj ; 2 ‘ 2 7“ 7 2
t t  222
¿ i
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7*7 £ ___  __
- : ; " 2 2 , z*v . ¿gá2
o * S3
£*23 >: ----- - - y - - - .
::l _
___ 7.* k£
S *91
/ ’ t i  _____  ______
0 ;tir : W l r ; ™  0,‘9t -
Y ’*5k £.*.8k
-  i 9 * u r n m m m - d  o n ? ; : 2 2 1 .
2 .'71' Z.*.7k_________
~r *27 £2 ^ 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 : **** ____
9*71 9*7 V __
; ^ r  - - 2 /  1.
* - :  ■ : _ . .  0 - V 2 a B E M B R l & p H a K :
> 2.23 2.YC ____
» z m s m æ  9 ' s  f M Ê Ë & ^ z Ê ù t U s M i M f è f ë :
r  6 * 2 9  6 ’ 8S _______
: -  — -  - S-C9 - ; .  . s.-oe
;  _  Z*OZk __ _____ Z.*.73k _
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6 l>. - ■-.-- -  §  
Bk
9k
s  y - - .2
7 k  
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z i 
i
0  k
Z . ■ -2.2§
9
■2 2 1 :  '  m m  H S l l M ô t O T Æ
7 0 *
■77-."- '¿è *
~ / Ü *
■ u :
■ > f j v
9 i ;
7 «  
o 
9 Ó 
Oí» 
ÓO 
" " 0  k
I b i  ■ n a n a . .
V ú k
0 2 2 2 ^ 2 2 -^ ~ w
0 _ £ 3
r -
E .. ...32
r o - i w - g g T O T "
«
: L.-Ü
i
0 U 2
* • 2 2  ^ £
; °.___ :. ____
' «  _ Ä = ” ^  U £ * 0  ________
'9 £ 7 'y
0 - 9 7
1 »  Ó7
'o  •■ •-— ;•• ' - ' 3s  * o
' #  “  S S * 0
?• ^  u s - u -  m —
döflooi
Ú 6 Z M
¿ 92^ ^ 2 2 5 2 1 1 1 2  
¿ 9  
o o f
9 9 ____________
¿k k_ 2  ; -
9 6
¿*m m
£ £ Œ Œ E :
2 71 
9 7 3  
£ 93 
0 63 
9S£_
0 0 7 _  
j 9 £
o s  s . . .2 .22 :
ok7
V £ 9
? £ 7  
1.27 
8 3  7 :
2 ’  ó £ 7  
k - 9 £ 7
0 * 9 0 0 0 0 1  
8*631
¿ : . i 7 ______
9 ^ 3 5  2 2  2 ;  :
¿..£9
2 ; s ¿  2
•*.7£t . .- -
k .*. 3 S k
o.-.ozk 1
9*. 6U k 
6 *0 k2
U .*. 3 £ 2 __________
£ : s s 2 2 í2 ' 2 2 2
7*.8Z2
S. 3 0 £  . ______
Z.*.Z3£
9.*£S£ . .
2 . 6 B £
S.*.Z07 
U*.7£Y 
k.*397 '
0*0 óV 
¿ * 8 k S
IVJIOi___
0 Ö _____"
6 Z _ ___ ___
9¿1_
¿¿_________
9 ¿ ^ m  ?
S ¿
£ ¿
Z¿ i 
kZ _
OZ 
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89 
Z9 
99 "■ :
C ‘ 87í
k ;.8 Z !
( 0 3 I 1 U I Í U 0 3 )  ( c * j )  a m » ¿
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Table (1.7) (continuée’)
» , : 2 2 . ‘ 1 _ 1 6 . 1
« 2 1 . 7 2 4 . 7
- 21 V4
w 2 2 V 7 7 7 . 7
« 2 2 . 3
« 2 2 . 0 2 6 . 0
» y- :• ■- 21V 7 1 1 . 7« 21V 4 2 0 . 4
» „ , 2 2 : 7 2 1 . 7
•t 2 2 . 4 2 6 . 4
0 . 0 5        0.4?.
«'.66 _____ . 1 .7 3
tO.7
0.<>6 0 . 5 7
r . 6 5 _ _    0 . 7 7
1.6 A _ ___ _Zlti£L . tt.35
<
. • ...V 21
io=s¿£
2 3 . 7
21 V A V  1 3.4
23. 1 __________ 35.1
- 22V1 ?2lí„ . .
21 ; n  2 2 . «
. .  22. -2 1  .....  3 2. 2
21 Ve _____________ 1 7. 9
■ 21 . 6  1 6 . 6
I ÍU
21 .’ 3 I S .  3
m  2 1 ;•. • ..r: 1 1 0 .0 .
: 2j •• i
- - - - -
57V  
58»
r  5 9 »
6t< 
61
_____  62!
W ?  63. 64« 
65- 
66» 
67«
_________ 6 8 »
•■ r- 691 
_____ 70*
______ 72-
! . 73.
_____74*
Ë§ËÔ 75- 76«
r ~  " 7 7 »
78«
e ^ " : - 7 9 ,  
__ 80« 
r ; Q - T O T A U -
2 2 V 7 
2 2 ‘,
2 2 V 1 
21 V7 
21 .'4 
21V 6
2 1 . 3
2 3 .7 _______
17.4 ; ;
1 7 . 1  __________
1 2 . 7
1 3. 4  
13.6
— " —  — gì *
20V7
E 3 2  2 0 ,; 421 .6
21 "3. - - ===== 1 AS_ _ _  20.9 
i v m  V  2® V6_ 
__________ 2 0 . 3
1 9 . 3  
19 V 0
T8V7'
1 8 . 4  
18. 1 15.6 
1 5 V 4
'15 V 2 
'15 Vo
14-,
1 8 . 3 0 . 6 3
1 3 . 0  . 0 . 6 2
2 2 . 7 0 . 6 1
1 3 . 4 C . 6 0
2 r  .’6 0 . 6 4
1n .‘3
:- V  l # V 7  
" 10.5
1 0  V 4 
1 0 V 2
2 4 . 9  
¡6.6 
1 7. 3  
2 1 73 
2 6 . 0  
( 3 . 7  
Î 2 . 4
J9..1.
2 4 . 6  
r .4
.14.2 
112.0
1 6 . 7  
.1 7.7
1 3 . 5
1 Z Î Ï T
6.60 
0 .64  
0 . 7 R ____
o’,r.s^Zr
0 . 4 0 . -i.
1 . 6 4 ___
1! 9. 5 f E E
0.S1
: ^ . 6 S E _
0 . 6 7 ___i. . .
-3. ° . 5 M
o . s 3 _ ........
. 4 9  ____
0 . 5 4 _____
0 . 5  6 Ë  - -
0 . 6 7  ' O. f i S
0 . 6 6  « . s i : r _
0 . 6 5  .... 0 . 5 0   
0 . 6 4  . 0 . 3 3
0 . 6 3 ______________________ 0 . 5 4 _____
0.64  0 . 5 5 ____
0 . 5 4
m
, , . 0 . 6 7 _ _  
e . 5 4
_____  o , f i 7
=7; "  0 . 5 7 '
0 . 7 4  
0 . 4 0  
« . 5 1
' 0 V 63 .
0 . 7 7  
\ : i v .  0.40
_____________ 0 . 6 6 ______
--•V " . . 9 , ‘*30._.._. 
0 . 7 3  
0 . "
-----
- - l e v i  : * v i
3 4 V 7  5 1 . 7
3385V2 • 3 3 8 5 . 2
-•-Æ-
i f t
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TiibJ o (V.?) (cont imofl)
~  F I V I  YEAR A C E
■; mmt: :
GROUP
S T A B L E  A G E  D I S T .  RANDOM AGE 
1 6 1 6 1  '.'3 1 6 4 6 0 . '
1 3 o a 6 ; 1   1 2 5 5 0 .
1 1 6r  1 2 " 9 3 6 .
__1 0 4 5  2 . ' 2 ____________ 0 3 2 7 .
?  2 © s ; 5 . -11 s o r .
_____ 8 0 0 1  . 0   M t f i j
. 6«"0 2 ’. ij . ? a 6 3.
5 2 . 6 3 . 0 _______   5 7 1 7 .
^ 4 # 1 9 ‘I‘ 4  3 9 0 4  *
.; Z/ 3 2 0 3 V 2  .. .  7 7 2 0 .
" 2 4 5 3 ’.’ « 3 _________________21 4 i j .
" 7 1  .  7 . :  . 2 3 7 4 ,
11 6 6 ' . ’° _________________ 1 2 3 0 .
: . 6 7 5 v 6 2 5 ;
3 2 0 . 3 _________  3 8 6 .
[ Y é o o o v o  ~ i o oooo_*
D IS T .__OSTARLE AGE pi
8 1 6 . 1 6
1  13.09
2 v.: ; .  1 1 . 6 0
®- — ® • gjj 
9 5 * 86
o' - i : - ; . . : ^ ;  . 4 . 9 $
4_________  6 . 0 2  _
2 3 . 2 0  .
8  2 . 4 5
7 ;  ;  . 1 . 7 7
9  __ 1 . 1 7
:'6 ,.6I
a ^ ^ E * r f i i 3  .
0
»0J1 AGE . D t S T  
16.46 .
Ì69 , . T“"
’ .  C7
-!o?
.<>0 _____ ____
4 ;
STABLE'“» E A T H  D I S T .  RANDOM DE
' 1 . 167. 3   1861 .
.._^...11 4 ’. 4  ^ . 1 14.
: O 0 v i  .................. ■  ? s ;
1 1 3 . 4  127. ’
: ; ^ T i i 0 V 3
1 1 0 ' . ' 1 ______ _________1 05.
i i  0 : 3
! 1 2'.'3 _ ___ 1 24,'
10 3 0  104.'
11 ®’."3_   94.’
1 0 4 . 9  _ : ^ m 9 r .
10 4V7  107.
» 3 ; 5  4 ; .  ' - 4 ^ . : . 9 3 ;
7 5 . 0   76.
5 1  v° " ; K « ;
3  4  ;  7  51
________ 3 . 1 0
............... 3 . 2 3
A T i r  D I S T .  JCSTAD
3 ... 5 5 . 1 6
4.... i-- 3.38
2 2 . 1 6
1 v 7 . 6 6
4 3 . 3 5
3 m 3 . 2 6
1 _____________ 3 . 2 5
3 > j4 -t i ;  :V- 3 . 2 6
3______________ 3 . 3 2
0 .: -^ :: ,V.- 3 . 1 9
3 _____________ 3 . 2 6
9 ,  3.10
7 3,09
5 2 . 7 6
0 2 . 2 4
0 1 . 5 3
7 1 
? V
LE D E A T H l ' D l S T . "  « RANDOM r > j £ -  
5 4 . °R 
_ 3.36 .
.. _________ 2 . 7 8  .
s : .  . . • . 2 . 7 2 . : , , ■
3 . 7 6  ________
. 61 ;
3 . 6 7
t.o7.
2 . 7 3  . . . . . .
■ 2 . 7 4 -  
3 . 1 6
2 . 7 6 . ,  H  
2 . 2 7
1.6 2 .. .
1 . 5 3
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Table (T . 2) (continued)
FORMULA <A>
5 0 . 5 3 4 8 3 o ; o 3 4 a ° 0 , 5 3 5 3 7 0 Ô 3 4 7 A
1 0 ■ 5 . 5 5 ^ 7 O V O 3 5 0 2 0 . 5 3 6 5 9 0. ( 53169
1 5 1 . 6 6 5 3 7 0703749 0 . 6 4 4 7 3 0 . 0 3 1 5 6
2a 0 . 7 5 3 7 1 0 . 0 4 0 4 4 0 . 7 1 3 1 3 0 , 3 4 0 4 6
l 25 0 , 8 4 4 7 9 0 . 0  4 3 ó 7 P . 8 3 1 n 6 0 . 3 5 0 3 ?
30 0 . 9 5 6 3 2 0 . 0 4 7 4 3 0 . 9 5 1 1 9 0 . 3 4 9 7 6
R P T  3 5 1 . 0 9 2 5 8 0 ‘. 0  5 20 5 1 . 0 9 9 2 9 0 . 3 5 2 3 2
40 1 . 2 6 1 4 1 0 . 0 5 7 7 5 1 . 2 6 2 5 4 0 , 3 5 6 8 4
45 1 , 4 7 0 2 8 0 . 0 6 4 9  4 1 . 4 4 7 0 8 0 . 3 6 3 ° 8
50 1 . 7 5 0 0 3 0 . 0 7 4 3 0 1 . 7 0 7 7 1 0 . 3 6 6 9 6
55 2 . 1 1 0 3 5 0 . 0  3 6 7 ° 1 . 9 6 7 0 7 - 0 , 3 6 7 8 5
60 2 . 6 2 2 1 3 0 V 1 0 3 9 7 2 . 2 6 1 3 3 0.'  359 9  6
6 5 3 . 2 9 ? 1 5 0 V 1 2 31 7 3 . 0 3 6 4 3 0 .‘ 1 3 6 3 2
7a 4 , 2 6 5 7 5 0 . 1 6 3 6 3 3 , 8 4 0 * 8 0 . 1 3 9 2 3
1  7 5 5 . 6 3 5 9 8 0 V 2 21 2 3 4 , 5 9 1 2 4 0 , 1 6 2 0 7
1 - - - - .  -v .• - ; =1— - ■= T~~ • O k g B i S S i g
AGE XS ŸS XR Y
5 0 . 5 5 5 2 4 0 V W 3 3 3 6 O . 5 6 0 - ’ 9 0 V 0 3 2 51
10 0 . 6 2 2 1 0 0 . 0 3 6 0 2 0 . 6 1 3 4 7 0 . 0 3 0 1 0
15 9 . 7 0 5 2 5 0 . 0 3 3 3 3 0 . 6 7 5 3 9 0 . Ü 3 3 0 9
2o 0 . 7 9 4 4 9 0 . 0 4 1 8 4 0 . 7 6 7 3 5 0 , 0 5 0 5 2
25 0 . 3 9 4 2 5 a V 0 4 5 2 0 0 . 8 3 4 4 1 0.0480*3
3 0 1 . 0 1 6 0 5 0 . 0 4 9 3 1 1 . 0 1 3 3 9 0 V rt 5 0 5 4m 35 1 . 1 6 5 5 3 O . O 5 4 3 5 1 . 1 7 0 1 0 0 , 0 5 2 9 9
40 1 . 3 5 3 0 3 O V 0 6 0 5 ? 1 , 3 4 0  84 0 73 6 0  5?
45 1 . 5 6 6 2 1 0 . 0 6 3 5 3 1 . 5 5 5 9 2 0 . 0 6 5 9 2
5o 1 . 3 9  4 6 9 0 V 0 7 3 0 0 1 . 8 1 6 7 2 0 7 0 6 3 7 6
T-—-~=~ jj 5 2.30ÔO1 0 V o fl275 2 . 0 8 5 3 1 0 7 3 7 0 3 9
6 0 2 . 8 6 6 3 0 0 V111 4 3 2 . 5 4 6 2 9 0 . 1 2 3 7 1
65 3 . 6 1 7 4 7 0 7 1 3 6 5 3 3 . 3 4 8 5 8 0 7 1 2206
' 7 0 4 . 6 7 1 4 0 0 V 1 7 1 5 0 4 . 0 8 6 5 5 0 . 1 3 8 3 6
75 6 . 1 8 0 0 2 0 V 2 2 O 9 6 4 . 7 4 4 1 4 0 7 1 5 6 7 4
FORMULA <B>
i :
A C T U A L  D E A T H  RA T E
..........L E A S T  SQUARE' F I T
A C T U A L  D E A T H  R A T E M )  . 0 3 5 3 0  
A C T U A L  D E A T H  R A T E < 2 )  , 0 3 3 3 5
C S T I M A T E O n  ) 
E S T  M A T E  P ( 2 )
, 0 3 r r 6 
a O 3 o 36
(1) st.itble distributions corresponding to rede] vest, rales, mortality 
level f>, growth rate *= 15t> given in Coale & Hereny (1966).
(2) randor distributions the resulting distribution when the model of 
error is applied to the stable distribution.
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APPENDIX (C)
Table (C.l)
228
The actual and estimated death rate after 20 years 
of mortality decline and migration
Out migration No migration In migration
Actual CDR .019 .018 .017
ESTIMATED CDR
Formula (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B)
Method of fit
Least square .018 .019 .018 .018 .018 .017
Weighted least square .007 .005 .016 .016 .023 .025
Wald .015 .017 .018 .018 .020 .019
/Graph (C.l)
Changing mortality and out migration
Formula (B )
<D observed points L .S . Tit
Jr W.L.S. fit *  Wald fit
”1
8 . 0 0 0
“I
8.000
.0
40
 
. 0
80
 
.1
20
 
.1
60
 
. 0
00
 
. 0
40
 
-.
0
8
0
 
.1
2
0 
.1
60
Graph* (C.2) Changing mortality and no migration
D /P
Formula (A)
<r> observed points 
Jr W.L.S. fit * Wald fit

Table (C.2) The actual, reported and estimated death rate, after 
20 years of mortality decline and migration, for data 
affected by differential under-registration and age error
232
Out migration Mo migration In migration
Actual CDR .019 .018 .017
Reported
CDR .015 .013 .012
ESTIMATED CDR
Formula (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B)
Method of fit
Least square .016 .017 .016 .015 .016 .015
Weighted least square .006 .008 .013 .013 .018 .015
Wald .013 .014 .015 .015 .017 .016
W.L.S. fit * Wald fit
12
0 
.16
0 
. 000
 
. 040
Graph (C.5) Mortality decline, no migration 
under-registration and age erroj
D /P ®y y 2
n ---------- 1---------- 1---------- 1
2 .0 0 0  4 .0 0 0  6 .0 0 0  0.
r Formula (A)
Formula (B )
©  reported seta o f points 
'*■ W.L.S. f i t
* L .S .  f i t  
*  Wald f i t
differential
000 Ny/Py
8.000
D /P y y
.000
-i---------- 1------ :----1---------- 1
2 . 0 0 0  4 . 0 0 0  6 .O0 0  e . 0 0 0
Formula (A)
N /P
y y
D*/P* ®y y 'O
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effect of migration, after 20 years of mortality decline 
and migration, for data affected by differential 
under-registration and age error.
Table (C.3) The actual, reported and adjusted death rate for the
Out migration In migration
Actual CDR .019 .017
Reported CDR .015 .012
ADJUSTED CDR
Formula (A) (B)
Method of fit
Least square .018 .016
Weighted least square .015 .013
Wald .017 .015
out migrationGraph (C.7) Adjustment for
Graph (C.8) Adjustment for in migration
V py |
O  a d ju s t e d  p o i n t s  « » l e a s t  s q u a r e
r r e i  " h t e r ’  l e a s t  s q u a r e * W a ld
Table (C.4)
238
The estimated proportionate under-registration for 
different ages
Out migration No migration In migration
Ages 0-5 5+ 0-5 5+ 0-5 5+
Actual under-registration .50 .10 .50 .10 .50 .10
ESTIMATED U1JDER-REGI STRATI OH
Method of fit
Least square .52 .19 .67 .16 .70 .18
Weighted least square .33 .05 .59 .04 .64 .02
Wald .38 .13 .61 .12 .65 .11
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Table (D.l) Number of males and females population
Age Hales Females Total
0- 63131 66180 129311
1- 29683 29082 58755
2- 37321 37334 74655
3- 52869 53567 106436
4- 49839 49649 99488
5-9 210647 195734 406381
1oH 115037 91773 205810
15- 101113 127909 229022
20- 74841 123892 198733
25- 85766 133706 219472
30- 63973 90858 154831
35- 77743 98272 176015
40- 59008 63027 122035
45- 58219 59762 117981
50- 38529 34840 73369
55- 37596 30883 68484
50- 21997 19466 41463
65-
i
20213 17951 38164
70- 10741 10629 21370
75- 7782 6176 13958
80+ 6764 5049 11813
N.D. 486 1167 1653
TOTAL 1223298 1346911 2570219
241
Table (D.2)* Number of males and females deaths
Age Males Females Total
0- 18525 15923 34349
1- 2619 1347 3956
2- 3049 2651 5700
3- 2931 2807 5738
4- 1521 1712 3233
5t9 3292 2542 5834
10- 1480 1979 3459
15- 2601 2756 5357
20- 1812 2161 3973
25- 1849 3038 4937
30- 1516 2243 3759
35- 1842 2327 4169
40- 1639 1589 3228
45- 1761 1746 3507
50- 1455 1113 2558
55- 1582 1355 2937
50- 1484 1268 2752
55- 1496 1332 2828
70- 1080 1236 2316
75- 1050 640 1690
80+ 1227 734 1961
H.D. 5 10 15
TOTAL 55808 52449 108158
* Source "Etudes démographiques par sondage en Guinée 1954-55, 
Résultats definitifs - 1" reproduced from table 3.23.1
Humber of males and females live births in the last 
twelve months for different regions
2
Table (D.3)**
Guinee Maritime Fouta Djallon Mante Guinee Guinee Forestiere
M F V. F ;; F yt F
14530 15090 30572 30457 10065 9735 24162 24037
** Source: "Etude démographiques pare sondage en Guir.ee 1954-55, 
Résultats definitifs - 1" reproduced from table 3.21.1
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